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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to determine the characteristics of effective
facilitators of nonformal education (.NFE) in Ecuador in order to (a) mo re
completely understand the nature of NFE: (b) evaluate the success of the
Project; and (c) develop guidelines lor training facilitators in other countries.
Thirteen experts (six Ecuadorian and seven Northameiican staff members of
the Project) brainstormed a list of skills, knowledge areas, and attitudes,
of effective facilitators of NFE in community-based learning groups. The
responses combined with items found in a review of literature of NFE, the
Ecuador Project, community development, and teacher effectiveness, became
the Preliminary List of Facilitator Characteristics. This list, consolidated
into sixty general characteristics, was divided into (a) criteria for selecting
facilitator trainees and (b) characteristics of facilitators after training. The
sixty items became a second questionnaire. Each expert rated the approp-
riateness and importance of each item. The results cf this second queation-
naire were resubmitted to the experts to reconsider and rate a second time.
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At least one-half of the experts agreed to the degree of importance of all
except one item. Weighting the expert's responses resulted in a rank order
of the relative importance of each item.
Two comparison groups with similar experience but little or no knowledge
of the Ecuador Project also rated each item. The comparison groups con-
firmed the ratings of importance given by the experts. Variations between
groups which occured in the rank order of items are apparently a result of
experience with the Ecuador Project.
A process was also used to demonstrate how the general skills,
knowledge areas, and attitudes, can be stated as observable behaviors for
particular settings. Through this process, the operationalization of a goal
or intent, the results of the study can be adapted to diverse settings and
facilitator training programs can be elaborated for particular geographic
mid cultural situations.
The study also confirmed the utility of the Delphi technique in clarifying
a group opinion. By providing feedback on the response to a previous
questionnaire and by asking the respondents to reevaluate their individual
opinions, a group concensus develops which research has shown to be more
useful than an individual opinion, a single questionnaire, or a group
discussion.
xii
PREFACE
This study was inspired by my experience as a staff member for the
Ecuador Nonformal Education Project of the University of Massachusetts.*
Working in materials development and evaluation for the Project, I have
become increasingly aware of the "facilitator" idea being implemented in
Ecuadorian mountain villages. I believe that the facilitator idea is highly
tianSi.eiable to difierent Bolivian settings with which I am familiar and that
the idea may be transferable to a large number of settings worldwide. I
also believe that the facilitator idea is one possible answer to the many crises
facing rural (and possibly urban) populations in developing countries.
But to adapt the facilitator idea to other settings depends on a fairly
complete understanding of how the idea works (and in some cases does not
work) in Ecuador. That information is not readily available. Much of the
information is in the form of observations and perceptions by Ecuador staff
members who have worked with the Ecuadorian facilitators. Therefore I
resolved to carry out this study in order to secure as much of that information
*The Ecuador Nonformal Education Project is a pilot program to
explore methodologies, techniques, and delivery systems, for nonfoirnal
education in Andean Ecuador. The Center for International Education of the
University of Massachusetts and the Ministry oi Education of Ecuador are
supported financially and administratively in this project by the U. S, Agency
for International Development.
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as possible.
Tlds study has not been sponsored by any organization or agency nor
did I undertake the study at the request of any organisation or agency. I
did receive excellent cooperation from members of the Ecuador Project staff
and I would not have been able to complete the study without their help, but
during this study I was not employed by the Project. This study represents
ideas, insights, and information from a variety of sources including Project
staff but the study is not intended to represent the official position of the
Project or any of its sponsoring agencies.
In addition to the members of the Ecuador Project staff, I would Like to
extend my sincere appreciation to David Evans, Sylvia Forman, Horace Reed,
and George Urch, Each has made extensive and valuable contributions to tins
study. A note of thanks is also necessary to members of the Center for
International Education for their comments and support, to Pauline Ashby for
her advice and efficiency, and to my family for many and diverse contributions
and sacrifices.
Arlen Etling
December 1974
University of Massachusetts
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CHAPTER I
CRISIS IN THE CAMPO1
SOME IDEAS AND A MISSING LINK
Tnis study is based on a series of primary assumptions: (a) there is
an educational crisis in the rural areas of most developing countries; (b) the
educational crisis is related to other crises such as food, population, energy,
economic development, political stability, social mobility, etc,; (c) the
school, as it currently exists, is unable to resolve the educational crisis;
(d) the ultimate solution to the educational crisis is an indigenous solution;
{e) local leaders are capable of providing education relevant to the needs of
their neighbors; and (f) it is desirable to identify and train such local
leaders then support them on their own terms as they develop educational
opportunities for their communities.
The Edu cational Crisis
Reimer (1970) maintains that
Most of the children of the world are not in school.
Most of those who enter drop out after a very few
years. Most of those who succeed in school still
become dropouts at a higher level. No child, however,
fails to learn from school. Those who never get in
learn that they do not deserve the good things of
life. The later drop-outs learn that the system can
be beat, but not by them (p. 1/1).
2Coombs (19 to) agrees and elaborates on the rural aspect of the educational
problems of developing countries:
Despite two decades of valiant efforts to expand formal
schooling, in the great bulk of rural areas (where the
majority of people live) only a meagre fraction of boys
and especially girls are getting a full and effective
primary schooling. And of these, only a small
minority have an opportunity to follow up their primary
schooling in any systematic way. The unschooled and
the early drop-outs—comprising the great majority
—
are left largely to fend for themselves (p. 1).
The failure of schools in meeting educational demands has been widely
documented. Both the school's internal weaknesses and its impact on
economic and social problems in developing coimtrios have been discussed.
The Office of Education of the World Council of Churches (1970) estimates
that 30-40% of primary level pupils in developing countries drop out during
the first two years. The school leaving exam is successfully completed by
15-25% of those who enter primary schools, but the majority are two to four
years older than normal age. Generally speaking the secondary school's
record is no better (p. 28).
Coombs (in press) feels that schools will be hardpressed to keep up
with population growth. Furthermore, "It would be unrealistic to suppose
that this situation will be dramatically altered in the foreseeable future
(p. 1/12)." McNamara (1973) agrees maintaining that 800 million people are
illiterate and, "despite the continuing expansion of education in the years
ahead, even more of their children are likely to be so (p. 7). "
3The plight of adults is even more desperate since they are not normally
served by the formal schools. In Ecuador, for instance, less than .5% of
the education budget went to adult education (Plan quinquenal, 1972, p. 34).
A survey of the allocation of public funds to adult education shows that many
developing countries set aside less than 1% of the national budget for adults
(World survey of education, 1971). If one source (The World Commit of
Churches) is accurate, training adults, especially in rural areas, must be
a priority not only in order to increase national development but also to
prevent the education of children from being wasted (Office of Education,
1970, p. 27).
Reimer (1970) maintains, "The conclusion is inescapable: no country
in the world can afford the education its people demand in the form of
schools (p. 1/2). " Even in the United States it is unlikely that schools can
provide equal treatment, by educators’ standards, for all students in primary
and secondary schools. Mich (1970) estimates that such equal treatment by
U. S. schools would cost eighty billion dollars annually (p. 12).
As a result of Ms research on schools Illich has called for the develop-
ment of educational alternatives to schools. Other educators concur. In
responding to the world's educational needs and the criticisms of school
critics, many educators have turned to nonformal approaches as an alternative
to formal education.
4Nonfonnal Education
Historically nonfonnal education (NFE) includes activities which are
as old as manldnd. As a term however, NFE represents an important change
in outlook among botn radical and liberal educators, concerned governments,
and social scientists (Bock fr Papagiannis, 1973, p. 9). ..." Since NFE is
ouch a new term there is a "lack of generally accepted terminology,
classifications, and basic assumptions (Coombs, 1973, p„ 9)," it is
extremely difficult to define NFE satisfactorily.
This is caused largely by (1) our present inadequate
knowledge of educational activities carried on outside
the formal school system, (2) the tendency of educators
to think of education only in terms of formal, graded
systems and (3) the wide-ranging and amorphous nature
of nonformal educational activities, frequently private
in origin and management and often achieved as a by-
product of a venture primarily directed at objectives
other than education (Brembeck, 1973, p. 138). . . .
Perhaps the roost widely used definition of nonformal education is:
. . . any organized educational activity outside the
established formal system—whether operating
separately or as an important feature of some
broader activity—that is intended to serve- some
identifiable learning clienteles and learning
objectives (Coombs, 1973, p. 11).
It is important to understand that NFE is not the antithesis of formal
education. Brembeck observes that NFE may substitute for formal
education for those who are denied schooling, "it may complement formal
education, " or it may extend formal education maximizing its usefulness,
5(Brembeck, 1973, p. xvi).
However, a definition of NFE and brief mention of the interface between
nonfoimal and formal education is not sufficient. Some important theoretical
dimensions of NFE must be set forth. Since NFE has many variations, each
with its unique characteristics, the dimensions are not universal nor
definitive. But some appear so frequently that they clearly deserve to be
noted.
Kleis, Lang, Mietus, & Tiapula (1973) identify the following dimensions
of NFE: it is (a) not likely to be identified as education; (b) usually concerned
with immediate and practical missions; (c) potentially present at any learning
site which affords appropriate experiences; (d) performance-based rather
than by certificate-based; usually characterized by loosely organized content,
staff, or structure; (f ) characterized by voluntary participation; (g) usually
a part-time activity of participants; (h) seldom graded or sequential;
(i) usually less costly than formal education; (j) characterized by admission
criteria which depend on the learner's need rather than on previously
demonstrated ability
;
(k) served by educators who are chosen by demonstrated
performance rather than by credentials; (1) not restricted to any particular
organizational, curricular, or personnel classification, and it has great
promise for renewing and expanding any of them; and (m) potentially
conducive to multiplier effects, economy, and efficiency due to its openness,
flexibility, and lack of concern for external and irrelevant criteria (pP* 6 & 7),
6However, these dimensions do not describe all activities which fit Coombs'
demntion of NFE. Some of the dimensions are inappropriate for some NFE
activities in certain settings.
Because NFE is characterized by diverse programs, projects, and
activities one conclusion is inevitable: the dimensions of NFE are siimtional-
they depend on the setting, the learners, learning objectives, resources,
sponsoring agencies, participating organizations, and unforseeable cireum-
stances.
MgJ^gnsions Important to Facilitator-Led Learning Grougs
Since this study of characteristics of nonforma! educators focuses on a
particular activity in Ecuador, facilitator-led learning groups, the author
win set forth his dimensions of NFE for that particular activity and setting.
Those dimensions come from Kleis et al (1973), Paulston (1972), Evans &
Smith (1972), and Hie experience of the Ecuador NFE Project,
NFE should (a) he learner—centered as opposed to teacher-centered}
(b) feature a cafeteria curriculum of alternative learning opportunities!
(c) foster horizontal relationships among participants at every level; (d) reh
on Local resources rather than imported resources; (e) be immediately
useful to learners; and (f) emphasize a low level cf structure. These
dimensions will be more fully elaborated in Chapter II.
7An .Example of NFE
One of the promising approaches for NFE is the facilitator idea developed
by the Ecuador Nonformal Education Project. In 1971 seven small villages
in Andean Ecuador were invited to select representatives from among the
residents to receive five weeks of training leading to the acquisition of
skills, knowledge, and attitudes needed to facilitate learning in community-
based learning groups (figure 1). The content of the training included
communication and group process skills, critical thinking and problem
solving, literacy and math skills, information concerning family life, and
awareness of social, political, economic, and legal issues. Training
emphasized the use of methodology and specially developed materials,
related to the content areas. Upon completion of training, the trainees
(facilitators) returned to form evening learning groups in their respective
villages.
Ideally facilitators do not function as teachers but rather as organizers
and coordinators of a variety of learning endeavors within the learning
groups. Facilitators guide individuals in their learning groups in acquiring
literacy, math skills, self-awareness, social awareness, ability to
critically analyze local problems, and strategies for dealing with daily
problems, A modified Freirean dialogue approach is employed by the
facilitators in relating to the learning groups. On a more realistic level the
facilitators' behavior is not always ideal.
ipunog
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9Subsequently training has taken place in a variety of settings. Responding
to different conditions and building on previous experience, each training
program has served as a step in an evolutionary process.
Swanson (1973) and Figueroa (1972) indicate that the facilitator model
is successful to a degree and that the potential of the model in Ecuador is
encouraging. However in spite of the success of the facilitator model in
Ecuador, some weaknesses remain. There is no systematic preparation for
the trainers, .facilitators are trained ba.sed on the experience and perception
of a handful of trainers but there is little conceptual basis for the facilitator
preparation. At least the conceptual base has not been identified and expressed.
Apparently the trainers (Project staff) possess a variety of skills, attitudes,
and knowledge which made it possible for them to design and administer a
training program for facilitators. There is, however, no assurance that the
same trainers could train facilitators for Mexican or Bolivian villages with
similar success. Nor is there any assurance that a different group of
trainers could duplicate the facilitator training in the same Ecuadorian
setting.
If the potential of the facilitator idea is to be realized— if facilitators
are to be prepared in other countries—and if the Ecuadorian trainers are r.ot
available to develop the training programs, other trainers must have guidance
which will help them to train selected facilitators.
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If facilitators are to be trained, however, there must be some clear
understanding about how facilitators behave. Since facilitators are the
important variable of community-based education in the Ecuador NFE
Project, their behaviors are most critical. Nonformal education is a new
field, however; therefore few projects in community-based nonformal
education have been developed which focus on facilitator behaviors and
attempt to conceptualize those behaviors. Information is lacking at this
point.
The Problem
Research is needed to determine what skills, knowledge and attitudes
are needed for effective facilitators of nonformal education in community-
based learning groups. These skills, knowledge areas, and attitudes should
be expressed as observable behaviors so that an observer from outside a
learning group can determine if the facilitator is demonstrating desirable
behaviors.
Tliis research is needed if the facilitator idea is to be more fully
understood and more easily transferable to new settings. At present the
facilitator idea, a promising alternative which does not rely on expensive
certified professional educators or costly facilities and materials, is
largely in the minds of those individuals who have worked directly with
facilitators.
11
Purpose
This study seeks to identify the important skills, knowledge areas,
and attitudes, of effective facilitators of nonformal education in community-
based learning groups. The opinion of a panel of experts will be sought in
order to help identify and rate the importance of those characteristics of
effective facilitators. The investigator also proposes to discover a way to
translate general skills, knowledge, and attitudes, into observable behaviors
relevant to particular settings. Those observable behaviors are necessary in
order to evaluate the facilitator idea as it now exists and to train new
facilitators for other settings.
Definitions
Facilitator: the uncertified, non-professional educator who develops
and maintains village learning groups outside the formal schooling system.
To train: to guide, enable or facilitate learning of skills, knowledge,
or attitudes.
To operationalize: to define a general skill, knowledge area, cr
attitude in terms of a list of observable behaviors.
Expert: present or former Ecuador Project staff member who has
directly observed facilitators in Ecuador.
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Significance of the Study
According to Coombs (1968),
Intensified research is urgently needed to develop
appropriate planning and evaluation techniques for
nonformal education. All countries will be well
advised to maintain a running inventory of such
activities and to create mechanisms for assessing,
planning, and harmonizing their far-flung nonformal
education programmers (p. 177).
Coombs (1973) also feels that the first priority should be to "get equipped
as quickly as possible, by working together to develop the necessary
personnel, methods and new knowledge. . ." necessary to move ahead
rapidly in NFE (pp. 96-97).
Paulston (1973a) has called for research which examines attempted
innovations, identifies significant factors contributing to the failure or
success of the programs, and produces "credible evidence and theoretical
constructs which will enable us to explain, to predict, and to plan with
greater precision (p. 70). " This study of facilitator characteristics will
respond to Coombs’ and Paulston's concerns for NFE research.
This study will also contribute to a fuller understanding of what is
meant by "NFE. " Since no satisfactory definition of NFE exists, any
insight will be helpful. By identifying the skills, knowledge, and atlituCiOS
of effective facilitators in a particular setting, more will be revealed about
NFE in that setting and, by extension, about NFE in. general.
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On a more practical level there is a resurging interest in rural
educational development in the Third World. Organizations as diverse as
the World Bank, The International Council for Educational Development,
U.N. E. S.C.O.
,
and the U. S. Agency for International Development
(U.S.A. I.D.) have been advocating nonformal approaches to education in
developing countries. U.S.A. I.D. recently awarded an institutional develop-
ment grant to the Center for International Education at the University of
Massachusetts (C.I.E.). The purpose of the grant is to develop the Center’s
capacity to consult where needed on problems of implementing nonformal
education, especially problems pertaining to dissemination of information
and training of educators. In order to develop that capacity to consult, more
information on the characteristics of effective nonformal educators is
needed.
This study is also significant to the Ecuador NFE Project. The
Project’s third year, April 1, 1974, to March 31, 1975, is designated a year
of consolidation and evaluation. A list of skills
,
knowledge areas, and
attitudes of effective facilitators would aid in that evaluation effort. By
identifying the characteristics and operationalizing them to produce observable
behaviors, the facilitator idea can be more objectively observed and evaluated.
Newbry (1373), a U.S.A. I.D. official, concludes that the facilitator idea
appears to work, though not in all cases. He wants to know much more about
14
characteristics of successful facilitators, conditions under which they
can succeed, community acceptance (p. 9). " Evaluators on the Project
staff have independently identified the same unanswered questions as
important concerns. This study is directly relevant to those concerns.
The Ecuador Project staff are also interested in the transferability of
the facilitator idea to other settings. Before the idea can be transfered,
however, it must be more fully understood. Characteristics of effective
Ecuadorian facilitators must be identified so that other groups can decide
if the characteristics are relevant to a new setting. Cnee decisions are
made as to the desirable characteristics for a new setting, then training
programs can be designed.
Limitations
This is an. exploratory study which will produce information needed
to evaluate facilitators and to design training programs. The study doss
not attempt to develop an entire facilitator model; nor does it elaborate
training programs for NFE. Rather, the study yields a list of facilitator
characteristics which are important to more fully understand the facilitator
idea as well as to guide the development of future training programs.
Many nonform,al educators object to definitions, especially definitions
of nonforraal education at this point in its evolution. For the purpose of
communication this study assumes Coombs' definition of NFE even though,
15
by itself, the definition is unsatisfactory. A definition limits the spirit of
diversity and flexibility of NFE.
Similarly, language is a limitation of the study. Most of the current
educational terminology has come from the schooling tradition. Rather than
propose a new vocabulary appropriate to NFE concepts, this study employs
familiar terms. It is understood that such terms are used within the context
established by the definition and dimensions of NFE specified earlier.
hi regard to the Ecuador NFE Project the literature presents certain
pioblems. Most of the information on the Project comes from unpublished
documents. Some of those documents must be understood in view of the
personality of the writer, the day-to-day pressures and concerns of Project
staff, and the demands of forces external to Project activities. Some of the
reports present a highly idealistic point of view. This limitation has been
largely, but not completely, overcome by the investigator's experience as
a member of the Project staff.
Research Model
The study is a descriptive and analytic view of the facilitator concept.
It seeks to add conceptual strength to a part of the existing concept for
preparing facilitators. Furthermore it identifies facilitator characteristics
and confirms their importance through a panel of experts, in this sense the
study is also a model-building study.
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Increasingly literature is appearing which questions traditional
experimental research models in educational research. Traditional
experimental designs are prediction-oriented. The designs attempt to
control certain variaoles which operate freely in learning environments.
It can be argued, therefore, that the findings are not even generalizable to
the real world conditions in which the experiment occurs. According to
Stake (1969),
As soon as we exercise a reasonable degree of
experimental control, as soon as we provide some
variability in the program and hold other aspects
constant, the product is altered. Many an educator
finds the program being researched no longer the
program he wanted to know about (p. 41). . . .
Many educational evaluators are moving to more decision-oriented
research. Evaluation activities in the Ecuador Project have definitely
focused on data gathering for decision-making. As Paik (1973) observes
"formative evaluation is essential but terminal summative efforts almost
impossible (p. 184)."
Stake (1969) describes two approaches to educational research. 'We
have a fundamental choice: to be scientific, to generalize. . . to find out
why ; or to be descriptive, to be delimited. . . to find out what (p. 41). "
This study chooses the latter alternative.
17
Assumptions
In attempting to describe, however, the investigator does not pretend
to be completely objective. Certain assumptions are made which are a part
of the study:
(a) What the facilitator is and does makes a difference in
the learning in community-based nonformal learning
groups.
(b) Whatever the facilitator does can be affected by training.
(c) Not all behaviors of effective facilitators, will be
desirable for each facilitator.
(d) The facilitator will choose certain behaviors to practice
but will not want to develop all of the desirable skills,
knowledge, and attitudes of effective facilitators, at
least not at once.
(e) Some of the facilitator skills, knowledge, and attitudes
produced by this study may conflict with others making
choices necessary.
Research Questi ons
The study will attempt to answer the following questions:
(a) What is the nature of nonformal education?
(b) IIow did the facilitator idea evolve in the Ecuador Project?
18
(c) What are the weaknesses of the Ecuador Project's
facilitator model ?
(d) What implications for an improved facilitator model
can be gleaned from other literature?
(e) What general skills, attitudes, and knowledge do effective
facilitators have?
(f) Can one develop a list of observable behaviors from these
skills, knowledge areas, and attitudes
?
Chapter II deals with the nature of nonformal education. The dimensions
enumerated earlier in this chapter are discussed and other dimensions of
NFE found in the literature are discussed. Finally some of the problems
related to NFE activities are mentioned.
Chapter III traces the history of the Ecuador NFE Project, particularly
in regard to the facilitator idea. Evaluation studies are analyzed and
recommendations for improvements in the facilitator idea are presented.
Suggestions for improvements are also solicited from literature on community
development and teacher effectiveness. That literature is reviewed in
Chapter IV.
Chapter V outlines the procedure for the study and discusses some
ethical issues in social science research. The findings of the study are
presented in Chapter VI arm the last chapter summarizes and draws
conclusions for the study.
19
Summary
The educational crisis in rural areas of the developing countries has
been mentioned along with data which confirm the crisis. The inability of
schools to meet this crisis has been cited and the potential of NFE in meeting
the crisis has been briefly discussed. The Ecuador Project, an example of
an NFE activity, has been introduced including the promising facilitator idea.
If the facilitator idea of the Ecuador NFE Project is to realize its potential
as an approach to resolving the educational crisis, however, more must be
known about the characteristics of the facilitators This study endeavors to
discover and articulate those characteristics—the missing link.
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CHAPTER I—'FOOTNOTE
"Campo" is a Spanish word which refers to rural areas. The
here lor its poetic qualities, not because the rural educational
limited to Spanish-speaking countries.
word is used
crisis is
CHAPTER 1
1
NFE
—EMPOWERING THE POWERLESS
The title of this chapter reflects a value position. One of the most
important functions, if not the most important function, of NFE is to empower
the powerless--help them, individually and collectively, to become the principal
determinant of their own lives. Only through learning to be subjects rather than
objects can people begin to resolve the crisis in the campo.
The purpose of this chapter is to explore the nature of NFE in order to
understand more about its strengths, its weaknesses, and its potential. NFE
is examined as a concept and as a practical approach. Different NFE programs
are mentioned to highlight the scope and diversity of the field. A conclusion is
reached that the nature of NFE in local settings will vary. Therefore program
developers should be aware of a wide range of possible NFE characteristics.
The presentation of these characteristics in this chapter is divided into two
parts: (a) those characteristics which are most important to facilitator-led
learning groups (the focus of this study) and (b) other characteristics which
are important to certain programs or writers but are not widely supported in the
literature nor thought to be so critical to the focus of this study. Evidence
supporting each of the characteristics is presented. Finally some of the general
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problems of NFE are discussed.
This chapter, then, should help clarify the nature of NFE so that the
Ecuadorian facilitator idea can be strengthened conceptually and so that facilitators
can be prepared in other cultural settings. Strengthening the facilitator idea and
adapting it in other settings is one way to empower the powerless.
NFE as a Concept
Coombs (1973) sees nonformal education as a rather amorphous collection
of diverse approaches, models, paradigms, and ideas, occupying a loosely-
defined middle ground between informal and formal education. He defines
informal education as "relatively unorganized and unsystematic (p. 11), . . "
According to the same source formal education is
the hierarchically structured, chronologically
graded ’educational system, ' running from
primary school through the university and
including, in addition to general academic studies,
a variety of specialized programmes and institutions
for full-time technical and professional training
(p. 11).
Kleis et al. (1973) favor a continuum which includes incidental, informal,
nonformal, and formal education. They define education as ''the sum of all the
experiences through which a person or a people come to know what they know
(p. 3). " Incidental education is that enormously pervasive sector which includes
"day-to-day direct and unexamined experiences of living" which shape the beliefs,
habits, values, attitudes, speech patterns, etc., of people. These experiences
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are unintentional but powerful. When these same experiences are examined and
deliberately augmented they constitute informal education. The experiences may
be augmented through explanation, interpretation, discipline, and example, by
elders, employers, peers, and others. The augmentation may be intended as
educative but the experiences themselves are not at least consciously, so
intended (Kleis, et al.
. 1973, pp. 3-4).
What is more commonly called education is much more intentional and
systematic involving deliberate selection and systematic structuring of
experiences as well as the establishment of explicit missions, roles, and
patterns of operation.
To the extent that an education system is closely
integrated structurally and substantively and tends
to constrain each of its organizational, human and
curricular components to its own stability or
maintenance requirements it represents formal
education (Kleis et al.
,
1973, p. 5).
Kleis et al. (1973) see nonformal education as not closely integrated
structurally or substantively. NFE tends to adapt to accommodate the require-
ments of missing or new components whether organizational, human, or
curricular. They conclude that NFE is
any intentional and systematic educational enterprise
(usually outside of traditional schooling) in which
content, media, time units, admission criteria,
staff, facilities, and other system components
are selected and/or adapted for particular students,
populations, or situations in order to maximize
attainment of the learning mission and minimize
maintenance constraints of the system (p> 6).
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Obviously there is overlap between formal and nonformal education
which creates confusion. This confusion prevents an easy understanding of the
conceptual differences between formal and nonformal education. Yet it is
important that the conceptual distinction be made. NFE provides approaches to
solving educational problems which the school has either created or has been
unable to solve itself. The school's strengths and weaknesses must be under-
stood so that clear options are made available to the educational planner.
Otherwise nonformal educational activities may be co-opted and come to
resemble the formal system. There is also the danger, which Dewey warned
against, of selling old wine in new bottles.
NFE as a Practical Approach
On the other hand this conceptual distinction between NFE and formal
education should not prevent their merger in educational pursuits. Harbiscn
(1973) maintains, "The closer integration of nonformal and formal education
may in the long run win the highest returns of all programs for human resource
development (p. i.0) , " Once the relationship between outcomes and various
inputs is understood "the issue is no longer the definition of nonformal education
or even classifying projects according to some taxonomy. The issue is one of
optimal design in specific settings (Evans & Smith, 1373, p. 16)." Coombs
warns that formal and nonformal education should be seen as collaborative
elements in a total system, not as antagonistic competitors (Coombs, 1973,
p. 102).
The writer s position is that local conditions must determine the
desirability and the extent of integration of NFE and formal education in each
case under consideration. Such local conditions can best be assessed by the
people most familiar with those conditions, the local learners themselves. In
order to make decisions most beneficial to themselves the local learners need
to become aware of the differences between NFE and formal education as well as
the potential of each in a given situation. This awareness may come from within
the learners, from external sources, or from both.
An external individual, organization, or a.gency which attempts to create
awareness necessary for decision making must be very sensitive to those whose
awareness is being raised. The external agent providing advice on NFE should
also be aware of the characteristics of NFE which may be relevant to the local
case. The agent will want to consider, in local terms, Coombs' practical
question:
What might be done through nonformal education . . .
to help meet the minimum, essential learning needs
of millions of educationally deprived rural children
and adolescents and to help accelerate social and
economic development in rural areas (Coombs,
1973, p. 2)?
The "minimum essential learning needs" identified are (a) positive attitudes,
(b) functional literacy and numeracy, (c) a scientific outlook and an elementary
understanding of the processes of nature, (d) functional knowledge and skills for
raising a family and operating a household, (e) functional knowledge and skills
for earning a living, and (f) functional knowledge and skills for civic participation
(Coombs, 1973, pp. 14-15).
Although these learning needs appear to assume some of the author’s
values (e.g. "Western" scientific values), a useful starting point is provided
by Coombs' list. Apparently, "No one mode or institution of education—formal,
informal, or nonformal— is capable bj^ itself of meeting all of the minimum
essential learning needs (Coombs, 1973, p. 1G). " Current programs require
redesign and reform, better integration, and supplementation by innovative new
programs. Rural development means transformation not only of production
methods and economic institutions but also of social and political infrastructures
and of human relationships and opportunities.
Another important practical question which NFE must answer is "education
for whom?" Again there is no pervasive answer. Most NFE proponents emphasize
groups neglected by the formal system, hi New Paths to Learning for Rural
Children and Youth the neglected groups mentioned are young children, out-of-
schoolers, and girls (Coombs, 1973, p. 57). In The World Educational Crisis
adults are identified as a key group (Coombs, 1968, p. 142). Generally two
comments can be made concerning clienteles for nonformal educational programs:
(a) groups whose educational needs are not being met by schools are prime
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candidates; and (b) due to the huge number of people who have educational needs
not being met by schools, priorities must be set and choices must be made.
Too many times in the past educational priorities have been established which
fa^or the priviledged. Ni E raises the possibility of determining priorities which
favor the powerless.
Varieties of NFE
Different NFE programs manifest different priorities, approaches, and
characteristics. There is even considerable disagreement in NFE literature as
to what constitutes an NFE program. This disagreement is apparent in various
authors’ attempts to provide broad categories into which NFE case studies can
fit.
One typology divides NFE programs into the extension approach, the
training approach, the cooperative self-help approach, and the integrated
development approach (Swanson, 1973, p. 15). Another list of NFE program
catagories includes adult education, continuing education, on-the-job training,
accelerated training, farmer or worker training, and extension services.
Sheffield & Diejomaoh (1972) in their survey of NFE in Africa, divide programs
into the following categories: industrial and vocational pre-employment training:
industrial and vocational on-the-job and skill-upgrading training; training
programs for out-of-school youth in rural areas; training programs for adult
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populations in rural areas; and multi-purpose training programs. Another
classification mentions indigenous learning systems, imported models, and
recent homegrown innovations (Coombs, 1973, p. 41).
While all of these categories serve the authors’ organizational purposes,
none are satisfactory in practical terms. The categories force programs under
more traditional labels which may obscure critical characteristics and profound
differences among programs. No scheme has been presented that differentiates
between NFS programs according to NFE characteristics which are important
variables at the local level of decision making.
A start toward a more useful scheme was made by Coombs (1973) who
highlights the differences between NFE needs in developing and industrialized
nations. In the former emphasis is on useful skills and knowledge for national
development, upgrading the competence of partially qualified people, serving
school dropouts, and training rural leaders (p. 26). In the industrialized
nations need for NFE focuses on pre-school children, on activities to parallel
and complement formal schooling, and on follow-up for formal education
(pp. 25-26).
Current examples of NFE mentioned by Coombs (1973) include pre-
school day care, nurseries, school equivalency programs, adult literacy
classes, boy and girl scouts, young farmers' clubs, sports and recreational
groups, occupational training for adolescents in agriculture and construction
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carried on outside the formal school structure, centers for cultural improvement,
work settlement camps, instructional programs in health, and apprenticeships.
China is implementing a strategy of education as a part of rural development.
Sri Lanka has a self-help community development movement inspired by Buddhist
philosophy. Thailand has organized village newspaper reading centers.
Colombia's Accion Cultural Popular uses its own radio network in conjunction
with a weekly newspaper, low-cost textbooks, and supplemental readers (Coombs,
1973, p. 47-53).
Little can be learned about the nature of NFE from this list except that
the examples represent diverse activities. Some of the activities on Coombs'
list imply priorities, approaches, and characteristics which are associated with
schools. The internal characteristics of those activities are not revealed.
hi case studies Sheffield & Diejomaoh (1972) describe YWCA training
programs for girls in East Africa. Botswana has developed work brigades to
aid in development while training youth in construction, textiles, farming,
handicrafts, leather tanning, and hotel keeping. Kenya’s rural village poly-
technics provide primary-school leavers with skill training applicable to local,
rural self-employment. Agricultural settlement schemes for youth in Uganda
provide gainful self-employment for school leavers, demonstrate the financial
attractions of modern farming, and help revitalize a poor, under-populated
area. At another level the Pan-African Institute for development in Cameroon
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trains for middle-level management positions La public and private development
programs for seventeen African countries.
These African case studies provide more information about content, hence
priorities. There is more emphasis on skills for self-employment and more
attention to populations not served by schools. Still, the methodology, and
objectives of the programs are not clear.
SENATI is a NFE subsystem created by Peruvian industrialists to train
skilled labor. It is supported by a payroll tax and not only trains but helps
employers assess their own needs and classify skills needed in their respective
operations (Brembeck, 1973, p. 183). This program appears to be characteristic
of schools. Based on the description given the priorities are not determined by
the learners or even according to local needs. Educational goals and methods
are determined by one group (employers) for another group (employees). Yet
by Coombs definition this program may be considered an example of NFE.
Most of the programs mentioned fit Coombs' definition of NFE but the
programs are so diverse that no clear perception of NFE emerges. Apparently
Coombs’ definition of NFE is not sufficient alone, as a criterion for NFE
characteristics appropriate for particular local needs. Some elaboration of
Coombs' definition is necessary. Also apparent is the diversity of activities
labeled "NFE. " If an NFE program is to be developed to meet the needs of a
community-based learning group, more variables than Coombs? includes in his
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definition must be considered in order to specify appropriate characteristics
of NFE for the local setting.
NFE Dimensions Important to Facilitator-led Learning Groups
Six dimensions of NFE are emphasized in this study. These dimensions
aie appropriate to local situations with which the author is familiar. A
discussion of these dimensions followed by discussion of other NFE dimensions
which are not emphasized will give a fuller understanding of the nature of
nonformal education.
Learner centered. Swanson (1973) states that in NFE participants create
a learning environment themselves rather than needing to have it imposed from
the outside (p. 15), Implied here is ’'substantial learner control over the
content and method (Evans & Smith, 1973, p. 14). " Therefore the learner must
pa* cicipate in determining the objectives. A learner-centered environment
witl help encourage more responsiveness of educational enterprises in adjusting
to changing needs or demands of learners, and hopefully, a more equitable
distribution of education opportunities will result.
Ward, Dettoni and McKinney (1973) call for educational goals that are
more practical and more closely related to the learners’ needs (p. 112). A
pitfall to avoid is the adoption of imported models without tailoring them to local
conditions. Imported models may not be suitable for equipping learners with an
understanding of their physical, economic and cultural environment or with
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knowledge and skills required for employment, household management, family
responsibility, and community participation (Coombs,
.1973, p. 30 & 87).
According to one point of view the learner-centered nature of NFE
implies a performance
-based learning model. Characteristics of NFE according
to Paulston (1972) include discrete content units and performance-standard needs
(pp. xii & xiv). Emphasis is on acquisition of skills and the criterion for mastery
is competency which is often defined by the learner (Evans & Etling, 1974, pp.
o-4), Brembeck (19 73) claims that NFE should capitalize on trainees’ individual
profiles of ability and motivation (p. 29). If these sources are correct then NFE
complements performance-based education since both place heavy emphasis on
individualization of learning.
Hilliard (1973) sees NFE as education, designed to pay its own way
through increased employment, productivity and social participation (p. 139).
Paulston (1972) echoes the focus cn productivity and mentions job mobility as
another concern (pp. xii-xiv).
Whereas the schoolhouse tends to be the center of formal education, NFE
is more likely to occur at home or on the job. Part-time study and night study
arc not unusual. Most NE'E programs emphasize learning near the point of use
(Brembeck, 1973, p. 17; Paulston, 1972, p. xiii). All of these factors support
a learner-centered educational activity.
Most sources agree that self-awareness and power to control environment-
are learner-centered attitudes which NFE strives to foster (Evans & Etling,
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1974, p. 3). Attitudes are encouraged which lead learners to critically analyze
themselves and their environment and to take positive action to resolve problems.
Local initiative, self-help, and innovation are emphasized. Some scholars
relate Paulo Freire's concientization 1 process to the goals of enhancing self-
awareness, critical reflection, and positive action (Alschuler, pp. 1-2; Brembeck,
19 /z, p. 139). Freire's approach, however, is based on political activism which
alienates some educators. The more enduring applications of Freire's ideas
have been modifications which retain the learner- centered nature while softening
the elements which tend to invite reaction and repression.
The mere emphasis on learner-centered education, however, may imply
values which conflict with those reflected by the status quo and the elites
(Paulston, 1972, p. xii). At this point NFE may not be able to avoid becoming
politicized and controversial. It becomes vulnerable to powerful groups and
individuals who see NFE as a threat to their positions. This condition may be
disadvantageous; it may also be advantageous depending on the circumstances.
At the other end of the spectrum NFE risks becoming a slogan for radical and
revolutionary groups and individuals. The risk is that NFE may be seen as a
general panacea which it certainly is not.
If the concern for learner-centered programs is of prime importance
then the decisions will be made by the learners themselves in relation to their
own practical problems. If NFE promoters limit themselves to meeting learners'
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expressed needs, there is less danger that NFE will become a target for
reaction or that it will be sold as an answer to all problems.
Cjfetejd^u
r
ricidum . Curricula in NFE tend to feature options, choices,
and flexibility rather than being sequential, prescribed, and required. This
tendency has led to the label "cafeteria curriculum (Evans & Etling, 1974, p. 3)."
Curricula are generated primarily by the learners and ideally,
a strong effort should be made to discover the true
interests, motivations, and wishes of the intended
audience. The programme should then be shaped
to fit these authentic concerns rather than the
professional preconceptions and assumptions of
outsiders. Even if it is discovered that the initial
prime interests of the intended learners do not
match what the programme architects might wish,
they are still the most viable point of departure
(Coombs, 1973, pp. 94-95).
A greater degree of local control is appropriate in NFE. Since distinct
groups must be identified due to scarce resources and specific skill and know-
ledge demands, decisions often must be made at the local program level
(Paulston, 1972, p. xii). Initiative, resources, enthusiasm, and human energy
must come in large measure from the rural people and communities themselves
(Coombs. 1973, pp. 78-79). NFE not only demands more local effort and
responsibility, it increases local capacity for responsibility and action.
Curriculum materials or delivery systems which, might be considered
for NFE include radio programs (especially those of special interest to rural
people), rural educational features in newspapers, low-cost local news bulletins.
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market day exhibits, film demonstrations, posters, mobile libraries, and
exchange visits (Coombs, 1973, p. 93). Various programs have used drama,
role play, and puppets for motivation and for learning. NFE curricula should
include participatory learning and entertainment using the vehicles of art as
well as concepts of science and technology. All traditional nonformal education
has a strong entertainment feature. Music, dance, plays, and epic narratives
are often used (Brembeck, 1973, pp. 127 & 141). The resources and the skill
for employing such curricula need not be imported nor developed professionally
even for remote or economically poor villages.
Horizontal, relationships
. If NFE activities are to be learner—centered
and individualized, if self-awareness and curricula generated by learners are
to exist, then horizontal relationships, especially between learners and educators
should be emphasized. In this sense, the educators may want to view them-
selves in a different role: that of the helper, enabler, catalyst. A term used
for this role is ' facilitator. " The facilitator is a paraprofessional or non-
professional educator
—
perhaps one of the learners who has leadership abilities,
more skill or knowledge at some point, or special training to serve as a
facilitator in the community’s learning group. Coombs (1973) calls for a
strategy to capitalize on self-instruction and for teachers serving more as
guides and coaches to learners rather than as drillmasters and substitutes for a
textbook (p. 95).
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In very poor countries, any rural education programme
whose technology and effectiveness hinge on heavy inputs
of fulltime professionally—trained instructional personnel
at the local level, will in all probability be unable to
expand sufficiently to serve more than a small fraction
of the total potential clientele requiring' such services
(Coombs, in press, pp. 5/16-5/17).
In Attacking Rural Poverty, Coombs & Ahmed (1974) discuss the
possibilities of using nonprofessionals:
The potential advantages of using local volunteers and
other personnel (paid or unpaid) are several: (a) the
impact of resources and personnel devoted to a program
can be multiplied by using volunteers from the local
community to assist in the educational effort as a model
farmer, for example, or as a monitor of a radio
listening group or an organizer of a youth or women's
clubs; (b) a sense of involvement and participation in the
educational program is generated in the local community
by closely associating some of its members with the
program; (c) the social and psychological acceptability of
the educational messages is enhanced when the "opinion
leaders" of the community are the educational agents for
the program; (d) the use of local personnel can pave the
way for changing the personnel structure in a program to
allow a shift toward a smaller group of better paid and
more qualified specialists and technicians in the field,
while community people are enlisted for the simpler and
less technical educational, tasks (p. 217).
The nonprofessional facilitator, then, is in a much better position to
support horizontal relationships among people than a professional teacher.
Clearly horizontal relationships are important if NFE is to be learner centered
and if learners are to choose from a cafeteria of learning opportunities. The
role of the facilitator becomes that of helping a learner to choose and to inter-
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act with materials and master skills or develop knowledge and attitudes
beneficial to the individual and the community.
Reliance on local resources, hi developing countries NFE operates in
conditions of economic scarcity. Therefore discovering inexpensive alterna-
tives and relying on local resources is critical. Coombs (1973) warns against
pilot projects which cannot be replicated on a large scale later or cannot be
kept afloat long enough to test their time value. Likewise launching expensive
longterm programs with only a few years of external support committed, or
depending excessively on expatriate personnel, or constructing costly facilities
with external funds which cannot be maintained with domestic funds, are all to
be avoided. Educational planners are also warned against consuming substantial
resources on an array of small and unconnected projects "that merely nibble
at the edges of a huge problem (p D 87). . . . "
Since capital requirements for nonformal education are generally low,
participants themselves may bear part of the costs (Paulston, 1972, p. xiii),
Anderson (1973) observes that the cost of NFE can often be put to the account
of the learner (p. 29). Such an arrangement encourages more responsibility
and control on the part of the learner. More motivation is instilled in a
program financed partially by the learner and greater program accountability
can be expected. Hilliard (1973) suggests that NFE can pay its own
way through increased employment, productivity, and social participation
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(p. 139). NFE programs must rely on local resources as a matter of necessity.
However by making reliance on local resources a matter of policy NFE provides
a compelling alternative to the expense of schools.
Many nonformal programs do not require full-time facilities. A peculiar
mentality often exists that views special facilities as a prerequisite for
education. NFE, on the other hand, supports the assumption that education can
occur anywhere. Use is made of facilities not intended for education so the
costs of NFE are reduced. Often facilities and equipment can be rented or
borrowed on a part-time basis. Sometimes participants themselves help build
facilities. Also volunteers and part-time paid instructors are used as well as
technical staff borrowed from government services and industry. The goals are
to keep costs low without sacrificing quality, to get more resources from both
conventional and unconventional sources, and to deploy available resources most
efficiently (Coombs, 1973, pp. 66-69).
Immed iate usefulness . NFE emphasizes "functional learning that bears
an immediate and direct relationship to the life style of learners. A critical
difference between formal and nonformal education is that NFE involves immediate
action and the opportunity to put to use what is learned (Brembeck, 1973, p. 54).
Payoffs therefore tend to be tangible and to increase material well-being
(Paulston, 1972, p. xiii). Furthermore NFE activities tend to be short term
with a present-time orientation (Paulston, 1972, p. xii). Nonformal education
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is superior to formal education "where the object is to change immediate action
or to create new action (Brembeck, 1973, p. 54). ...”
This dimension is particularly important as NFE attempts to meet needs
related to the educational crisis in developing countries. Schooling solutions
involve years, even decades, before the impact of a governmental decision
manifests itself in economic benefits. By circumventing academic issues and
bureaucratic pressures, however, NFE programs may be quickly implemented
and the impact can be felt in a matter of weeks or months.
Low level of structure
. As NFE programs are developed for different
local situations, different approaches are required. Diversity of approach
implies diversity, or at least flexibility, of structure. Paulston (1972) observes
that many programs are uncoordinated, fragmented, and diffuse (p. xii). This
condition may reflect a temporary, undesirable situation. However there is
some advantage in diversity of NFE programs since, at this time, NFE approaches
are still being developed conceptually as well as practically. Experimentation
is encouraged which may lead to useful alternative structures. Another positive
result of diversity is that local control of specific programs is easier than if
NFE were completely within the supervision of a single national agency.
There is a great diversity in many aspects of NFE: the ages at which
people are involved as learners, prerequisites, length of courses, and whether
classrooms are used. Attendance is voluntary and varies. Likewise the amount
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of documentation on enrollments, leaders’ credentials, successes of those
involved in learning, increased economic well-being as a result of the courses,
and costs to the learners and the sponsors,varies greatly from one NFE program
to another (Brembeck, 1973, p. 17).
In contrast to schools NFE activities tend not to be age- or place-defined
(Paulston, 1972, p. xiv). Since voluntary participation is encouraged a greater
diversity of ages, sexes, and abilities can be found in nonforma] programs. In
community
-based learning groups this diversity is definitely appropriate.
Part of the low level of structure is exemplified in another NFE
characteristic, flexibility. There is flexibility in methods as well as timing
of activities (Paulston, 1972, pp. xii & xiv). NFE offers "more flexibility in
imparting skills and knowledge, more responsiveness in adjusting to changing
needs or demands, and hopefully, a more equitable distribution of educational
opportunities (Coombs, 1973, p. 63; Brembeck, 1973, p. xiv)." With its
flexibility NFE is more innovative and can more easily take account of sub-
cultures and minority needs (Evans & Etling, 1974, p. 4). Being less set into
fixed streams and curricula, nonformal training encourages flexible shifting
from one to another internal aspect as opportunities take on new patterns. A
typical case, due to the flexibility, is for an NFE program to strive to meet a
specific need and go out of existence when the need is filled (Brembeck, 1973,
pp. xiv & 29).
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Due to the flexibility of NFE and its lack of affinity for national
hierarchies, voluntary organizations are often involved (Paulston, 1972, p. xii).
Such organizations, often headed by energetic amateurs who learn on the job, are
frequently extraordinarily effective—more so than government programs managed
by civil servants who often favor bureaucratic approaches. Another reason in
favor of decentralization is expressed by Coombs & Ahmed (1974) who find that
national plans "must be translated into more detailed development plans
appropriate to each area (pp. 236-237), " therefore meeting the needs and
conditions of each locality and population.
Summary. A review of the six NFE dimensions important to facilitator-
led learning groups shows their interrelationship and interdependence. In a
group led by a nonprofessional educator the learner will necessarily assume
more importance choosing and pursuing educational activities. Horizontal
relationships a,re necessary and desirable among peers who help each other rather
than depending on an authority figure. In such a learning group where it is
assumed that no single person knows what is ''good for everyone else, " alternative
learning choices will replace sequential and standardized curricula, A local,
autonomous, group which will not be able to depend on a hierarchical system
for funds and resources will need to rely on local resources. As learners choose
what to learn in economically limited conditions, they can be expected to prefer
skills and knowledge which are tangible and immediately useful. Finally in
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considering all of the dimensions a low level of structure can be expected as
learners make decisions and interact with each other in a situation where
individual freedom, diverse priorities, and different individual needs and learning
styles, are all present. These six dimensions are important to an NFE program
which attempts to empower the powerless.
Although these NFE dimensions are appropriate for the NFE situation
under study, they are not the only dimensions found in the literature. Other
writers emphasize other dimensions or give a different interpretation for the six
dimensions discussed above. Some of those dimensions will be discussed and
reasons will be given for their not being considered as important for facilitator-
led learning groups.
Other NFE Dimensions
Resocializatiou. Some NFE practitioners stress resocialization or de-
colonization as an important dimension of NFE. Many proponents of this
dimension are inspired by Freire’s writings and experiments. Since so much
attention has been given to this dimension it is worth examining Freire's position
as summarized by Harmon . 2
Freire is concerned with oppression which he defines as the lack of
control over the significant decisions in one's life.
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There ctie three factors that have to be changed in on
oppressive situation: the Awareness of the oppressed
that they are oppressed and that they have alternatives;
the awareness of the oppressor as oppressing; the system,
which by its inequities rewards some, deprives others,
dehumanizes all, yet as "system" is an abstract kind of
concept; hard to attack, hard to change until its human
components determine to become human (Harmon, p. 10).
ireire finds that the oppressor cannot make significant changes since lie has too
much to iose. He also argues that no amount of benevolent assistance from
outside can make needed changes unless it actualizes the peoples’ potential
and allows it to operate (Harman, pp. 8-9).
Fieiie’s approacn is "political literacy, " the ability to analyze the limiting
situation, the oppressor- oppressed relationship and in naming the situation, to
begin to transform it. His method has three components: initial awareness and
objectifying of the situation, reflection upon that reality with awareness of
alternatives, and action. "This reflection and action, leading in. turn to further
reflection and action, he calls praxis. " The actual steps of the Freire method
are: (a) an intensive hearing of the thought-language of the oppressed people in
their daily living condition; (b) an analysis of the thought-language, recorded in
some fashion by experts, followed by an evaluation of the analysis by the people;
(c) identification of the "generative words" of the people (those words which
contain central themes or concepts significant both in the culture and in the
political subjugation of the people; (d) encoding these words in pictures, slides,
or drama, which becomes the stimulus for discussion in groups called "culture
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circles (Hannon, pp. 12-18)."
The goals of education for Freire is the development of "critical
consciousness" in learners. To achieve this goal the leaders of the "culture
circles" are admonished to remember their roles as facilitators of discovery,
not as teachers who have the answers. Dialogue which expresses the conscious-
ness of the teachers and students alike is the only allowable method. Together
teacher-students ana student-teachers are problem solvers (Harmon, pp. 15-19).
Dialogue, then, is the encounter between men, mediated by the world, in
older to name the world (Freire, 1972, p. 7G). The characteristics of dialogical
action, for Freire, include: cooperation; unity for liberation, as opposed to
division; organization as opposed to maniuplation; and cultural synthesis as
opposed to cultural invasion (Harmon, pp, 22, 33-34).
This dimension of decolonization and resocialization holds as much danger
as promise however.
Freire' s word will be co-opted. It will be taken
into the classroom as a means of involving
learners in their own domestication. His name
will be used to legitimize new curricula, teaching
techniques and technologies. He will become a.
guru among government planners, welfare workers
and activists who are fighting to keep their jobs and
their institutions alive (Williams, 1971, p. 81). . . .
There are indications that Williams' concern is not unfounded.
However tills dimension is not included with the six dimensions preferred
for this study for other reasons. Freire' s ideas more than any other aspect of
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NFE, have been relegated to the condition of a panacea. Freire is used as an
excuse for making simplistic and artificial distinctions between individuals and
groups (ones friends become the "oppressed" while ones enemies are the
"oppressors" and people are labeled "oppressed" or "oppressors" purely on
the basis of race or nationality). On a more fundamental level F reire’s process
of concientization involves professionals and implies an unequal relationship
between the learners and the educators in some cases. So while elements of
Freire’ s philosophy are included in the learner-centered dimension, other
elements and interpretations of Freire are not appropriate for facilitator-led
learning groups.
ISfF complements formal education
. For many sources this is an important
dimension. Brembeck (1973) argues that NFE may maximize the benefits of formal
education and he lists seven links between formal and nonfonnal education (pp.
xv &18).
If NFE is complementary to schooling, however, Hilliard (1973) argues
that, "It is not third-rate formal education (p. 139). " Some advocates of NFE
fear it will be viewed as a "wastebasket" into which those learners unsuccessful
in schools will be thrown. If this is the case then NFE advocates might be
diverted from developing valid, high quality educational activities for imparting
skills and knowledge for "life. "
This dimension is not emphasized for facilitator-led learning groups.
The facilitator has no place in the formal school so it is awkward for him to
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complement a teacher. In many villages where NFE is needed, schools are not
available. In other communities where schools are available the NFE program
might be dominated or co-opted by the school since, as ULich has pointed out,
the school is a powerful social institution which tends to encourage attitudes
contrary to NFE.
A parallel system
. Some authorities see in NFE a "parallel" educational
system. Cuba's parallel system, China's spare-time prepartory middle
school, and Peru's shadow school system are all mentioned as examples.
However one source observes that difficulties may arise in local acceptance of
such systems until the same degree of social prestige and rewards are attached
to the parallel system as already exist in the formal system (Bock & Papagiannis,
1973, p. 16; Paulston, 1973a, 1973b). The author tends to agree with those
sources.
Non-certificate orientation. Callaway (1973) states that NFE is not oriented
toward diplomas, certificates and degrees (p. 17). Anderson (1973) maintains
that "Preoccupation with certificates encourages officials to guide the economy
in ways that can distort the prices of skills and thereby diminshes the amount of
skill that can be employed (p. 29). " Ke also associates degrees, diplomas, and
certificates with the emigration of skilled manpower and argues that NFE is less
encouraging to such emigration. The author agrees with Anderson. However
local learners in some cultures may demand certification of some kind. The
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important concern should be that certificates do not become an end in themselves.
Removing certificates may only lead to their replacement by an equally artificial
symbol. Furthermore, learners in NFE programs are not likely to use diplomas
to emigrate. For these reasons this dimension is considered less important
for facilitator settings.
education. Coombs (1973) and Brembeck (1973) both see NFE,
ideally, as a part of a "lifelong educational system. " The need then is more
diversification, better integration and much wider coverage of the whole
population at all ages. Actually "lifelong education" as Coombs & Brembeck
describe it implies some control and organization. Since this dimensions is in
conflict with learner-centered education and a low level of structure, the
dimension is of doubtful significance. Although lifelong education is an important
attitude for learners it is not considered a manageable feature of a particular
NFE program. Lifelong education is not a likely feature of any "systematic"
program. National governments have been generally unwilling, given present
priorities, to consider funding education outside schools to a large degree. One
interesting exception is Peru which is in the process of implementing a lifelong
educational system.
Unsystematic , Both Ifarbison (1973) and Paik (1973) speak of NFE as "one
of the most unsystematic of all systems. " Callaway (1973) agrees observing that
NFE activities are designed to accomplish many purposes. Therefore they do
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not comprise a ’’system" but rather unrelated and uncoordinated "sub- systems. 11
Unfortunately some critics of NFE interpret this objective statement of degree
as a subjective statement of worth. So emphasizing this dimension would only
serve to undermine NFE.
_ cljec- liveness
. An important dimension for many educators is the
relative cost-effectiveness of NFE.
Investment in particular types of out-of-school
education may have more pronounced effects on
economic productivity and social change in the
short run (for example courses of learning while
working) than is the case with formal schooling
(Brembeek, 1973, p. 17).”
Other writers deal extensively with cost-effectiveness in evaluating programs
(Coombs & Ahmed, 1974, pp. 175-203; Coombs, 1973, pp. 68-70, 196S, pp.
17-97). However Bock and Papagiannis (1973) argue
Unless one can demonstrate that both the cognitive and
non-cognitive dimensions are similar in formal and
non-formal educative activities in a comparative cost-
benefit analysis, there can be no way to assess the
substitutability of non-formal education (pp. 3-4). "
The author notes the criticism of Bock and Papagiannis in questioning this
dimension. Also questionable is the implication that accountants or economists
will determine which programs are acceptable. This decision should be left to
the learners.
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C^tributes to economic development
. Another economic dimension
which is commonly emphasized is that NFE should make a vigorous contribution
to national development. Accordingly the priorities in developing countries for
NFE must be work-oriented literacy and training programs which have an early
impact on individual and national economic development (Brembeck, 1973, p.
185). Economic criteria, however, are not the only indicators of development.
Human measures such as income redistribution, eradication of poverty, improve-
ment of health-care systems, and more opportunity for meaningful civic and
community participation, are considered to be as important as GNP for indicating
development. So this dimension is strongly questioned not only because economic
factors present an incomplete picture but also because it implies a national
agency which sets priorities. The author feels priorities should be determined
on a local level. Economic issues are important but economic decisions by
outsiders are not highly desirable for a community learning group.
Indigenous education
. Some persons feel that this dimension is the most-
important part of NFE. Proposed projects and activities are sometimes
criticized because they do not resemble forms of indigenous education. Other
activities are extolled due to their resemblance to indigenous education. On a
more analytical level Billimoria (1973) finds useful insights and lessons in
indigenous channels of education: the traditional concept of education in tribal
life that stresses learning over teaching, the potential of indigenous infrastructures
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to transmit occupational skills, and the roles of a variety of professionals, para-
professionals, and nonprofessionals as instructional agents of one sort or
ano tlier (p. 33).
The mother is in charge of the co-education of her
children. In the evening she teaches both boys and
girls the laws and customs, especially those governing
the moral code and general rules of etiquette in the
community. The teaching is carried on in the form
of folklore and tribal legends. At the same time the
children are given mental exercises through amusing
riddles and puzzles which are told only in the evenings
after meals, or while food is being cooked (Kenyatta,
1965, p. 100)."
As Nyerere (1967) points out, "The fact that pre-colonial Africa did not have
’schools’—except for short periods of initiation in some tribes—did not mean
that the children were not educated (p. 2). "
Indigenous education overlaps heavily with what Coombs calls "informal"
education. For this reason indigenous education is viewed as a source of
inspiration, a repository of materials and approaches, and a clue to useful
methods and techniques. Resemblance to indigenous education, in this study
however, is not considered a dimension of NFE.
Other dimensions, which some sources included in their discussion of
NFE, overlap with more-traditional subject-matter. Community development,
rural animation, extension education, the cooperative movement, vocational
education, and the behaviors of what some sources called "progressive teachers, "
are all possible dimensions of NFE which will be dealt with in the next chapter as
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independent points of view which may influence NFE.
Problems with NFE
Finally a discussion of NFE would be somewhat lacking if the more
significant problems were not mentioned. NFE practitioners cannot make well-
informed decisions concerning NFE if they are not aware of some of its weaknesses.
For Pitch the overriding problem is the monopoly of schools—their power to
define education, appropriate most of the educational resources available, and
brand any learning activities which take place outside schools as illegitimate
(Illich, 1970). Coombs (1968) is concerned about the
. . . lack of organizational means for bringing
important forms of nonfcrmal education within
the purview of educational planning— since the
latter has typically been confined to formal
education and sometimes not even to all of that
(p. 144).
Due to the monopoty of schools another problem exists: people who are
running NFE programs may consciously imitate schools in order to gain
respectability. Two gaps are noted in the methods employed by most NFE
programs: the failure to make use of the large potential of radio and the general
neglect of self-instructional materials to exploit the capaeity of well-motivated
people to learn from each other (Coombs, 1973, pp. 63-64).
Coombs & A]lined (1974) sec fragmentation of and between NFE programs
as "one of the greatest handicaps not only to nonformal education but also to
most other rural development efforts (p. 235). " Meager resources are too often
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wasted due to a lack of clear strategy, thorough planning, and workable
administrative arrangements of NFE programs. The whole field of NFE suffers
from fragmentation and overlapping of sponsorship and from the natural impulse
of each organization to pursue an independent course (Coombs, 1968, p. 144,
1973, p. 72). This independence of organizations and diffuseness of funding
sources leads to the proliferation of a large number of risky and costly pilot
programs.
Another limiting factor is that NFE is a largely unresearched sector of
education.
In an analysis of 131 recent evaluation-research
studies whose aims were behavior change, it was
found that sixty-one per cent of the studies were
school studies; only one per cent were conducted
in non-formal educative settings (Bock &
Pappagiannis, 1973, pp. 5-6).
Bock and Pappagiannis (1973) question the "paucity of social science
rigour" associated with implementation and evaluation of many NFE programs:
without a more rigorous examination of the
structural features of non-formal education and its
social-psychological consequences on those who
undergo its processing, we might continue to create,
fund or encourage educative activities that do not
include variables related to the ultimate objectives
of development education (pp. 5-6).
There is also some question as to whether NFE contributes to equitable
ru ral and local development. NFE may change the occupational structure without
providing any more relative social advantage (Bock & Papagiannis, 1973, p. 5).
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It may benefit those who are already better off and seriously neglect the most
disadvantaged, thereby widening the socio-economic gaps within rural areas
(Coombs & Ahmed, 1974, p. 237).
At another level NFE is susceptible to political factors which can make or
break any policy.
Nonformal education programmes are heirs to
particularly difficult political problems. Their
natural constituency is fragmented and much of it
has a weak political voice. The subjects they
deal with cut a wide swath across the specialized
interests and jurisdictions of numerous official
bureaucracies and private organizations (Coombs,
1973, p. 75).
The nature of the Freirean rhetoric, as this chapter has shown earlier, also
makes its promoters particularly vulnerable to political opposition, reaction,
and repression.
Finally NFE may be regarded by many as a panacea or as another world-
wide fad. NFE is certainly not a perfect solution to all educational problems.
However NFE does hold much more promise than fads which often degenerate into
superficiality and result in eventual disillusionment. If NFE is not to be seen as
a panacea then its true nature— its strengths and weaknesses—must be understood.
Summary
This chapter has analyzed the nature of NFE—-its strengths, its weaknesses,
and its potential. Since the study is concerned with the characteristics of non-
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formal facilitators in community learning groups, NFE has been analyzed from
that particular perspective. Six dimensions of NFE which seem to have particular
relevance to that perspective have been discussed. Those dimensions are
(a) learner centered; (b) cafeteria curriculum; (c) horizontal relationships
(d) reliance on local resources; (e) immediate usefulness; and (f) low level of
structure. Other possible dimensions of NFE, which have a lesser degree of
relevance to the study as well as less general support in the literature, have also
been presented. Finally a number of problems, which have been associated with
NrE, have been discussed in order to provide a fuller understanding of non-
formal education,.
Conclusion
Throughout this chapter there is a temptation to view NFE from one of two
antagonistic points ot view: NFE as a means of strengthening the educational
establishment of a nation; or NFE as a means of subverting that establishment.
Some individuals see the dilemma in terms of a contradiction: NFE as an
approach for government planners to develop and integrate into the educational
system; or NFE as an approach for community leaders in meeting the educational
crisis caused by the national educational system. The writer suggests that these
may be false dichotomies, at least in many cases, and that advocacy of one of
the viewpoints in opposition to the other viewpoint may be a trap which can lead
to endless bickering and energy- draining rivalry. The dilemma can be resolved,
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as the title suggests, by an emphasis on "empowering the powerless" in a primarily
educational sense. National educational agencies can, and have, set out to meet
the immediate individual needs of those people who have been traditionally
neglected by schools. Furthermore national development goals need not contradict
local individual or community needs. The key, however, is sensitivity to the
individual and community levels of education. Although uncommon in practice
it is possible for national educational policies to serve the people, especially the
traditionally disenfranchised. Where governments or school systems openly
discriminate, where they are a means for insuring social inequality, NFE may
only be productive to the extent that it subverts that educational establishment.
However to be preferred, when possible, is a more constructive attitude of
empowering the powerless as a means of national, community, and individual
enrichment. Empowering the powerless may be a means of uplifting all members
of a society without overthrowing any of those members. That is the challenge
of NFE.
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CHAPTER II FOOTNOTES
Briefly concientization refers to a process of becoming conscious of oneself
and one's environment, developing a conscience—a feeling of personal
responsibility—for social and psychological contradictions in oneself and one's
environment, and taking action to resolve those contradictions. The process is
more fully discussed later in the chapter.
2
noire s two principal books, Pedagogy of the Oppressed and Education for
*c
a
.LQQB
s
c iousnes
s
,
are difficult reading. Following Frieire's argument
is not always easy. On the other hand Harmon provides a summarized and well
organized discussion of Freire's philosophy which is faithful to the original
sources. For this reason Harmon is the principal source of citations of
Freire's thought.
CHAPTER III
THE ECUADOR NFE PROJECT—HOW JORGE DOES IT
One project which has attempted to develop strategies for resolving the
crisis in the campo through nonformal educational approaches is the Ecuador NFE
Project. This Project is the center of attention of this study for three reasons:
(a) the author’s experience as a member of the Project staff inspired the study;
(b) the fa.eilitat.or idea which is the focus of this study grew out of the Project;
and (c) it is the one substantial NFE activity most accessible to the author.
The purpose of this chapter is to present a brief history of the first
two years of the Ecuador Project in order to clarify the development of the
facilitator idea. Next evaluation efforts related to the Project will be reviewed
to help determine the strengths and weaknesses of the facilitator idea. Finally
recommendations of three principal evaluators will be summarized. This look
at the Ecuador NFE Project’s facilitator idea will provide the basis for a list of
characteristics of effective facilitators. The list of characteristics, in turn,
will be a useful conceptual tool to guide the improvement of the facilitator idea
in Ecuador and to help prepare facilitators for other cultural settings.
Results of minor evaluation efforts which confirm certain particular
aspects of the Project will be reporte d in the discussion of those aspects. Three
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major evaluation efforts, however, will be discussed in a separate section at the
end of the chapter.
Dae to the purpose of the chapter a large number of Project activities
will be mentioned only superficially in order to concentrate on the facilitator
idea— the way Jorge does it. Jorge is a metaphor of an effective Ecuadorian
facilitator as perceived by the Project staff. 1 He is also a real facilitator in
Ecuador who has already had one book, Let Jorge Do It (Hoxensr. 1973), named
after him.
Origin and Objectives
The Ecuador NEE Project traces its origin to the spring of 1971. After
preliminary discussions between the Center for International Education of the
University of Massachusetts (C.I.E.) and U.S.A.I.D. officials working in
Ecuador, a feasibility study team was formed. The team, consisting of
representatives of C.I.E.
,
U.S.A.I.D. and a private Ecuadorian educational or-
ganization visited thirty different government and private programs, institutions,
and projects in Ecuador which were engaged in non-school educational activities.
The goals of the study were to identity on-going projects,
to assess the potential of existing institutions to make
use of nonschool education techniques, and to assess
the willingness of these institutions to try out new
procedures (Evans and Hoxcng, 1972, p. 1).
As a result of the study team’s efforts end discussions among U.S. A.L D.
,
C.I.E. and the government of Ecuador, a new image of education in Ecuador
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emerged. This image featured low-cost universal basic education where
control of the learning would be retained by the learners themselves. Pre-
requisites would be eliminated and traditional classroom teachers would be
replaced by non-professional educators. With this general image in mind a
contract was signed by C. I. E.
,
U. S. A. I. D.
,
and the Ecuadorian Ministry of
Education (M. C. E. ) to begin on April 1, 1972. The objectives for the project
as outlined in the agreement are:
1. Create and field test a range of non --formal
educational techniques using local institutions
to implement and support these techniques
in field situations.
2. Develop a number of non-formal educational
methodologies which are feasible for use by
existing Ecuadorian institutions.
3. Implement selected methodologies with
institutions, including the Ministry of
Education, with on-gcing evaluation system
designed to provide both current as well as
terminal evidence of program impact.
4. Make methodologies available to other
interested agencies and provide support for
their efforts.
5. Devise and test training procedures to carry
out these methodologies and use of support
materials.
6. Provide technical assistance in ncn-formal
education to the Ministry of Education.
Assist the Government of Ecuador and other
Ecuadorian institutions to develop non-Tcrmal
education projects (Swanson, 1973, pp. 2-3).
GO
To implement this contract a Project staff was formed.
Split between Quito and Amherst the Project staff is organized for
mobility and flexibility. In Amherst the staff consists of the principal
investigator, secretary, administrator, materials development specialist,
and evaluation specialist, of whom the last three are graduate students. In
Quito all except the field administrator are Ecuadorians, a change in standard
U.S.A. I.D. pol cy. A project director, field coordinator, evaluation
specialist and materials development specialist, are aided by secretaries
and associates, oome additional staff members have been hired for short-
term, product-oriented activities (Evans & Etling, 1974, pp. 4-5 ), From
this staff the Project's organizing ideas developed.
Organizing Ideas
Project staff believe that all cultures, are rich in potential educative
devices which are unexploited for educational purposes; that a vast array
of non-traditional educational carriers exist and can be adapted across
cultures; and that "penny technologies ' '—the lowest denominator of local or
foreign technology—have potential as carriers of educational messages and
ideas. So a project hypothesis developed:
that the level of effectiveness of campesino community
members would be increased to the extent that they
would better utilize the already existing processes of
non- i.'orma i education
,
and take advantage of the action
promoted by the facilitators being trained under the
program.
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They defined these terms as follows:
Effec tiveness : The individual's inclination and
capacity to influence and transform his own
environment.
Non-formal educati on: The information and
instruction that one receives apart from the
formal school system such as primarys, high
schools, universities, and traditional iteraey
centers.
Facilitators
: pcode from the community itself,
trained by the program, who are not teachers in
the traditional sense bill serve as resources that
promote, catalyze and stimulate learning through
using the lion-formal education processes (Ickis,
1973, p. 3; Newbry & Applegate, 1973, p. 1),
Soon after beginning the first contract year in April 1972, the Project's
philosophy began to emerge. Because anticipated materials and delivery
systems followed no existing pattern, because of the difficulty in conducting
a sophisticated research effort initially, and due to the backgrounds and
personalities of Project staff, a strong action orientation has developed.
Host country leade rship has been emphasized from the beginning along with a
decision to keep North American presence in Ecuador to a minimum. Non-
,specialization has become a watchword. The Project intention has been that
tasks are shared and everyone is kept informed of the activities of the others.
Eschewing a standardized curriculum the "different sirokes for different folks"
theme has emerged. The idea of a cafeteria of learning opportunities has
allowed rural Ecuadorians to select what appeals to diem. Another curricular
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decision was to stress functional learning-
-knowledge and skills directly
useful in daily living.
Non-professional manpower has been an organizing idea based on the
beliefs that education does not necessarily require someone labeled "teacher"
and that requiring all educators to be professionals is an unnecessary extrava-
gance for developing countries’ governments. Materials have been developed
which are inexpensive, easily reproducible
, motivating, immediately relevant,
and self-explanatory , Materials have been seen as part of a sett—generating
curriculum of unfinished mid adaptable products and opportunities. Since
a decision was made not to build a centralized bureaucratic model of NFE,
complementarity of distribution system s (concentrating on different segments
of the population or going about education for different reasons and in different
ways) has been a basic criterion. To help promote complementarity of
distribution systems a policy of free access to information, especially in
relation to educational organizations and agencies, has been followed. Finally
die Project has sought to stimulate community-based decision and demand
systems,
in which people become aware of themselves as
resources and begin to develop "survival skills"
required to interact with agencies: (1) the
ability and willingness to approach the appropriate
source of information or material; and (2) techniques
to get a reasonable hearing from organizational
representatives, politicians, and educators
(Iloxcng, 1973, p. 27).
G3
In order to implement these ideas a number of non-formal approaches
have been considered. The most intriguing of these is the facilitator idea.
But the facilitator idea did not only grow out of an innovative educational
attitude on the part of Project staff. As much as any factor tire facilitator
idea grew out of the conditions and attitudes of the Ecuadorian eampesino
(peasant).
The Facilitator Idea
After an analysis of those conditions and attitudes the following change
objectives were established:
-Increase campesino’s self-confidence;
-Obtain more active participation by women
in community decisions;
- Develop the desire and ability to take advantage
of existing resources without waiting for every-
thing to come from other strata, chance or
destiny;
-Increase campesinos' aspirations;
-Encourage development of community and personal
planning, oriented to taking action and solving all
kinds of problems; and
- Increase community collaboration, between
community members and with facilitators.
Promote
-community participation;
-greater participation in family and community
decision making;
-use of dialog by the eampesino as a basic
element in all the .informal processes.
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Increase the number of functional literates,
that not only can read and write but can use
and at times question it.
people
information
Promote - reading of newspapers and magazines and
listening to radio;
- possession of newspapers and magazines
in homes.
Promote - concern for obtaining more information
about topics that interest them and for
knowing where to get the information;
- better sanitary habits;
- greater concern for a better diet.
Work toward - less paternalism;
~ leinforcement ox internal leadership;
“ Skater shared leadership (Iclds, 1972, pp. 4 & 5).
An iaea, consistent with the Project’s educational philosophy as well as
the change objectives, was elaborated. Selected communities which agreed to
cooperate would select two or three residents to become facilitators of non-
formal education. These community representatives would receive training
from Project staff members. After training the new facilitators would return
to their villages to work toward meeting the change objectives proposed by the
Project staff, (see Fig. 1
, p. 8).
mi al Mestizo communities which reacted favorably to the facilitator
idea, after a brief introduction of the idea by Project staff, were selected for
the iirsl facilitator project. Criteria used in the selection of the com.munities
were:
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1. Mestizo rather than Indian.
2. Accessible by road.
3. Little previous development agency intervention.
4. Similarity to other selected communities, in terms
of:
a. income
b. agriculture as primary occupation
c. Population from 500 to 3000 people
d. resource base sufficient for potential
economic viability
5. Openness toward the project and to possibility of change.
6. Illiteracy rate sufficiently high to be viewed by the
community as a problem (Koxeng, 1973, p. 72).
All six communities were located in the Andes, near each other.
Criteria recommended to the communities for the selection of facilitator
trainees were:
1. Have completed third grade (later amended to the
behavioral criterion of being able to reaa and
write),
2. Be living with their families (parents or spouse).
3. Be active in community affairs.
4. Be able to work at least two months full-time on the
project.
5. Be dynamic and open.
6. Have lived in the community for at least a year.
7. Have demonstrated interest in community
development.
6G
8. Have personal growth aspirations (Idas, 1972
,
p. 10 ).
Some communities which were selected used those criteria while others did
not. Some of the facilitator trainees were nominated and elected democratically,
some were selected by community leaders, and others were self- selected.
The First Facilitator Training
The first facilitator training, in October, 197*1, was conducted by
9G.E.M.A. trainers. Twenty-four campesinos from the six communities
participated. They met ten hours each day. Group dynamics exercises
designed to reduce tension filled most of the first week’s schedule. Tire
second week focused on exercises which introduced the community develop-
ment approach. Hacienda, a board simulation game was introduced leading
to discussion which stressed critical analysis of oneself and the socio-
political environment. Participants established their own learning objectives
for the training at this time. During the third week games and materials for
literacy and numeracy learning were introduced and discussed. After a
week in their respective
had learned in training,
of training. During the
; communities applying and considering what they
the facilitators returned for the fifth and sixth w
se final weeks participants developed plans for
:eks
activities which they would carry out in their communities
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A newly adapted literacy method, which had been developed by the
trainers, was introduced. This method, inspired by the philosophy of Paulo
Freire and calling on the experiences of a number of educators, is based on
the .literacy method of Sylvia Ashton-Wamer as described in her book,
Teacher (1963). The trainees practiced this method among rural populations
as a part of the training.
.'.he teaming was heavily process oriented including skills in. working
with groups, ability to communicate, and problem solving and critical analysis
skills. Achievement motivation activities emphasized establishment of
goals, planning strategies for eiahorating goals, overcoming obstacles,
taking risks, and using outside assistance. Information wras also provided
concerning health, hygiene, nutrition, howto reach information sources, how
to use the information, how to discriminate between critical and unimportant
information, and how to take advantage of the existing political and legal
system (Hoxeng, 1973, pp. 66-68; Ickis, 1972, pp. 11-18).
According to Patricio Barriga, the Project field director and a trainer,
Training was very ambitious because this was our first
attempt as trainers to create facilitators. We were
still developing in our minds what "facilitator" meant,
and consequently, what training they should receive.
There were disagreements among the trainers, mostly
behind the scenes. Perhaps the training was too long.
It might have been better to have a shorter initial
training and more intensive followup training sessions
spread over a period of six months. The major problem
was to convince the prospective facilitators that they
were capable of teaching others. We never really did
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achieve this goal until much later in their communities
when their own experience proved to them, some of
them, that they were able to "facilitate" learning in
their friends and neighbors (E. P. D.
,
2). 3
Some of the results of the facilitator training were immediately obvious,
however. A government official who had been attending the sessions
commented at the end of the sixth week:
But how these students have changed! It’s impressive!
They have more confidence and a greater sense of
personal pride in their work. Now they talk and discuss
among themselves and they even walk differently-
-
with their heads held high (E. P. D., 12).
.The new facilitators returned to their respective villages and began to
organize NFE activities. Evening learning groups were organized in the six
villages involving about 150 learners. Most of the groups met five nights
each week for the duration of the eleven-month agreement negotiated with the
facilitators. Work was begun on twenty-six community development projects
of which thirteen were completed, two failed and eleven were still being
pursued as of March, 1973, eighteen months after the facilitator training
(Hoxeng, 1973, p. 66). Projects included installation of running water and
electricity, building schools, repairing community buildings, malting road
improvements, abridge renovation, a community draining project, organizing
a concrete block factoiy, forestation, and organization of cooperatives.
One of the more interesting outcomes of the facilitator training was
that within eighteen niontns some of the facilitators had not only carried out
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activities in their own communities but had planned, organized, and
conducted three ten-day training sessions for 45 representatives of 12 new
communities (Hoxeng, 1973, p. 67) . The first, and most completely
documented of these facilitator-run courses was at Tutupala.
Second Generation Facilitators
Four active facilitators, aided by Project staff in the planning stages,
negotiated with C. E. M. A« for training funds. The objectives for the
training were:
1. That the campesinos from the participating
communities place a higher value on their own
self-worth.
2. That campesinos teach each other to read, write
and negotiate (Hoxeng, 1973, p. 110).
After laying the groundwork in the new communities the facilitators negotiated
with regional officials for approval, participation, food, housing, and
materials. A budget was developed and accepted and the facilitator course
was planned.
Beginning or. November 20, 1972, the course proceeded according to
a carefully elaborated plan:
Monday—welcome; creation of confidence among the
participants; determination of seminar schedule with
the participants.
Tuesday—-discussion of the nature of the seminar;
sharing of problems in the community--general
dicussion; who-am-I exercise; Hacienda game.
Wednesday—discussion of Hacienda game; blindness
experience; discussion of problems in communication.
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Hairsday
—discussion of specific problems and interests
of each community.
Fridaj'— discussion of how campesinos are treated by
autho rities
.
Monday-
-demonstration of the six steps of the modified
Ashton-Wamer literacy method; practice of the steps.
Tuesday—sociodrama on the teaching of literacy;
discussion.
Wednesday—practice of the modified literacy method in
community groups; reflections on the method; Hacienda
game again.
Thursday—blind leap experience; discussion of problems
in applying the literacy method; introduction of other
fluency and simulation games; making personal copies
of letter and number dice.
Friday—negotiation of plans for each community; review;
farewell (Hoxeng, 1973, pp. 116-117).
One of the Project staff members who had helped the Tutupala facilitators
plan the training observed, "The performance of the Tutupala facilitators
was impressive. They were at all times in command of the situation without
dictating what went on (Hoxeng, 1973, p. 118). ..."
Staff reports indicate that without a doubt campesinos can work effectively
as trainers of their peers, that communication is easy, that participants are
responsive, and that the trainers effectively use the techniques aid methods
that they learned previously (E. P. D. , 14, p. 9). That the campesino
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trainers had sufficient confidence in the techniques and methods, in them-
selves as trainers, and in the receptivity of the trainees, is a strong
indication of the feasibility of the facilitator-run training approach.
Other Facilitator Training fVmvQoo
Active facilitators. Project staff, andC.E.M.A. trainers collaborated
to organize and conduct other courses for preparing facilitators. Throe
different groups were trained in these courses: members of predominately
Quechua-speaking communities; members of coastal communities; and
women.
Ti^lnmg^uecniia facilitate
r
g. In order to test the generalizability of
the facilitator approach to Queehua speaking communities, a course was
presented by two of the Project staff in the Parrish of Columbe during June,
1973. The course objectives were similar to those of the previous facilitator
training programs. Communicating mainly in Queehua representatives from
nine communities participated in the training. During the mornings of the
first week dialogue sessions attacked several themes basic to rural develop-
ment in Ecuador: "we want to prove to ourselves and others that we are
capable of doing something; who am I; at what times in our lives did we
cease to be humans; why are we poor; why do we conform (E.P.D.
,
1)?"
During the afternoons, activities were organized to create group unity and
confidence. Other activities included in the three weeks of training were
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discussion of participants' plans for work in their communities, film-viewing
and discussion, practicing tile use of games and other educational materials,
developing competence in the modified literacy method, and discussion of
survival skills for life in rural Ecuador.
Although only one trainee expressed any interest in community develop-
ment or educational work at the beginning of the training, all but two of the
participants organized activities in their communities after the course.
Observers report improvement in communication not only in the facilitator
groups organized in each community but also within and between communities
.represented at the course. Characteristics of new critical awareness were
also noted as they were employed in community activity for self-improvement.
Finally theic i& evidence of increased knowledge, not only in fluency and
numeracy but also related to survival skills, community organization, and
negotiation with outside organizations and agencies (E.P.D.
, 1, pp. 35 & 44),
Training for women. Another course, in March of 1973, prepared
nineteen women from seven communities in group dynamics, dialogue,
educational gaming and the literacy method. Although there was little follow-
up, reports indicate that the course led to a variety of activities in the improve-
ment of the participants' communities (Hoxeng, 1973, pp. 121-125).
Training on the coast . In October, 1973, participants from seven
coastal villages participated in yet another facilitator training course.
Venturing into a completely new area (geographically and culturally) than they
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had worked with before, Project staff presented a more streamlined course,
hi an intensive three-day program the same topics were raised as with
previous facilitator training groups. Group dynamics exercises, discussion
of problems and experiences in the communities, introduction of educational
games and materials, and development of a plan of activities for each
participating community, were included in the course. Materials were
produced or disseminated for use in each community (E. p. D,
,
1).
A Closer Look at Jorge
An understanding of the facilitator idea is incomplete however without
a closer look at the individuals who participated in the facilitator training.
Swanson (1973) describes a composite of the facilitator:
He is approximately twenty-five years old and works
on a small two or three hectare farm in the mountains
of Chimborazo or Tungurahua. He earns approximately
sixteen to twenty dollars a month growing potatoes,
beans, com, or barley, and selling them in the local
markets. He grows small agricultural products also
for home consumption. Married, with one or two
children, he lives with Ins family in a small adobe
shack. There is no electricity nor water in Ins home,
but he is proud of his home and tries to make improve-
ments. He is basically optimistic about bettering
himself, although he has no illusions of becoming rich.
His dream is to obtain more land, earn more money,
better his present home, and give his children a better
life. Although he began primary school, he dropped out
after two years of education to work the farm with his
father. School was not particularly an enjoyable place
for him, but he did. learn to read, and write sufficiently
to help others in Ms present facilitator classes. He is
skeptical about what the government can do to help the
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rural population in Ecuador, and since joining the
facilitator program he realizes even more the
ultimate responsibility rests on his own efforts.
Attitude and behavioral changes are coming fast
these days, as the program is changing him to
become a new man. Profound changes are taking
piace in his views of life, what he wants to do with
Ills life, and how he can accomplish new things
(pp. 44-45).
It is also essential, ?n grasping the facilitator idea, to understand
Interaction between the facilitator and his peers in the learning group:
Just after dusk, campesinos begin to leave their mud-
walled houses and walk toward the school. They have
no light; their feet know every bump of their half-hour
wa3k. By 7:30 about twenty-five people are collected
around the dark concrete-floored building. One of the
campesinos arrives with a petromax lantern and a key.
They all enter, and after suitable pumping and preparation
the room is reasonably well lighted. There is still a
constant problem of shadows, as the lamp cannot be
hung high enough for the light to shine down from above.
Three of the campesinos take charge; until this time
they were imdistinguishable from the rest of the group.
Two circles are formed: the participants use the school's
desks or sit on the floor. One group "/ill choose s. game
from the three or four which the facilitators have brought.
The other will use the Ashton-Warner adaptation ("el
rnetodo de Sylvia"), writ ng in notebooks and on the board.
People choose their group. The game proceeds with much
more interpersonal assistance than competition-conscious
Americans would be comfortable with. Each player is
surrounded by at least two fellow participants acting as
coaches. Play is intense, but is punctuated by outbursts
of laughter. The Ashton-Warner group concentrates on
writing in notebooks, aided by two of the facilitators who
circulate quietly among the intent students.
the
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After two hours, the groups come together to talk
over some of the ideas which have emerged from the
Ashton-Warner group. This night the discussion
centers around tne possibility of obtaining running
water for the community. The facilitators guide the
conversation without dominating it. They ask question
after question. Participants aged twelve through fifty
contribute their ideas, receiving positive reinforcement
from the facilitators. No conclusion is reached; there
will be time for that in coming sessions. As the
session ends, one of the participants makes an announce-
ment in Ms capacity as chairman of the town council
and leads a short discussion. About ten o'clock the
lantern is extinguished. Small groups move off in a
dozen directions, wrapping their ponchos more tightly
against a cold misty rain. They leave quickly; the
work day begins about 5:00 a.m. (Hoxeng, 1573, pp.
65-6G).
Project Conclusions
After two years of Project involvement in training local facilitators it
is possible to draw some conclusions. The concept itself has several
advantages:
1. It puts education in the bands of the people themselves;
2. it reduces the cost of education;
3. it increases the potential of a horizontal and,
consequently liberating educational relationship,
without the vertical and often domesticating
student-teacher relationship provided by formal
schooling; and
4. it provides open and flexible access to educational
opportunities without the need for a fixed curriculum
and institutional requirements (E.P.D.
,
17, p. 11).
In a book-length case study of the Ecuador NFE Project, James Hoxeng,
the first field administrator of the Project concludes:
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1 .
2 .
3.
4.
A felt need tor literacy is sufficient motivating forceto bring a portion of the people in a campesino
community together for daily meetings for a period
o) several months.
Campesinos without extensive training can conduct
masses for their peers, and are acceptable to them
as faciutators" who eschew traditional trappings
of leadership. 6
Rural populations have little difficulty entering intodialog and reflection on topics that arise from their
literacy exercises.
The combination of literacy and dialog facilitates
movement of these groups toward development planning
and to action on concrete projects.
°* Not only the facilitators but also other participantsm the classes can change their behavior vis-a-vis
authority figures, becoming more efficacious in
their dealings.
6. The above process is aided by games to reinforce
learning, to conceptualize relationships, and to
break down stereotypical images of the learning
situation.
7. Further, the above mentioned facilitators can design
and run training courses for campesinos from other
communities, thus creating new cadres of facilitators.
8. The dialog concept can be extended to radio schools
through the use of cassette tape recorders as a feed-
back device, allowing participants freedom to decide
what they wish to do with the recorder. This seems
to have some effect on self-image.
9. Organizations and individuals involved in development
education are open to new ideas and techniques, and
wil- picK up on them for use in their own programs
without external incentives (Hoxeng, 1973, p. 190).
That facilitators use the materials and dialogue method much as they
are ti ainea to do has also been concluded. Therefore "training is a major
factor of how facilitators conduct their sessions. " Furthermore, "The only
discernible learning poal evident + , .
" evident is teaching what participants appear to be
interested in (Swanson, 1973, pp. 47-481 - c,W Jb)
- Tlus conclusion verifies one of
Pr0j6Ct Sta£f 'S
^out learner-centered education.
In regard to skills, knowledge, and attitudes, "The facilitator role
consist of a mixture of community development agent, discussion
leader, counselor, with some of the behaviors of teaehers-particularly
teachers who work in open classrooms (Evans & Etlir.g, 1974, p. 31>." Smith,
Tasiguano & Moreno g^oup simia i jre the kills, knowledge, and attitudes of facilitators
into six broad areas: life evncWnn™ 0 ,< •
^
’
self '"image, ambition, attitude toward
author, ty, and attitude toward problem solving (E. P. D.
, 20)
There are some interesting questions however, which the Project has
not yet answered. Hoxeng (1973) concludes that more needs to be known
about:
1. Whether the facilitator phenomenon works only in the
small areas where we’ve tried it.
2. flow long the model will continue to function, or whatiorm it may take in later stages.
3. Whether the model will in fact prove to be s*lf-
renewing.
U the £ames are an integral part of the short-run
success of the project, or if they represent only a
peripheral gringo- sponsored activity.
5. Whether the organization and staff of the project is
a crucial factor—i,e.
,
whether the materials and
.meas can be implemented effectively by others
(pp. 191-192).
so far these questions have not been answered conclusively. However a review
of evaluation reports on the Project gives some hints to the answers of those
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Evaluation Efforts
Probably very few pilot programs in rural education in a developing
country have been evaluated so intensely as the Ecuador NFE Project. A
number of evaluators have focused on a wide range of Project activities,
techniques, assumptions, and impact. Some of the efforts are very
comprehensive; others are quite specific. Most evalua(lon^^^ fay
Project staff, however several outside evaluators have been employed by
U, S. A. I. D. Conflicting evaluation reports tend to confirm that the
individual ev aluato
u
!
s pc rspeptive* u , .e ctive is the most important variable in evaluation
of the Project.
One outside evaluator hired by U.S.A.I.D. states,
this project could become a landmark in the re-
conceptualization of education for the entire world.lhe
.;
andmark could easily be of the magnitude of
significance of the Cliinese educational reform and
the original land grant philosophy in the mid-
nineteenth century (E. P. D,
, 21, p. l).
Afrer this extremely optimistic introduction the evaluator raises issues
and draws conclusions which demonstrate his lack of understanding of the
Project as well as an insensitivity to the organizing ideas of the Project,
the possible effects of outside intervention in the facilitator communities,
ana the previous evaluation efforts made by the Project staff. This particular
evaluator had been unable to visit Project personnel prior to his visit to
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Ecuador. Once in Ecuador he was unable to visit arv of tvwony l the communities whe re
facilitators were workintr Thos- l e C0nclusl0ES re!“=hed by him, although they
were advanced only in the pnn^vt
. context o£ an evaluation proposal, must be
discounted.
Staflevalusas. Project staif have been under contLnuous pressure from
the beginning by U.S.A.I.D. to evaluate various aspects of the Project.
An evaluation specialist is included in the Amherst staff as well as the Quito
staff of the Project. Case studies as well as analysis of cost and relative
effectiveness of various games have been compiled by the staff, Much of the
Quito evaluator's work has been concerned with pilot testing of materials
before they are introduced in the villages. Baseline data on rural Ecuador
has been accumulated through the use of an interview questionnaire in a
study unrelated to the Project. Project staff, however, have repeated the
questionnaire twice at yearly intervals and have added a section to the
questionnaire which enables evaluation of the introduction of radio programs
with campesino-oriented content. Also nine technical notes on general and
specific aspects of the Project have been written by the staff. Although very
help, J ,n guiding decision-making, these efforts have not satisfied U.S.A.I.D. 's
desire for "hard data' 1 on specific questions.
In an attempt to respond concretely to a question about the learning
outcomes of educational games created by Project staff a laboratory experiment
was carried out. Project evaluators conclude that "relatively brief exposure
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to the Multiplication Bingo game can
but only when there is a good deal of
significantly increase numeracy skills
psychological investment in the game. "
Also,
Apparently thirty minutes of playing the LetterRummy game can improve scores on our test
by about forty per cent. However, approximately
halt of this gam comes from increased familiarity
with the test (E. P. D.
, 9).
Smce this test was not replicated, due to considerable cost in time and
expense, the results are not conclusive.
In audition to evaluating specific aspects of the Project, the staff have
also assessed the overall organization and activities. Koxeng (1973) found
that certain values, which are held by Project staff, pervade the Project.
Seme of those values are
that school provides very little possibility of
reward to rural dwellers, but that other more
utilitarian educational alternatives exist; that
acquisition ano improvement of property is a
necessary factor in bringing about any change in
the present situation; that working together is
v i i toally essential; that information is a valuable
source of power (1973, p. 1). . . .
Another value judgement involves the teacher-student relationship in
educational activities. Implicit in the facilitator rcle os developed in Project
training is the notion that everyone is a student at one time or another; that
the student is responsible for his education; and that the role of the educator
is to catalyze and to encourage learning but never to attempt to give another
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person knowledge. Project staff have also taken a position on literacy,
namely that literacy may not be the greatest educational need of the rural
poor. Furthermore if literacy is a goal then the purposes for learning must
be determined by illiterates. Learning to read and write (a common goal of
literacy programs) may not be congruent with rural Ecuadorians' goals and
opportunities. Therefore Project personnel have not been disturbed when
learners dropped out of a literacy program after learning to sign their
names.
On a more critical note, Gillette, in a review of a film by and about
tne Ecuador N-FE project points out a number of value positions held by
Project personnel which he considers questionable:
hi] St, that it is in fact possible to win within the
existing conditions and power relationships.
Second, that the cause of the peasant's precarious
economic situation lies within himself (implicitly
since in the past he has not bought land and invested
in fertilizer). Third, that peasants have (or can
°h ‘air at reasonable rates) sufficient capital to buy
enough land and invest in enoug'h fertilizer to make
a significant difference in their living standard (Gillette.
1973, p. 136).
Again more questions than answers come forth. For more conclusive results
more comprehensive evaluations must be consulted.
Major evaluatio
considerable insight
;
r efforts. Three efforts by non-staff evaluators provide
mto Project strengths and weaknesses especially in
relation to the facilitator idea. Swanson's study was commissioned by
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U.s. A. I. D. officials in Quito. It is carefully elaborated and comprehensive
in nature. AC.E.M.A. evaluation (Figueroa, 1972) provides a needed
Ecuadorian perspective to the evaluation attempts. Like Swanson’s study
the C.E.M.A. effort is comprehensive and sensitive to the particular nature
of the Project and the villages. Finally a shorter and more focused evaluation
by Forman (E. P. D.
, 6) looks critically at the facilitator idea to three
villages. Forman's findings fill gaps in the other two studies since her
perspective is that of an anthropologist who speaks Quechua and lived in one
of the villages for several months.
Project Strengths
Swanson finds several advantages in NFE as it has been implemented
by the Project:
1. Non-iormal students receive instruction that is more
relevant to their immediate needs than found hi formal
education programs. Fostered by relevant educational
materials, non-iormal learners receive instruction
in accordance with needs of daily life.
2. Methodology exposed > students is more likely te lead
to changing attitudes and behaviors than methodologies
implemented by formal adult education,
°* Participants learn survival skills that helo them
participate more in the community and discover how
to change their situation. Participants compile
"survival skill catalogs" that contain materials,
infoirnation, procedures, and approaches for handling
community problems. These skills that participants
compile, after discussion, help them face Ecuadorian
reality.
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.. literacy learning is coupled with technical skill
earning winch has applicability to the rural sector.
traini,^
8121”8
-
a raulti-pronged approach of literacy
anri
collsclousness raising, skill enhancement,'d 1 awareness techniques, it avoids the real
specter Oi a lack of learning environment in rural
PartiCip
,f
ts create a learning environmentftemselves-in the rural sector- rather than needing
14-15)°
ImP°Sed £rom outside (Swanson, 1973, pp.
He also concludes that NFE stimulates adults to read and write as effectively,
or more effectively, than formal adult education programs (Swanson, p. 22).
Furthermore Swanson (1973) observes that NFE classes benefit learners
through attitudes embedded in action situations:
Attitudes formed in classes have particular functional
significance for the participant—the goals he pursues,
ihe values he hopes to maximize, and the coping processm winch he is angaged (p. 105).
Swanson (x9/3) ib favorably impressed with the games developed by the
Project, He asserts that the games have made an important and positive
contribution to innovative education in Ecuador and elsewhere and that they
meet the needs of the learners (pp. 23 §- 35),
With regard to facilitators Swanson (1973) states that they are excellent
hi attending classes regularly and that they teach games and the dialogue
method much like they are trained. Training, according to tills evaluator,
is a major factor .in how facilitators conduct their sessions (pp. 45-48).
Summarizing the benefits of the Project Swanson (1973) cites:
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'
"* WIlI be used by the
facilitator centers throughout their existence.
‘
‘
. Involvement in attitude change and action change thathave created some thirty-odd community development
projects, with expectance that with the new facilitator
centers an additional twenty to thirty other community
development projects will be started,
3 * Enhancement of functional skills that will enable
participants to receive new agricultural information,
information about health and nutrition, and skills to
help themselves (pp. 10S-109).
la the C.E.M.A. evaluation Figueroa (1972) mentions community
development In the area of the greatest Project impact. Though the original
Project orientation was toward literacy and numeracy as a means to
community development,
it still left room to take a different orientation, which
is what actually happened, being dialogue and reflection
the parts of literacy which turned out to be of greater
use for the "campesinos. " This is for me the value of
this Project, where the expected results were produced
by means which turned more to the "campesinos” own
needs (pp. 10-12),
Furthermore the Project has had a greater impact in those communities
where the lacilitator has had an attitude jf participation and change. A
participatory learning style certainly contributes to another C.E.M.A,
finding: that strengthening of leadership within communities is an important
contribution of the Project.
Finally Figueroa (1972) applauds the manner of intervention in the
communities of the Project, "If compared with other experimental projects
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such as U.N.E.S.C.O. Pilot Literacy Project, the cost of this Project is
less (p. 13). " Moreover (he facilitator has been able to maintain interest
once it has been aroused in the community; a quality, "which is very rare hr
other literacy centers (p. 13)." Lastly, this evaluation concludes, "there ha;
not been an 'imposition of values - which other projects can rarely claim
(p. 13).
"
Summarizing the strengths of the Project which have become apparent
in the first two years of the experiment, one must include the use of non-
professional change agents (the facilitators) who have been capable of
initiating community-based education and development activities as well as
training peers to function in toe same role. Training time and costs have
been low. Materials developed have been used consistently, interest lias
been maintained from the time of introduction, and the cost of implementation
has been low. At least ten organizations have used at least fourteen Project
techniques in activities which have directly involved 1700 people in their use.
Observable learning has taken place as people have used Project materials
both for periods of a few minutes and over a number of months. Some of the
techniques and the dialogue method have appeared to be directly correlated
with community development activity (Iloxeng, 1973, pp. 105-107, 188-189).
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Project Weaknesses
Ihe C.E.M.A. evaluation’s greatest criticism of the Project is the lack
of followup by Project staff after the facilitators have been trained. Swanson,
Forman, and lioxeng also note this shortcoming. Followup responsibility
has been accepted by the Project but it has not been fully accomplished and
some of the facilitators complain of not having received enough support
(Figueroa, 1972, pp. 8-11)." Forman observes that facilitators do not have
regular contact with Project staff members. She also uncovers another
aspect of the problem: ' The facilitators who trained together do not form a
’support group’ for each other (E. P.D.
, 6). . . . "
Swanson (1972) is concerned with a lack of understanding of the Project
by the villagers
—their ignorance of Project objectives and opportunities.
Ke criticizes the ’’methodology without a system” citing that participants
have little notion of where the dialogue method will lead (Swanson, 1972,
pp. 20 & 24).
Swanson (1973), like many observers from outside the Project, is
struck by the unsystematic approach which the Project takes in certain
areas. Ho notes the lack of a systematic delivery system for introducing
Project materials and methodologies to formal institutions and other
interested agencies. lie criticizes the Project for lack of sequence in
developing games and for not systematically introducing all games in ail of
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the facilitator communities (pp. 25 & 34-35). to all fairness one must
observe that sequence is a concept more appropriate to a relatively fixed
curriculum and that the Project has consciously chosen and maintained a
policy of free choice of materials and methodologies on the part of facilitators
learners, and cooperating institutions. To have been more systematic
Project staff would have been required to be more authoritarian and
aggressive-approaches which conflict with the Project's organizing ideas.
Another evaluator, however, supports Swanson, at least in a general sense,
maintaining that the Project is "too non-directive (E.P.D.
,
6
,
p. 17 ). "
Swanson (1973) also notes the scarcity of material provided to
facilitators and suggests the Project could have been more thorough in this
regard. He also feels that some facilitators lack sufficient training in the
use of games and methodology. Another gap in facilitator training is the
question of how learners move from being completely illiterate to begin the
process of becoming functionally literate, "The process spelled out in
c "riCt A' r°j SCt- cocuments does not explain this point (pp. 33-34 &
42). ' 1 igueroa (19-2) suggests that the purpose and relevance of literacy to
the campesinos should be examined. She observes that the learning of
writing and math seem to have been of little use for the campesinos in
community development (p. 14 ).
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"Facilitators and participants expressed a concern for legitimizing
their activities, and would readily accept certificates that would demonstrate
that validity of operation (Swanson, 1073, p. 26)." Project staff have
consciously avoided certificates which were thought to be associated with
formal education. It seems, however, that the prestige offered by community-
based education in the facilitator groups is an issue.
The drop-out problem is another of Swanson's concerns. He maintains
dial students stop attending or tend ".
. . to be confused with time limits
involved in the learning process (Swanson, 1973, p. 24)." Again there seems
to be a problem of evaluating the facilitator groups by standards and
assumptions held by advocates of schooling. Swanson, himself, notes that
the drop-out rate in the facilitator groups compares favorably with drop-
out rates for government adult education centers. However, Hoxeng (1973)
explains that drop-outs are replaced and that no stigma is attached to irregular
attendance.
Txie facilitator project was consciously organized
on a non-schooling model, however, so people felt
free to attend long enough to learn to write their
names, lor example, and then to leave—oerhaps
for good, or perhaps to return another day with
other needs (p. 94).
Anoinei criticism of Swanson s (1973) which is also controversial, is
his contention that no apparent national organizations or institutions were
bi ought into planning and initiating the Project (p. 18). The criticism is
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misleading since thirty Ecuadorian organizations were contacted during the
feasibility study. Furthermore, the Project staff, including almost as many
Ecuadorians as Northamericans, decided to develop and try the unconventional
ideas which emerged from planning before involving organizations more
accustomed to traditional approaches mid bureaucratic modes of operation.
However Swanson's implied fear, that the Project might end without having
developed the national institutional basis for the ideas to continue, is genuine
Hoxeng (1973) is also concerned with the facilitators' relationship with the
outside support agency. He, unlike Swanson, is as concerned with the
paternalism of Ecuadorian organizations as lie is with the lack of Ecuadorian
Institutional support (p. 103).
Forman's report on the facilitator groups in the villages of Colta and
Columbe mentions the persistence of the "traditional formal educational
format in the literacy classes (E.P.D.
, 6, pp. 12-13). " She suggests that
part of tlie problem might be due to a lack of sufficient "de-schooling" during
the facilitator training. As a result of a facilitator behavior which is often
close to the teacher role, the decision-making behavior of the learners is
limited.
A conceptual problem with the facilitator idea is also revealed by
Forman:
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' the Ajnherst and Quito staff, especiallythe Northamericans) have a strong inclination to viewa person s social roles as very distinct or separatedom each other. People who spend their lives in
small, relatively closed communities, conversely,
tend to view others as "totalities,
" in which all the
social roles an individual has are interlinked and
inseparable. Hence, when a new social role (e.g
facilitator) is introduced, it must be integrated into’
the total role set of the individual and into the set
o role-expectations of the community, if difficulties
are to be avoided (E. P.D.
, 6, p. 15).
Recommendations
All three evaluators make recommendations based on their respective
studies. Since there is considerable overlap the recommendations have
been consolidated.
In regard to general conceptual issues the evaluators recommend:
(a) that the facilitator idea should be employed in communities which lack
schools and adult education projects; (b) that the established community
leadership and a large portion of the residents be informed of the facilitator
idea and of their potential association with it before the idea is implemented;
(c) that overall Project organization be examined; (d) that other delivery
systems (radio, rural mimeo newspaper, programmed instruction) be
explored; (e) that research and evaluation activities be expanded; and (f) that
the literacy process be more completely conceptualized.
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The evaluators are unanimous in recommending some screening of
possible trainees before they are accepted as facilitators. Figueroa (1972)
suggest that "status" should be used as a selection criterion.
Concerning facilitator training, (a) the trainees should be thoroughly
prepared in all materials and methodologies to be used; (b) intensi ve
"deschooling" followed by resocialization of facilitators is crucial; and
(e) the trainees should be encouraged to develop detailed and specific limited
goals as well as general large-scale ones, which they wish to pursue in their
communities after training.
With regard to facilitator intervention in the communities the following
recommendations are made: (a) employ facilitator "teams" to avoid individual
isolation; (b) integrate the facilitator role into the set of role expectations
of the community; (c) create roles related to the facilitator for established
community leaders; (d) focus materials and methodologies more on families;
and (e) encourage more effort by facilitators to secure community support
for their activities.
Once facilitators are working in the communities the Project staff are
admonished to (a) provide for more communication between facilitator
communities; (b) provide more supplies as well as other economic and
logistical support; (c) carry out a very strict coordination and follow-up plan
for facilitators to include in-service training, formal support groups,
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motivation, introduction of new materials, and support of a non-formal
"network communication system"; and (d) encourage facilitators to provide
more alternatives during learning sessions.
Recommendations were also made concerning the Project staff's
relations with groups outside the facilitator villages. The Project should
provide more training for educational institutions outside the Project includim
rural cooperatives, formal schools, social and community organizations,
etc. On the other hand strict controls were encouraged of people and
institutions which are allowed access to Project operations.
It should be remembered that evaluation of the Ecuador Non-formal
Education Project is incomplete since the Project is still active. Already
Project staff members are attempting to respond during the third year to
many of the issues raised above. The third year according to the Project
conti act is to see a major effort in evaluation and consolidation.
Conclusion
This historical overview and the evaluation reports give a clearer
indication of how the facilitator concept developed as a part of the Ecuador
Ni E Project. The evaluations indicate where changes can be made to improve
the facilitator idea. From tins discussion a clearer understanding of Jorge
—
an effective iacilitator his role in the village, his skills, knowledge, and
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attitudes, and his potential, emerges.
But the foil potential of the facilitator idea may not be realized if the
conceptual base is limited to non-formal educational literature and the
experience of the Ecuador NFE Project. Other sources and approaches
relevant to the facilitator model must be examined to provide new insight
into an improved facilitator concept. The examination of those sources
and approaches is the subject of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER III—FOOTNOTES
A metaphor is appropriate in tins chapter to represent the wide diversity
-r^ thelepoits, and field notes of Project staff. There is a tendency for theresources to emphasize a slightly more idealistic viewpoint of events than“ OUtS1* 0bf"er accept. The author has attempted to dialsrrsr to order to— * -~
2An Ecuadorian consulting group started under U.S.A.I.D. financing and
specializing m achievement motivation, organizational activities, an°d
educational programs.
3 Unpublished Ecuador Project documents (E. P. D. ) are included on a special
reference list after the bibliographies. Each reference is numbered so(E. P. D,
, 2) is number 2 on the list of Project references.
CHAPTER IV
the community as a classroom
the classroom as a community
so far the facilitator idea has been examtoed in terms of NFE literature
and the Ecuador NFE Project. This chapter deals with literature from
more traditional fields which are also relevant to the facilitator approach.
Literature reviewed here is divided tote two broad areas: community
development and teacher effectiveness.
As the title suggests the review of literature in each of the two areas
is conducted from a particular perspective. Community development literature
is approached in terms of its contribution to aiding the facilitator to use the
community as a classroom. Beyond the role as a coordinator of an evening
learning group the facilitator must relate to the community at large in order
to be effective. Community development approaches, as reflected by conceptual,
writings and case studies, are useful to the facilitator who is interested to
providing individuals with community-based learning opportunities as well as
encouraging community development through individuals' educational
activities. Concerns more particular to community development (e. g. , the
relative merits of community development approaches) are not the focus of
this chapter.
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The literature reviewed here dealing with teacher effectiveness, likewise,
does not cover every aspect of that subject. Much of the literature on teacher
effectiveness deals with issues and behaviors which are more relevant to a
traditional teacher role. However some of the teacher effectiveness sources
treat the teacher more as a facilitator than as an authority figure. Those
sources have much to contribute to an improved facilitator concept, to
order to distinguish between the too teacher roles a criterion is used: which
sources view the classroom as a community where shared decision making,
horizontal relationships, learner responsibility, and flexibility predominate?
Ihe sources which fulfill that criterion generally are relevant to the
facilitator idea.
The purpose of tins chapter, then, is to survey the literature dealing
with community development and teacher effectiveness as it contributes to
an improved facilitator concept. Furthermore the more helpful sources are
briefly explained so that the reader may return to them
-for a deeper under-
standing of some particular discussion that may be more relevant to a certain
NFE setting than it is to the focus of this study.
Community Perclooment
A review of the literature on community development leaves one strong
impression: most community development writers assume an outside inter-
vention; usually by professional staff, as the focus of development activity
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and understanding. Tferc i= .i» . , .
‘ ‘-re also confusion and contradict resulting from
different conceptions of the development process.
Coombs (1973) observes that the general literature on development is
VelT helP“ 10 ”,SWer“= three Questions: the role of rural areas in
national development; the criteria and evidence appropriate to Judge progress
of rural development; and the manner in which the process of rural develop-
ment gets started and unfolds (p. 20). Part of the reason for this observation
is that much of the literature on development tends to be quite genera! and
theoretical focusing on national needs. In order to answer Coombs attention
must be focused on the human element and the perspective must include that
Of development from the local level upward as well as the perspective from
the national level downward.
Starving with Batten, one of the foremost authorities on community
development around the world, this section examines the role of community
development and a general definition, issues in selection and training of
local workers are presented as well as an introduction to the non- directive
approach to community development. Writings based on rural case studies
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from various viewpoints are highlighted followed by a brief discussion of
three prototype projects. Next the cooperative extension approach to
community development is analyzed; human relations training for community
development is discussed; urban community development (among minorities
m the United States) is mentioned; and related areas such as literacy,
community schools, and indirect education are cited.
Batten
One writer who focuses on the local perspective is T. R. Batten. This
British expert in community development is concerned with the human element
at the local level in each of his four major books on community development,
lie is one of the most helpful sources in outlining the characteristics of
facilitators whom he calls "community level workers. "
Nggd for community education. According to Batten (1959) the community
development movement is an outcome of the independence of European colonies
after the Second World War. The colonial powers had introduced schools to
produce local people to work for them as clerks, storekeepers, and admini-
strators, and to teach the Christian religion. Since the purposes of schooling
were Western purposes, schools in the colonies prepared young people for
life outside their local communities. People inside those local communities
came to fix their hopes on one or more of their children in the outside world,
and on the school as the only means of preparing them for it. Correspondingly
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the school made more demands on the common! ties' children leaving them
less time and energy to devote to education for life in the community
(PP. 5-7).
With independence governments began to try to speed up the rate of
development forcing people to adjust to rapid change and deal with problems
for which schools did not prepare them. New methods and skills were
necessary in order to grow more food, have better health, and possess more
wealth. But getting people to adopt practices such as contour farming and
fertilizing was difficult. Such adoption involved processes which neither
the schools nor tradi'donal education dealt with (Batten, 1959, p. 9 ).
Community education is needed for yet another
leason. People who have some basic values in
common, respect, for one another, and to some
extent feel responsible for each other’s welfare,
can usually achieve a reasonably happy and
satisfying community life together, even if they
aie poor and not very well educated (Batten,
.1959, p. 9 ).
Community education is needed in such communities to strengthen the feeling
of belonging and encourage ways of working together for the common good.
Batten maintains that the western style school was encouraging "an
unregulated individualism which is destructive of the best elements of
communal life. " lie pointed out that the school tends to weaken social bonds,
to undermine the traditions, affections, and restraints that unite men with
one another and generation with generation. Community education was
needed to maintain and develop the forces which underlie positive community
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life while helping people to adjust to change.
The Policies which national governments have developed to deal with
such Problems are generally known as community development policies.
Community development seeks to insure that the effect of large-scale develop-
ment will benefit the people. "At its simplest, it does this by stimulating
people to discuss their problems, clarify their wants, and decide what they
themselves can do to satisfy them (Batten, 1959, p„ 13 ). "
Ihe trouble is that people must be stimulated, helped
and educated where they live, and that most of them
live m quite small communities which are often hard
to reach from a town, especially during the rainy
season when some of them cannot be reached at all
(Batten, 1959, p. 21).
immunity development defined. In the very broadest sense community
development Includes almost anything that anyone may do to influence people's
values, ideas, attitudes, relationships, or behavior for the better. It Includes
both social work and informal education from Batten's point of view. He
defines community work as "any and every organized attempt to encourage,
educate, influence, or help people to become actively involved in meeting
some of their own needs (Batten, 19G5, p. vi.i). "
By teaching a course of advanced training in
community development for eighteen years at the University of London,
Batten has accumulated a large number of case studies on community
development problems. Thirty-seven of the eases are presented in The
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Human Factor irj Community Work r n i^l^ork. Each case study consists of an intro-
duction, the case, discussion of the case nnH • vC
’
a d implications. The cases are
grouped undei eight topic areas: meeting requests for help, suggesting
community projects, introducing improvements, establishing groups, working
with groups, working with leaders, dealing with faction, and asking for help.
n three and seven cases are presented under each topic area. General
conclusions and implications are then presented in *,P to summarize each topic
area.
Under the topic area, establishing g
specified:
roups, three conclusions are
(a) people will not agree to form a group unless theylx neve that it will meet some need or serve somepurpose oi their own; (b) people will not continue to
support a group unless it meets, and goes on meeting,some need or purpose of their own; and (c) when
ornnng a group the worker needs to be able to anticipatew a ever major difficulties the group may subsequently
ave to face and also how its members can be helped
to avoid or overcome them (Batten, 19SS, pp. 88-89).
Under the topic area, meeting requests for help, the implications
advanced include:
Situation One: The people or their representatives state
a problem and seek the worker's advice as to how to
meet it. Suggested order of work:
(a) Investigate with the people the exact nature
of their problem.
(b) Pool with them ideas as to possible solutions.
(c) Encourage and nelp them to investigate the
advantages and disadvantages of each with a
view to deciding which solution is most acceptable
and practical for them.
I(e) Heln
e
t,
th0 f
f
lal
,
deCiSion™y to them.
( ) p hem to obtain any technical advice theymay need while they are reaching their decisionor after-wards while they are implementing it
’
(Batten, 1965, p. 23),
In the concluding paragraph of Iris book of case studies. Batten argues
that there rs a universality of community development problems. He maintains
that the conclusions
'.are likely to be relevant for community workers every-
where (Batten, 1965, p. 184). "
After reviewing a variety of
experts’ opinions on the qualifications needed by a village worker. Batten
concludes
:
All this makes a formidable list of requirements,
especially when it is remembered that all this
“nf Sn thes! technlcal - *«*»*«. and humans ulis
» 31101 a11 these personal qualities aredemandea of the poorest paid and lowest level of
h]
f
!f
0rkei
;•
No newly rocmited worker can possibly
Mm
S
n T f ' ,
He
,"
aS ‘° be trained
’ “<* to traintom most effectively is still one of the major problems,
f
no
.
t^ maI°r Problem, of the organizers of communitydevelopment work (Batten, 1962, p, 6).
Batten addresses the problem of training.
Selection is the first issue considered. An interesting selection process
for village workers employed in India is described. Applicants are tested
individually on their abilities to loam certain skills and to communicate them
to villagers. The applicants’ attitudes towards menial tasks are tested. The
selection process includes a 10-mile walking trip and a 15-mile bicycle trip.
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It includes a test of ability to take comprehensive notes and carry an oral
message correctly. It also includes observation of applicants in a variety
of situations: under conditions of emergency, organizing entertainment for
rural people, and responding to an interview (Batten, 1962, p. 26).
fa subsequent chapters Batten discusses general issues related to
training professional and non-professional workers, problems of organization
and method, discussion, finding content, getting participation, developing
skill, and meeting individual needs. Although some of the discussion is
related only to professional agents, many of the issues are relevant to the
facilitator role as outlined in this study.
Although he supports the idea of a facilitator. Batten (1965) recognizes
one problem. If a villager serving as a facilitator among peers makes a
mistake, a loss of confidence by the villagers may render the facilitator
ineffective. A village worker from the outside can be moved to another
village and start again with little problem. But the facilitator is a member of
t.iw community and must live with the mistake (p. 2).
, One 0f Batten’s (1967) ideas which has a
high degree of appropriateness to the facilitator idea is the non-directive
approach in community and group work. The theory- behind tins approach is
that people are more likely to act on what they themselves have freely decided
to do than on what a worker has tried to convince them they ought to do (p. v).
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The directive approach, iar more common, leads a W0lker to tly „^
ce from clients as a person whose advice is worth having and whose
opinions are worth listening to. This type of person works as a leader of
groups and as the counsellor of those who have problems. A worker-client
relationship is built in. The directive approach has been used extensively in
meeting people’s material needs. It 1ms limitations, however, in meeting
People's psychological needs. People tend to sense, resent, and resist
direct attempts to influence them, often the only effect of the directive
approach is the reverse of what the agent indended (Batten, 1967, pp . 5-10,
.
In contrast,
the ““-directive approach no longer
•ry to guide or persuade. They stimulate people tothink about their needs, feed in information aboutpcssib e ways of meeting them, and encourage them
to decide
.or themselves what they will do to meetthem.
Tims they aim at stimulating a process of self-determination and self-help.
They aim to encourage people to develop themselves by thinking and acting
for themselves (Batten, 1967, pp. v & 11).
Batten (5967) lists four potential advantages of this approach: (a) it
enables leaders to accomplish more with their limited resources; (b) it helps
d^.f ,j,j people,
tc) it nelps the emergence of solidarity; and (d) it provides many
opportunities for educating and influencing people. The approach is usually
chosen because an individual or agency has more needs than it could possibly
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hope to meet out of Its own unaided resource* or because the people’s greatest
ne6d 18 ‘P a0qUlre m° re COttfidence “d competence in acting for themselves
(pp. 15, 1G & 27).
According to Batten (1867) there are seven stages in which a group may
U°~‘ f 1 'ln® :,ng fronl vaguely dissatisfied but passive" to "satisfied with
the result of what they have achieved. " He describes how. by using the non-
directive approach, a worker can stimulate awareness, desire for change,
consideration of courses of action, organization, detailed planning, and
readjustment due to developments, in a group. Using non-directive methods
has been proven productive in many situations both in developing and developed
countries (pp. 47 & 95).
Li summary, although Batten's concept of a community level worker is
one of a professional outsider, sensitivity to local individuals, processes,
and priorities, is emphasized. Also Batten's definition of community work
embraces both development and education integrating both in the same activities.
Batten’s philosophy is strong in diverse geographical areas and his influence
is apparent in programs not associated with him.
Community Development Case Studies
Jndia. Readings on community development in India, published by t
Council of Social Development (1970), show considerable complementarity
vvith Batten’s ideas. The Council, set up by the India International Centre
no
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to 1964, focuses primarily on national development. When the local level is
considered, the bias is towards outside intervention by experts. Discussion
only occasionally centers on characteristics of village level workers and then
particular skills, knowledge, and attitudes, are implicit rather than explicit.
However, the diversity of activities and scope of viewpoints provides some
interesting insights.
Willner (1970), writing for the Council, mentions that a community
agent may represent a new factor in the life of the community,, competing
tablijicd leader., in various activities. She recommends that established
leaders be located, that the source and nature of their authority be identified,
that the extent of their influence be determined, and that their cooperation
or neutrality be gained (pp. 88-89).
A discussion of problem areas in community development contributes
to the usefulness of the Council's approach in the improvement of the facilitator
idea. Some of the problems are: (a) the philosophy of community development
may come to be remote from village realities; (b) an overemphasis on
construction leads to neglect of self
-development and self-determination;
(c) people must be made conscious of their rights and responsibilities as
citizens: (d) development officials should promote solidarity as well as
leadership or factions may divide the village and local leaders fail to promote
village development; (e) emphasis on centrally directed activities runs
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counter to the explicit demands tor public initiative mid cooperation at the
local level; (f) benefits of community development may accrue mainly to the
better-situated segments of village society intensifying inequalities;
(g) voluntary agencies and their workers should strengthen existing institutions
rather than creating other institutions: and <h) progress must be made to
relieve the burden of paper work and other bureaucratic activities which
hamper village development (Council, 1970, pp. 181-186).
King. Another case study book is King's Working with People in
Actio? which is fairly general and uncomplicated. Because of
its readability, it would make a useful training tool especially in raising basic
issues in community development. Chapter eight deals with training, especially
the use of case studies in preparing community workers. Other chapters
present "how to" vignettes dealing with felt needs, catalysts, committees,
and community councils.
The most useful part of King’s casebook to this study of facilitator
characteristics is the discussion of "indirect leadership, " a concept close
Batten s ncn-directive approach. Since the characteristics of this kind of
to
leadership improve on Batten's presentation, they are worth noting:
Indirect leadership lacks the element of recognized
responsibility. It works quietly, behind the scenes,
through others. It is skillful in its choice of direct
leaders. It receives neither credit nor blame. It
accepts no formal office. Indirect leadership has
broad vision and purpose and is more lasting in time.
Without the power and prestige which attach to official
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position, the indirect leader provides inspiration
guidance, energy, and frequently co-ordination to
reel leaders in functional groups (Kino- 1955
p. 75). ’
Biddle. Unlike previous authors using case studies, Biddle presents
tW° extended case with more thorough discussion. One of the cases
is rural, the other is urban. Based on the case studies, a number of
assumptions are set forth which are worth mentioning:
(a) Each person is valuable, unique, and capable of
growth toward greater social sensitivity and responsi-
bility. Each person has underdeveloped abilities in
initiative, originality, and leadership. These qualities
can be cultivated and strenghened.
rhese abilities tend to emerge and grow stronger
when people work together in small groups that serve
the common (community) good.
There will always be conflicts between persons
and factions. Properly handled, the conflicts can be
used creatively. Agreement can be reached on specific
next steps of improvement, without destroying philosophic
or religious differences.
Although the people may express their differences
freely
,
when they become responsible they often choose
t° refrain in order to further the interest of the whole
group and of their idea of community.
People will respond to an appeal to altruism as well
as an appeal to selfishness. These generous motivations
may be used to form groups that serve an inclusive
welfare of all people in a community. Groups are capable
of growth toward self-direction when the members assume
responsibility for group growth and for an inclusive local
welfare.
(b) Human beings and groups have both good and bad
impulses. Under wise encouragement they can strengthen
the better in themselves and help others to do likewise.
When the people are free of coercive pressures, and
can then examine a wide range of alternatives, they tend
to choose the ethically better and the intelligently wiser
course of action.
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rsnr lead to ,he“^“LdX w«, f0blems ’ “ a process of continuing growthd) Within the broad role of community developer thereare several subroles to be chosen, depending upon ttedeveloper's judgment of the people's needs:
Encourager, friend,
Objective observer, analyst
Participant in discussion
Eaiticipant in some action
Process expert, adviser
(BidcUefS^65%to VaiTin8 ”eedS f° r
Biddle’s assumptions are quite close to the Ecuador Project's assumptions
regarding facilitators although the latter's assumptions are not so explicit.
Biodle adds to the facilitator idea with his description of a similar type
of individual whom he calls "the encourager. » Not an inventor, nor an
introducer, nor a promoter of new ideas, the encourager is an instigator of
processes that call upon others to become innovators. The encourager hopes
people will exercise more control over change rather than be victims of
change. To this end the encourager stimulates the expression of ideas, an
atmosphere of confidence, and an adherence to the good that can he shared by
everyone (Biddle, 1965, pp. 259-265).
In summary, Batten proposes the "village level worker” role and
elaborates many of the appropriate skills, knowledge areas, and attitudes for
such a worker. Case studies in India indicate issues related to basically the
same village level workpr v-,-,,. , ,,er. Kmg talks of indirect leadership which is close
to Batten's non-directive approach and which elaborates the commuaItv work.
-e. Finally Biddle Introduces
"the encoder" ending the process-
"
related behaviors of the rolp ,e winch is slightly different yet complementary
with Batten, lung, and the Ecuador Project's facilitator concept.
In addition to the viewpoints of community development experts, reports
of prototype organizations and projects are helpful m understanding the broad
fi6W " CO“ty““
— Prototypes are particular,y interesting
m relation to the facilitator idea.
An™_a^R^ale. A private French technical assistance society
developed the concept ofmmllon raralc. First applied in Morocco in 195S,
it was transplanted to Senegal in-ne 1959. Seeking to promote grassroots activity
independent, where possible, of financial support from ft- „no the government (Coombs
1974, p. 72; Sheffield & Diejomaoh, 1972, p. 133).
The essence of anima^^2e--m amalgam of
sociological and political concepts with a dash of
economics was that village peasants should be
s 1mulated by one of their own number to identify
^.,.
a
.
rtlCUlate
i
theirneeds for improvement, to take
tiatives to help themselves, and to demand from
-heir central government and its various technical
services the kinds of help they needed to reinforce
'eir efforts, consistent with national goals and
plans.
The key change agents in this process—the animateurs—
w0l,ld be farmers selected by their fellow
given special training to serve as guide and stimulator
lor the village and also as liaison with outside sources
of technical and material assistance (Coombs, 1974, p. 72).
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The animateurs to Senegal, local farmers selected through consuftation
with the villagers, are given intensive training to general civic duties, the
meaning of national planning, methods of cooperative management, and
technical innovations in agriculture and animal husbandry. They return to
their villages to analyze village needs and problems, design local develop-
ment activities, stimulate people’s awareness of their collective capacity lor
self-improvement, and facilitate the activities of the government's technical-
services agents. Although considerable success is achieved the movement
often flounders due to a lack of sophisticated technical advice and more
practical material follow-up. The animateurs
, unfortunately, are isolated
from each other and from the necessary support of the organization which
trains them (Coombs, 1974, pp. 72-73),
Comma. Established in 1959, the East Pakistan Academy for Rural
Development, under Akhter Hameed Khan, developed an interesting
experiment in rural development. Located at Comilla, the Academy is set up
to operate as a semi
-autonomous institution under a board of governors made
up of ranking government officials involved in rural development. Employing
the central concept of assisting Bengali villagers by listening and learning
from them, not by talking and instructing, the Comilla Project developed an
approach, similar to extension education, in which much of the effort moves
from the bottom up rather than from the top down (Raper, 1970, pp. vii & 12;
Coombs, 1974, p. 85).
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A1‘hough comprehensive in nature, the Comilla Project's relationship
with Villages is an interesting comparison with similar relationships in the
Ecuador Project. The villagers choose one of their number to act as their
educational liaison with the outside world, including the Academy. The
pai dcipating villages agree to:
(“) organize themselves, choose a chairman andbecome a registered cooperative society; (b) hold
weekly meetings, with compulsory attendance of
alx members
;
(c) select a man from the group and
send Mm to the Academy once a week for training
so that he could be the organizer and teacher of the
group; (d) keep proper and complete records;
(e) use supervised production credit; (f) adopt
improved agricultural practices and skills;
(g) make regular cash and in-kind savings deposits;
(h) join the central cooperative association of the
thana; and (i) hold regular member education
sessions (Coombs, 1974, p. 85).
In addition to the organizer, a similarly chosen "model farmer" becomes
a key agricultural teacher in his own community. The model farmer is a
resident village farmer selected by Ms cooperative; he spends one day each
week m training at the Academy in order to provide liaison between the
farmers and the Academy, and his role in the village includes that of
agricultural innovator. In early years, training included exposure to
cooperative practices, improved methods of cultivation, credit, capital forma-
tion by savings, joint use of agricultural implements, joint storage of water,
joint planning, formation of bullock groups, conduct of meetings, accounts
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keeping, and marketing of agricultural produce. As the cooperatives became
more active, the duties of organizers and model farmers were combined in
a paid manager (Rapper, 1970, pp. 51; coombs, 1974, p. 85).
Coombs concludes that the Comilla Project has shown:
that a two-way channel of educational communication
between villagers and outside sources of knowledge
and expertise—using as go-betweens teachers of their
own choice in whom they had high confidence—can be
more effective than the more familiar one-way, top-down extension model.
However, the greatest beneficiaries are the 'better-off farmers (Coombs,
1974, p. 87)."
Yi£9S‘ An attempt in Peru to incorporate a community of Indians into
a more modem way of life was instituted by Cornell University in cooperation
with the Indigenous Institute of Peru and with the support of the Peruvian
government. Using careful planning, program directors designed a modest
program of technical assistance and education which had fairly wide acceptance
and stimulated most community members to improve their lot through their
own efforts. The goals are higher living standards, social respect, and a
self-reliant and enlightened community. The program centers on three major
areas of development: economics and technology, nutrition and health, and
education. Later, social organization became a fourth area of concern.
Taking their cue from community aspirations, program workers seek to form
and strengthen local groups so that the people may acquire the knowledge,
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Skills, and attitudes needed for self-reliant growth. At relatively small
cost, the program indicates that the Indians, once given proper encouragement,
advice, and respect, can do much by themselves to improve themselves
(Dalton, 1971, pp. 530-564).
The program at Vicos can be criticised to some extent on its assumptions
and reported outcomes. Education is largely understood in terms of school
attendance; middlemen are promoted in marketing; and the increased
acquisition of appliances is applauded. However, the nurturing of
responsibility and initiative within the community, rather than importing
alien and transitory Institutions from without is relevant to the consideration
of facilitator’s roles in non-formal education.
All of these three case studies are interesting and relevant due to their
emphasis on community organization to solve local educational ar.d develop-
ment problems. The project at Vicos demonstrates the feasibility of
community self-improvement in an Andean culture. Here a project has
apparently been able to respond to local aspirations even though project
sponsorship is by a Nortliamerican university.
The Comilla project introduces the role of model farmers and managers
selected by each local community. The organization of the project whereby
local leaders are connected with support in the form of training and
continuous information is a particularly helpful insight in improving the
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facilitator concept.
Finally the Snmateur role in animation ramie, less structured than the
model farmer role In Comilla, is closer to the present facilitator role. An
analysis of the problems of support for the animateur might guide the improve-
raent of the facilitator idea in particular settings.
These case studies are often compared, in the literature on community
development, to tire cooperative extension education approach. Certainly a
discussion of the important approaches to community development would
be incomplete without a careful look at the extension philosophy, organization,
and impact, as well as some adaptations of extension in different countries.
Extension Education
In terms of scope, philosophy, and organization, the cooperative
extension education approach is so well developed as to comprise a category
of its own. Some authors include it in non-formal education. For tills study
of facilitator characteristics it is considered under community development.
Coombs (1974) mentions the conventional extension model and discusses
other versions iound in Korea and Senegal. He finds a number of shortcomings
in extension services: (a) extension is seen mainly as an informing and
persuading process involving new teclmical practices; (b) often there is an
’’unfortunate bureaucratic isolation” from other agricultural services;
(c) an authoritarian attitude is widespread among extension workers in local
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areas; <d) locaf extension workers often operate haphazardly with neither
Priorities nor plans; (e) they spread themselves too thin to be effective;
(£) they often neglect smaller and subsistence farmers; (g) their recommenda-
tions are often standardized rather than responding specifically to individual
needs; (h) their field agents' inset-vice training is often neglected; and
<i) the local workers are often burdened with distracting chores (pp,
125-126; 239-240).
Menkerios (1972) also mentions a number of problems with the implemen-
tation of extension services (pp. 1-4 & 28-30). Apparently the extension
education approach has been implemented in a large number of countries with
varying results. However, the nature of extension education, its purposes,
and its organization for leadership development are surveyed with findings
relevant to this study.
Tlie_nature of extension education. Extension is defined as
an informal education process which aims to teach
rural people how to improve their level of living by
tneir own efforts, through making wise use of natural
resources at their disposal in better systems of farming
and homemaking, for the benefit of the individual, the
family, the community and the nation (Bradfield, 1966,
The Extension Service in the United States intends to promote:
(a) greater ability in mamtaining more efficient farms
and better homes; (b) greater ability in acquiring higher
incomes and levels of living on a continuing basis;
(e) increased competency and willingness, by both
adults and youth, to assume leadership and citizenship
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responsibilities; and (d) increased ability and
\vi lmgness to undertake organized group action
when such will contribute effectively to improving
their welfare (Subcommittee on Scope, 1958
, p. 3).
In ordei to achieve those goals, extension cooperates with political parties,
community and social development agencies, veterinary and forestiy service
health services, educational services, and marketing services (Bradfield,
1966, pp. 15-17).
Careful planning and program building are characteristic of extension.
Workers are encouraged to develop clear written objectives and translate
tnem into written programs to ensure continuity and to provide a basis of
cooperation. In planning, they are directed to study the situation and the
facts, define the problem, consider the possibilities, anticipate outcomes,
and develop a flexible work outline. Evaluation is another important
component of extension (Bradfield, 1966, pp. 126-138),
Rn.aus (195b) outlines program building principles for extension
education
:
1.
People who benefit by a program should assist
in its development.
2. Base problems on needs determined by analysis
of facts in the situation.
3. Objectives and solutions must offer satisfaction.
4. Permanence with flexibility facilitate operations.
5. Balance with emphasis gives direction,
6. A definite plan of action is part of program.
7. It must start where the people a.re.
8. Evaluation of results should guide revisions
9. Program making is a. continuous process, a teaching
process, and a coordinating process (p. 29).
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The areas oC program emphasis mentioned are:
(a) efficiency in agricultural production; (b) efficiencyin marketing, distribution, and utilization; (c) conse™-bon, development, and use of natural resources;
(d) management on the farm and in the home; (el familymug; (f) youth development; (g) leadership development-
a ) community improvement and resource development
^
*mi(i) public affairs (Subcommittee on Scope, 1958, pp. s-12).
The extension approach assumes five stages in the acceptance of a new
idea: awareness, interest, evaluation, trial, and adoption. All clients of
extension are assumed to pass through each ef the stages. This acceptance
process is a basis for planning extension programs and selecting appropriate
extension methods (Bradfield, 1966, p. 29). Specter (1971), however,
maintains that adoption of an imiovation must be viewed as an interactive
process. Ke feels that it is impossible to prescribe adoption by characteristics
of adopters or by practices employed (p. 46).
Extension leaders
extension literature. S
leaders mentioned are:
. There are a variety of leadership roles cited in
ome of the functions of voluntary and professional
(a; stimulating people in the community to do the
actual recruiting; (b) helping the local people define
the type of leadership needed for specific jobs;
(c) serving as organizer and coordinator in the
indirect recruiting process; (d) helping local people
think through desirable characteristics of a leader;
(There is no one list of characteristics that will
insure success. In general, a person who is respected,
Lked, congenial, interested, willing, mature,
intelligent and cooperative is more likely to succeed
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than one who is weak in one or more of these traits)-
(e) carrying on a good public relations program whichprovides the community with information about the 4-Hprogram and 4-H leadership, mid (f ) maintaining good
relationships with groups and institutions havin'* an
mtersst to the community (Missouri Extension Service,
1968, p. 6).
The 4-H project leaders role is perhaps the closest to the Ecuadorian
facilitator. This leader’s role is to work closely with 4-H members to help
them to learn by doing. Leaders may or may not have some knowledge of
the Project in which they are involved. Many leaders "have learned along
with the members in the beginning projects (Lindsay, 1972, p. 4). "
In summary knowledge and skills needed by extension personnel include:
(a) knowledge of group organization, leadership development and evaluation;
(b) understanding of human relations, group dynamics, and the needs of
leaders; (c) understanding of needs and interests of youth and adults;
(d) anility to communicate, motivate, and find and use available resources;
and (e) ability to recruit, teach, and give recognition to leaders. The basic
assumptions about extension leadership are:
(a) people are benefited by serving in leadership roles;
(b) people are available for leadership jobs and will
devote adequate time to receive knowledge and develop
necessary siciLs; (c) people are capable of performing
leadership functions; (d) leadership skills and roles are
specific to the job or group where leadership is needed;
(e) experience received in positions of leadership in 4-H
will help to prepare a person for other leadership roles
in Extension and the community; (f) leadership develop-
ment is a continuous and gradual process—the best
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learning comes through doing; (g) leadership develop-
ment is dependent on and contributes to other phases
of extension programming such as program deveJ ce-
ment and staff training; and (h) the effectiveness of
extension
.personnel is expanded and multiplied through
the help of volunteer leadership (Missouri Extension"
oerviee, 1968, pp. 3-4).
This discussion of extension education, however, is based on the program
which has evolved in the United States. A look at Extension in other countries,
beyond the general criticism of Coombs and Menkerios, is useful.
Qther^xt^gicm_programs. In a comparative survey of agricultural
extension education systems, Axinn and Thorat (1972) analyze extension in
twelve countries. Their conclusions are: (a) change in a group is directly
related to communication with the outside world; (b) success of an extension
program depends on the extent to which its benefit to farmers is immediate
and high, cost to them is low, recommended practices are relatively simple
and easily tested; (c) the effectiveness of extension agents varies inversely
with the social distance from their clients; (d) "first line workers" should be
local workers selected by the group to be served; (e) the clientele must have
confidence in local workers; and (f) local workers should employ multiple
communication methods (p. 189).
Jones (i9 /4) holds the opinion that extension workers should make
their own responsibilities cleai to learners in order to prevent dependency
relationships from, developing. He also notes, "Expecting a farmer to
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maXimiZe Pr°m iS lmreaIiStiC When
- concerned with presenting himself
in the community as farming in a way considered proper for his status
(pp. 34-35)."
The extension approach emphasizes local initiative and strives to
connect clients to sources of information usually through governmental
agencies. Also emphasized, particularly in relation to local leaders'
roles, are communication shills, ability to motivate, group dynamics, and
understanding of human relations. Other groups and organizations are also
interested in these areas. Most of those groups focus, to some degree, on
the human relations aspect.
Human Relations
Some organizations have introduced human relations training into their
community development activities. Drawing inspiration and experience from
T-groups, values clarification, and motivational training, these organizations
focus on leadership development.
Peace Corps
. This organization provides varied insights into the
improvement of the facilitator idea. The experiential training approach
supported by the Peace Corps is learner centered rather than subject centered.
It is structured to achieve active rather than passive learner responsibility
and involvement in the learning process.
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Peace Corps' reliance on small groups is mirrored in the technical
descriptions of a number of sophisticated modifications
discussion. Although certain of the
of the small-group
groups described may not be appropriate
to more unsophisticated facilitators, toe Ecuador Project confirms the
assertion that:
The most effective way to achieve a climate of support
experimentation, problem-solving, and assessmentiexperience rs through the use of small groups, wherelevel or trust can develop that is difficult to achievem a larger community (Wight & Hammons, 1970, p. n 9) .
A brief description of Batten’s non-directive approach as well as a variety
of techniques and exercises to promote leadership, group dynamics, and an
understanding of human relations, as well as an excellent bibliography are
included by Wight and Hammons in Guidelines for Peace Corns nrc-
Cultoral Training. (1970). Particular aspects of this source are already
used in facilitator training in Ecuador.
National Training Laboratories
(
Ntt^ Nylen’s Handbook of Staff
^velQRment and Human Relations Training (1967), Wee the Peace Corps
Gtodlines mentioned above, is a practical guide to the philosophy and techniques
developed by NTL for use in Africa. Nylen mentions a number of task roles
which may be relevant to facilitators: initiating activity, seeking information,
seeking opinion, giving information, giving opinion, elaborating, coordinating,
and
-ii.ni, .arising. A separate list of roles, called group building and
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maintenance roles, includes encouraging, gatekeeping, standard setting,
following, and expressing group feeling. Roles which involve both task and
maintenance are evaluating, diagnosing, testing for consensus, mediating,
and relieving tension. A fourth list of "types of non-functional behavior" is
also enumerated (pp. 68-69).
Exercises designed to help individuals and groups acquire skills to
effectively assume the roles mentioned are outlined by Nylen (1967). Some
of the more interesting exercises provide practice in dealing with an angry
person, understanding hidden motives, utilizing group resources, and
involving another person.
U.S.A. I.D. supports motivational training in
Guatemala, Panama and Ecuador. Regular use of NTL laboratory methods
at Loyola University became the stimulus for Guatemalan graduates to
encourage U.S.A. I.D. to duplicate the Loyola program in their country.
U.S.A. f. D. supports a Guatemalan institution that contracts for services as
local trainers. The trainers are prepared at a six-week experience in Puerto
Rico in a limited number of laboratory situations. T-group techniques,
problem-solving techniques, and organization development are learned by
the trainers (American Technical Assistance Corp,, 1971, pp. ii-iii & 11).
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Although limited conclusions can be dm™ from a few years Qf activities
a number of recommendations for improvement arc made in an evaluation
study. „owever) the general concluslon ls that ffiotlyational trataing
produces, among participants, a belief in the possibility of accelerating
development through group self-help efforts. Furthermore, this belief
frequently leads to actions "that assist achievement of national development
goals (American Technical Assistance Coip.
, 1973, p. i).
Peace Corps experiences, NTL materials, and motivational training
experiments, are all relevant to the facilitator idea. Since the sources are
limited in number and appear to be strongly dependent on particular settings,
their utility to facilitators will depend considerably on specific facilitator
settings.
Urban Community Development
Likewise the literature on this subject, relevant to the facilitator idea,
is relatively scarce. Also dependent on particular settings community
development in urban areas does provide new insights.
Though community development began with a rural emphasis, its
application in urban environments has tended to bring out other areas of
emphasis. Much of the literature is concerned with social welfare, legal
awareness, and political organization. However the outside intervention
bias has remained a feature, to a large extent, of urban as well as rural
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conununity development.
Brager and Purcell (1967) present a series of readings from the
"mobilization experience. " One of the readings addresses the issue of non-
professional helpers. Visiting homemakers are recruited to act in a helping
role with low-income women. Their social distance from the clients is much
less than that of the professional staff members of the organization
(Mobilization for Youth). The visiting homemakers are selected on the
basis of their warmth, friendliness, understanding, and skills in various
areas of home management.
i be homemakers were untrained, but they were not
unskilled. As we have suggested, they had considerable
ability to cope with their environment and therefore
much to oiler clients who were less resourceful than
they (p. 190).
The "visiting homemaker" case study concludes that indigenous staff
can make an invaluable contribution to a social agency’s efforts to help
low-income clients provided that the staff are engaged in ways to realize
their potential. They are very effective in providing clients with skills to
cope with difficult management problems (Brager & Purcell, 1967, pp. 206-
207).
In another readi ng on indigenous staff it is pointed out that hiring local
non-professionals has been undertaken in education, medicine, mental health,
and recreation as well as social work. In some cases non-proessionals who
are hired overcome their own problems (e.g„ . delinquency) as a result of
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their work (Brager & Purcell, 1967, pp. 212-219),
Leadership appears to develop through the act of leading. "The art of
leadership training may lie in providing just the right roles to stimulate the
emergence of more and more leadership. » The idea then,
-is to restructure
the groups so that different members play the helper role at different times
(Brager & Purcell, 1967, pp. 222-223). However also observed is that in
developing a group of indigenous non-professionals an outgroup orientation
may affect the new staff's perceptions to a way that skews them toward the
middle class (Brager & Purcell, 1967, p. 215).
Another enlightening source is The Organizer's Manual
. TMs "movement"
handbook provides very practical suggestions for organization and activism.
Topics covered, among others, are: planning for the first meeting, fundraising,
reach-ms, workshops and study groups, and guerrilla theater. There is
also some discussion of self-education as it relates to increasing one's
political consciousness, analyzing "your opposition and society, " and
developing the political consciousness of the group. This book also features
an extensive and practical bibliography.
Community Development Related Areas
A large variety of subject matter areas could be relevant to the facilitator
idea depending on the specific setting and the objectives of the facilitator's
community, three such areas which relate to community development are
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literacy, community schools, and indirect education.
.Literacy. This topic is certainly important to community development.
Freire and Ashton-Wamer, two authorities on literacy, are included in the
discussion of non-formal education and the Ecuador Project. Other sources
are often too technical or promote a highly formalized methodology which
is of very doubtful relevance for facilitators. Laubach (1960), however, has
developed a method called "each one teach one" which has been tried in a
majority of the countries of the world. Its simplicity, the emphasis on
building confidence in the learner, and the reading materials developed in
the approach are all potentially relevant to facilitators.
Community Schools
. An appealing idea is presented by Houghton and
Tregear (iS69): the school as an educational institution may be based on
purely educational criteria. It could be an instrument for local and national
development providing education and training for community members outside
the normal school age. This type of school would be attended, supported,
and understood by all members of the community. It would feature learning
m natural settings. Examples of such schools in operation around the
world are given. Piveteau (1972) discusses the well elaborated ecole de
promotion collective, a community school approach in Francophone Africa.
Batten (1959) is also interested in community schools. He sees the
classroom moving to the community. He also advocates teaching skills
useful in community life.
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MrectMucaaon. Related to Ms £eetogs abQut comffiunity sohools
Batten <1959) believes that in order to have a lasting innuenee on the children
the school must also Influence their parents (p. 74). Etling
,1972, also
mentions the use of indirect education in Bolivia. Nutrition practices are
taught to parents through elementary school classes for their children
<PP. 160-161)* indirect education might be a useful approach for facilitators
as well.
Although practical application to the facilitator idea is unclear, urban
community development, literacy education, community schools, and indirect
education all provide ways of integrating education and development. All of
these areas tend to view the community as a classroom.
These last three community development related areas bring attention
back to an institution which has been omnipresent yet only tangentially treated
m this study. That Institution is the school. A discriminating look at teacher
effectiveness will provide even more understanding of the potential of the
facilitator of NFE.
Teacher Effectiveness
1 ie literature on teacher effectiveness is voluminous. That which
relates to the facilitator idea as defined by the study, however, is much more
.limited. Beginning with a look at a current phenomenon, improving university
teaching, which cuts across many concerns ol teacher effectiveness, this
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section reviews Instruments developed to observe elassroom interaction,
the competency-based education movement, literature dealing with helping
relationships in education, leadersWp and management theory, and the ideas
of certain activist educators. Sources in these areas contribute insights into
improving the facilitator concept. Many of the skills, knowledge
attitudes relevant to facilitators are also mentioned.
ige areas, and
f- Unive rs ify Teacbln
ry
hr Iris 1974 doctoral thesis, Melnik surveys a vast quantity of research
on teacher effectiveness in order to develop iris Student Centered Analysis
of Teaching, a list of variables which seem to determine teaching effective-
ness. Over a two-year period, those variables have evolved into a list of
characteristics called "teaching analysis by students (TABS). "
The TABS are thirty-nine statements of teachers' behaviors. They are
used as a part of the Clinic to Improve University Teaching at tire University
of Massachusetts. Teachers who seek the Clinic’s services are videotaped
by Clime technicians and rated by the students in their class. The rating
consists of an examination of the TABS items by each student followed by
one of five responses:
(a) j^fpimprovement is needed (very good or excellent
performance)
;
jmpiovomoni. i s needed (generally good performance);
(c) jjnpro /ement is needed (generally mediocre performance);
(d) C^nsidcrajjbi improvement is needed (generally poor
performance);
(e) Not a necessary ski l l or behavior for ibis course (Clinic, 197
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The students- ratings are then compared to the videotape by a Clinic
diagnostician in the presence of the teacher in order to observe weaknesses
and develop strategies tor improvement. A number ot the TABS items are
relevant to the facilitator role and are included in the findings.
e TAES is actually a modified observation instrument. Unlike most
standard observation instruments, ratings do not take place during the inter-
action observed. Rather the students rate the teacher based on their memories
of the teacher's performance related to each item. A survey of selected
observation instruments is appropriate to more fully understand the TABS.
An examination of observation instruments is also useful as a source of
possible facilitator skills, knowledge, and attitudes.
Observation instruments
Simon and Boyer (1967) analyze twenty-six classroom observation
instruments. The instruments are for interaction analysis sytems which
"are 'shorthand' methods for collecting observable objective data about the
way people talk and act to. 1). " One finding is that "Very few of the cognitive
systems can be coded 'live' in the classroom, " since coding is sufficiently
complex to require both tape recordings and tapeseripts of the classroom
interaction be used for analysis (p. 11). Coding complexity is one of the
reasons why the use of many of the systems "has never extended beyond the
researcher who developed them (pp. 11-13). In addition to degree of
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complexity there is concern about the number of coders needed to record
observations, special hardware (audiotaping and videotaping equipment)
required, and the case with which the categories could be unambiguously and
exclusively identified. Obviously, these factors limit the usefulness of the
instruments in facilitator settings to a greater degree than in classroom
settings
.
The idea of observation instruments, however, is compelling. Simon
and Boyer (1907) feel that observation instruments have the potential to
provide objective data necessary for research, teacher training, and super-
vision. "Even in widely divergent circumstances.
. . teacher behaviors do not
appear to change in different settings nor with different pupils (p. IS). " The
instruments are regarded as very useful in giving feedback to teachers about
their own teaching behavior and in helping to promote pupil growth if used
m the classroom. These conslusions are equally valid for facilitators of
non-formal education.
Two of the more promising instruments available are examined in more
detail. Amidon provides a list of ten categories for interaction analysis:
accepts feeling, praises or encourages, accepts or uses ideas of students,
asks Questions, lecturers, gives directions, criticizes or justifies authority,
responds to student talk, initiates student talk, and silence or confusion. The
categories are discussed and elaborated, in general terms. Most of the
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categories are incorporated into the list of the findings of the study. However,
the generality of the categories limits their practicality until they are
operationalized into specific behavioral statements.
The Stanford Teacher Competence Appraisal Guide" provides seventeen
categories entitled aims, planning, performance, evaluation, and community
and professional. As with Amidon, the observer car, only produce highly
subjective data unless the categories are translated into behavioral statements.
Hamachek (1969) is yet more general. He lists four dimensions of
teacher personality and behavior: (a, personal characteristics: (b) instructton-
al procedures and interaction styles; (c) perceptions of self; and (d) perceptions
of others.
Although not tied to a particular classroom observation instrument,
Schmuck and Schmuck (1971) devote considerable attention to interaction
analysis. Their approach is to look at the classroom in terms of group
dynamics theory. An assumption made is that cohesive groups are more
concerted in their goal direction than are non-cohesive groups. Next,
leadership is considered in its impact on group processes. An observation
list for goal-directed leadership is included (p. 42). Also discussed are
levels of co.nmunication skills including another observation sheet (p. ICO).
A brief review of theories of group development follows.
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Six "salient characteristics" of school organizations which may directly
affect classroom group processes are outlined: (a, trust and openness;
<b) skills of constructive openness; (c) affluence positions of teachers;
(d) orientations to human motivation; (e) leadership role of the principal;
and (f) student observations of the faculty. These general organizational
characteristics are relevant to any organization supporting facilitators, and,
to some extent, facilitators themselves.
Solum,ck and Schmuck (1971) include discussion, techniques, and
exercises aimed at improving each of the topics discussed in the book. Their
general approach to improving skills, as opposed to the individual observation
instruments, is a problem-solving sequence which includes (a) a statement
of the piobiem, (I-') diagnosis by means of a force field, (e) brainstorminvo
to find alternative actions, (d) designing concrete plans of action (including
the observation instruments), and (e) trying out the plan through a simulated
activity (pp . 142-143).
There is considerable relationship between the TABS, the observation
instruments, and competency-based education. All are approaches to
improving certain behaviors by defining the behaviors then observing them as
they are used In an actual situation. However competency-based education is
far more elaborate than this.
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Competency
-Based Education
(
CBR)
An examination of the characteristics of CBE in terms of their applica-
bility to the facilitator idea proves interesting. Elam establishes three
levels of characteristics of competency-based teacher education.
Essential elements
—
(a) Teaching competencies to be demonstrated are role-
do ,
L1 '1VC
’ Speci£led 111 behavioral terms, and made publicM Assessment criteria are competency-based, specifymasteiy levels, and made public.
(C)
^qu*™8 performance as prime evidence,
td.ves student knowledge into account.
(d) Student's progress rate depends on demonstrated competency(c) Instructional program facilitates development and
evaluation oi specific competencies.
Implied Characteristics
—
(a) Individualization.
(b) Feedback.
(c) Systemic program.
(d) Exit requirement emphasis.
(e) Modularization.
(f) Student and program accountability
Related, Desirable Characteristics
—
(a ) FieId s etting
.
(b) Broad base for decision making.
(c) Protocol and training materials.
(d) Student participation in decision making.
(e ) Research-oriented and regenerative.
(i) Career-continuous.
(g) Role integration (Elam, 1971, p. 6-11).
A comparison of Elam's characteristics with the preferred dimensions
of NEE indicates considerable complementarity at least on a theoretical
level. Both NEE and CBE favor individualized approaches and considerable
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program Both are conceded with developing oompetencies^
stall training as well as attention to knowledge and attitudes of learners.
Both are concerned with education which is practical and applicable to
learners' life needs and work needs. CBE is not without apparent weaknesses
wliieh are well documented by critics of the competency-based approach. Yet
the potential of the competency-based approach to the facilitator is promising.
In one sixth cycle Teacher Corps project, thirteen "minimal competencies
for teaching interms" are employed. Those which appear to have relevance
for facilitators are: (a) exhibits change agent skills in die community;
<b) uses a variety of techniques to improve learning; (c) c8n design, implement,
“d 6ValUate m°dules;
<
d
> acquired competencies in community-
based activities; (e) demonstrates management techniques; (f) can articulate
personal goals; and (g) demonstrates competency in using resources
(University of Massachusetts Teacher Corps, 1973, p. 2). Completion
criteria for each of the competencies are indicated.
A second Teacher Corps project involving the development of team
leaders specifies competencies for the leaders. Since the project is as con-
cerned with the impact on the community as the impact on the school, the
ramifications for facilitators are extensive. Five general roles for the team
leaders are identified: (a) planning for team involvement; (b) fostering
community interaction; (c) developing teaching skills; (d) fostering skills of
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analysis in teaching; and (e) counseling and advising. Competencies are
discussed for fostering change, skills training, consultation, organizational
development, interpersonal communications and influence, initiating structure
and consideration, maintenance and task functions, problemsolving, and
systematic planning and implementation (Team Leade rship Development
.met, 1971). The specilic- competencies relevant to the facilitator idea
are Included in the findings of this study of facilitator characteristics.
CBE observation instruments, and the TABS, however, concentrate on
educators' stalls and neglect their attitudes. To compensate for this
deficiency and more fully relate the impact of teacher effectiveness to
faeilitatois of NFE, other perspectives are important. A relatively large
5 of literature on Helping relationships of educators emphasizes attitudes.
Much of tins literature also deals with skills and knowledge.
Helping; Relationships
This category of literature includes sources which focus more on the
learning function than on the teaching function. The educator is viewed more
as a facilitator of learning processes than as a classroom teacher.
ft.^Ji2£ships by Combs, Avila, L Purkey (1973) is devoted to
frbasic concepts for the helping professions. " Apart from the early chapters,
which deal with professionalism, psychology, and philosophy, insights useful
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to facilitators are given. Learning to listen is discussed as is developing
sensitivity. Suggestions for developing sensitivity include receptive observa-
tion, attempting artistic productions, writing personal documents, participating
in projective tests, and sensitivity training.
Com.03
,
et al (1973), present a discussion of establishing helping
relationships which is particularly instinctive. The authoritarian, Jaissez -
— ’
and d6m0Cratic aPP^aches to helping are discussed. Groups operating-
under authoritarian leadership are very efficient in carrying out tasks but
become confused when the authoritarian leaders leaves the group. The
Mssez^iregroup members are characterized by frustration, discontent,
and boredom. They have no models to emulate and receive no help. "As a
consequence, such groups soon disintegrate with little or nothing accomplished
(p. 211). " The democratic organizational structure is generally most pro-
ductive. ’’Participants become more involved and creative, and are generally
moie interested and willing to take more active responsibility (p. 211 ). "
In describing their "helper" Combs et al (1973), might as well have been
writing about an effective facilitator:
The helper does not devote his energies primarily to
the diagnosis of problems and the formulation of
answers to be applied to them. Instead, he actively
involves himself in the processes of searching. He
perceives his role as facilitator, helper, assister
m a cooperative process of exploration and discovery.
Problems are not approached from an external
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orientation; rather the helper "gets with it. » Heenters an encounter with his client or student that
“ ?
eslgned between himself and his world. The
wift er '»r
eS
m
COnCemed With ultimate “ewers than
efficient‘d
S C0ndlti0ns ic wMch t:iey can be mostficient y discovered. His expertise rests, not somuch in knowing answers as in the process by whichthey may be brought into being.
The helper operating in this frame of reference neither
accepts responsibility for the solutions his client may
arrive at nor for knowing what they "should be. " Hedoes accept responsibility for creating conditions which
wil! be truly helpful in assisting the client’s own search
"f:
u 1
^ o this end he enters a dialogue
with him to seek effective solutions to problems and
more adequate perceptions of self and the world (p, 313),
The helper is further discussed as a model to clients, as a reinforcer, and
as an extinguisher. Also discussed are: (a) limits in the helping relatiou-
abips; r0
,
creating an atmosphere for change; (c) challenge and threat in the
atmosphere for change; (d) punishment and the helping relationship; and
(e) acceptance.
Finally, advice on helping through groups is useful. Conversation
group-;, instruction groups, decision groups, and discovery groups are
mentioned as settings in which helping can occur (Coombs, et al.
,
1873,
pp. 279-283).
Rogers (1969) is concerned with experiential learning which he dererib
as having a quality of personal involvement, as being self-initiated, as being
pervasive (making a difference in the behavior, the attitudes, or even the
personality oi the learner), as being evaluated by the learner, and as having
its essence in meaning (to the learner) (p. 5). Qualities which facilitate
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learning according to Rogers are : (a) realness in the facilitator of learning;
(b) prizing, acceptance, trust; and (c) etnpathic understanding. Anticipating
the cynics, Rogers presents "solid evidence" for his position.
Building on his title, Freedom to Roam nurm— «ogeis (1969) suggests methods
Ol building freedom: (a) building upon problems perceived as real;
(b) providing resources; (c) using learning contracts; (d) dividing the group;
(e) °rganiZing Stator-learning groups; (f) helping students to become
inquirers, (g) using simulations; (n) employing encounter groups; and
(i) enabling self-evaluation. When the leader concentrates on creating a
facilitative climate, according to Rogers, he does not use a number of
traditional methods.
He does not_assign readings. He does not lecture or
expound (unless requested to). He does not evaluate
^.criticize unless a student wishes his judgment on
a product. lie does not give required examine rinno
He does noUake sole responsibility for grades_tn. 144).
A number of personal thoughts on teaching and learning are stated.
Iftey explain Rogers 1 (1969) assumptions about the facilitator idea in
education (p. 152). From these assumptions then guidelines for facilitating
learning are derived:
(a) xhe facilitator has much to do with setting the initial
mood or climate of the group or class experience.
(b) I he facilitator helps to elicit and clarify the purposes
of the individuals in the class as well as the more general
purposes of the group.
(e) He relies upon the desire of each student to implement
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those purposes which have meaning for him, as the
motivational force behind significant learning.
(d) He endeavors to organize and make easily
available the widest possible range of resources forlearning.
(e) He regards himself as a flexible resource to be
utilized by the group.
(f) In responding to expressions in the classroom grouo
attit.id
6PtS bT the inteUectual content the emotionalizedtitu es, endeavoring to give each aspect the approximatedegree of emphasis which it has for the individual or thegroup,
(g) As the acceptant classroom climate becomes establishedthe facilitator is able increasingly to become a particioant
earner a member of the group, expressing his views as
t^ose ox one individual onty.
(h) lie takes the initiative in sharing himself with thegroup—
-liis feelings as well as his thoughts-in ways whichdo not demand nor impose but represent simply a
personal sharing which students may take or leave.
(i) Throughout the classroom experience, be remains
alert to the expressions indicative of deep or strong
feelings.
(J) In his functioning as a facilitator of learning, the
leader endeavors to recognize and accept his own
limitations (pp. 164-166).
Complimenting Rogers is a 1973 dissertation on a facilitator process
for self-directed learning. Reisser (1973) observes:
In order to facilitate self-directed learning, a counselor
helps a student to (a) identify goals for himself; (b) plan
activities which work toward those goals; (c) plan ways
to evaluate progress; (d) take major responsibility for
his own growth (p. x),
Sne also points out that little is known about how to help the student become
more proficient at self-directed learning and, "Little is known about the
learning process itself, especially as it relates to non-classroom experience
(P. l).
n
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The idea of a facilitation process imnii ,
Mother
- tTe
interests eLTr’^f*10" sharinS- Initial
Projects through
toT awarene™^'ZoT *’ “T* brfng
It is important to emph.ts'i''e the f
rectms
“P^Uities.
involved in this process. Witho^Sr^e^Tf”
a theory can°be vied too™*
°* assertions
- While
a do-it-yourself manual, u^ot c^Cs^f* "
emb^tmooT?
11 StUde“‘ md
?
ponsor wten they
‘
P shared quest for knowledge (p. 185).
A facilitator is able to expiore the individual background and learning style
of each student, to ask questions that increase awareness and leanring
competence, and to provide on-going support and feedback.
Reisser (1973) examines the learning process and finds that a person
engaged in learning is essentially
"questioning" the environment in three
major ways: (a) by clarifying a picture of some aspect of that person's
world; (b) by adding meaning to what is seen by looking at the causes and
effects and by relating explicit data to less obvious facts and concepts;
and (c) by combining static patterns and dynamic relationships to build a
new arrangement of facts and ideas (pp. 187-188).
New competencies are built by first observing
others and receiving instruction; secondly, by
planning and attempting to perform, and making
adjustments in the light of feedback; thirdly, by
improving through practice, growing more
flexible and independent; and fourthly, by achieving
high levels of efficiency and creativity and the
ability to teach others (p. 189).
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Other factors which facilitate learning are arousing interest, gaining
competence to deal with new information, using concept organizers, using
non-specific catalysts (open-ended questions), soliciting feedback, and
practice (p. 189).
The facilitator role, then, is concerned with questioning, reflecting,
-d suggesting to help the student (a, select an area of interest; (b) clarify
it, differentiate it or specify its sub-parts; (c) organize the parts into
meaningful patterns; (d) translate the patterns into engagers-goal-oriented
statements that imply a beginning point, a sense of direction, and an ending
point; (e) synthesize a goal statement; (f) plan activities which aim at
accomplishing goals; and (g) plan ways to evaluate progress (Reisser, 1973,
p. 190).
Reisser (1973) then compares the characteristics of a self-actualizing
person according to Maslow, Rogers, and McKinnon & Barron. From the
synthesis of the three lists, guidelines for "self-directed learning facilitators
are derived. Categories of "responsiveness" mentioned are (a) efficient
perception of reality, (b) abstract thinking ability, (c) hypothesis testing,
(d) interest in the unknown, (e) elegance of expression, (f) acceptance of
others, (g) adaptability and spontaneity, and (h> creativity. Categories of
"responsibility" listed are (a) problem centering, (b) autonomy, (c) self-
evaluation and detachment, (d) liking for order, (e) nonconformity,
.and
-,C ?f
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(f) acceptance self (pp . 254-257). The speciflc ^ ^
^ PrCliminat7 USt °f *“*"**» Characteristics in the findings of this
study of facilitator characteristics of NFE.
Chamofsky (1971) is concerned with the idea of facilitating learning
among the "powerless. " Drawing heavily on Carl Rogers, this author feels
that prizing the learner is one of the most important activities of a facilitator.
He is also concerned with understanding the target population, transferring
discipline arid control to the learners, caring as a means of motivation, the
power of discovery, the power of self-evaluation, and facilitating through
student encounters. Appropriate loci for facilitating learning include the
live-in institution, on-site experiences, and the encounter group.
Bradford, Gibb & Benne (1964) are also concerned with facilitating
learning in the encounter group. They present a list of desirable behaviors
for group members. These behaviors, symptoms of resolved concerns,
are reported in the findings along with the other characteristics of
facilitators. A survey of the readings in this book as well as other
literature on T-Groups, however, inchoates that the formal T-Group depends
on an experienced group leader. Non-professionals have caused much
harm. The T-Group process, then, is not directly applicable to facilitator
groups as they are presently conceived. Furthermore modified T-Group
approaches should be carefully developed to avoid dangers alluded to by
Bradford et al.
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Not omy does the facilitator In Ecuador work with groups, some
activities concern Individuals and are more appropriate to only Individuals.
Individualization is also an important theme in the literature on heiping
learners, especially in classrooms. Indivioualization of instruction is
characteristic of competency-based education as well as many terms ot non-
formal education. Combs (1970) believes educators can help make students
-re self-directed by (a) believing self-direction is important, (b, trusting
“ th6 hama" 0rganl6m
’ <°> matotair‘“g «» experimental attitude, turd
(d) providing opportunities for students (pp. 30-36).
Wilhelms (1970) describes conditions basic to growth in individuality.
He mentions stimulation, responsible freedom, support, success, commit-
ment, and self-insight (pp. 3 7-49). Other more specific conditions which
help produce a climate of inequality are listed in a joint statement of
National Education Association Departments (Howes, 1970, pp. 183-188).
These characteristics have been adapted and reported in the findings of this
study on facilitators.
Also related to the area of helping relationships and to the facilitator
idea is the aspect of voluntarism. Many facilitators in Ecuador have selected
themselves bv volunteer! re* ait fanin+«+« ,^ iawilitalois are volunteers in the sense that
they are not paid for their services.
An analysis of forces supporting individual decisions to volunteer and
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forces inhibiting individual decisions to volunteer is therefore relevant to the
facilitator idea in Ecuador. Sehlndler-Rainman * Lippi,t (1971) provide that
analysis (pp. 49-51,. A similar analysis of forces affecting the decision to
continue, increase commitment, or drop out. is presented (pp. 64-65,. Also
discussed are the role of orientation, training, follow-up, and inservice
training. An ideal training plan for volunteers should include (a, preservice
training, (b) start-up support, (c) maintenance-of-effort training, (d) periodic
review and feedback, and (e) transition training.
To summarize, the literature on helping relationships provides a variety
of perspectives on improving the facilitator concept. Combs' discussion of
various kinds of groups and the effective "helper” role in groups sheds new
light on the potential of the facilitator. Rogers, Reisser, and Chamofsky
are all concerned with how someone
"facilitates" learning. Their research
also enriches an understanding of the potential of facilitators of NFE. Other
contributions are also made by sources dealing with T-Groups, individualize-
tion cu instruction, and voluntarism.
One problem, however, remains. Throughout the literature on helping
relationships unarticulated assumptions are made about leadership. Before
proceeding it is necessary to review the basic theories on leadership and a
oscL related subject, management, in order to put the assumptions into
perspective. Although on a more abstract level than some of the practical
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concerns raised in this chapter, a deeper understanding of the research on
leadership and management will contribute to an improved facilitator idea.
Leadership and Management.
In a doctoral dissertation Bell (1973) reviews the literature on manage-
ment theory and leadership models. After tracing the development of
management theories from 1900 through 1950, Bell cites Maslow’s "hierarchy
of needs" theory as among the most comprehensive and significant theories
between the mid-1940 ! s to the late I960 's.
Ma- low postulated that there were five basic levels ofhuman needs: physiological, security, affiliation
esteem and self-actualization. Furthermore, these
need levels tended to arrange themselves alone- a
bierarchy in such a way that (1) physiological needs
must first be satisfied somewhat before security
needs become dominant, (2) security needs must thenbe satisfied somewhat before affiliation needs become
dominant, and so forth down the hierarchy (p. 70).
Perhaps the best known of the management theories to emerge in the
according to Bell (1973), is Douglas McGregor's Theory X-Theoiy Y.
Theory X assumes that most people are not interested in assuming responsi-
bility and, above all, desire security. Theory Y postulates that people are
not inherently lazy and unreliable, and that they can be basically self-directed
suid creative if properly motivated. Therefore, Theory X emphasizes
organizational task orientation while Theory Y emphasizes employee
relationships orientation. Oilier theorists try to expand the Theory X-
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Theo ly Y continuum or more specifically describe its inner differentiation.
Blanchard and Horsey (1069, explain the difference between management
and leadership. Management is defined as "working with and through
individuals and groups to accomplish organizational goals (p. 3 ). " Leader-
ship is "the process of influencing the activities of an individual or group in
efforts toward goal achievement in a given situation (p. 60). »
Bell (1073) describes three leadership models which emerged in the
mid-1950's. The Ohio State model is based on four quadrants to show the
basic combinations of initiating structure and consideration: (a) high
consideration and low structure; (b) high structure and high consideration;
(c) low Structure and low consideration; and (d) high structure and low
consideration. Work at the University of Michigan and the group dynamics
work of Cartwright and Zander produced the other two models which
reinforce the Ohio State model (pp. 80-83).
According to Bell (1973) Blake and Mouton identify five different types
of leader ship, (a) impoverished exertion of minimum effort to get required
work done; (b) country club—thoughtful attention to needs of people for
satisfying relationships; (c) task-efficiency in operations result from
arranging conditions of work in such a way that human elements interfere to
a minimum degree; (c) middle-of-the-road—balancing the necessity to get
out work while maintaining morale of people at a satisfactory level; and
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(e) team-interdependence through a "common state"
leads to relationships of trust and respect (pp. 83-84).
Hersey (1967) posits a concept of "adaptive leade
described as:
bi organization purpose
r behavior" which is
rhe more a manager adapts his style of leader behaviorto meet the particular situation and the needs of hisfollowers, the more effective he will tend to be in
reaching personal and organizational goals (p. 15 ).
aplementing Horsey js 1-iedler's "leadership contingency model." Fiedler
(196,, feels that the three major situational variables are (a) the leader's
personal relations with members of the group; (b) the degree of structure in
the ta„k which the group has been assigned to perform; and (c) the power and
authority which the leader's position provides.
Finally, Blanchard and Kersey’s (1989) "life cycle theory of leadership"
suggests that leader behavior should move from high task-low relationships
behavior to high task-high relationships behavior to high relationships-low
task behavior to low task-low relationships behavior if the followers in the
group progress from immaturity to maturity.
Bell (1973) derives live implications from his review cf literature on
leadership and management: (a.) with mature groups there seems to be greater
value in developing a learning environment which is participatory, open and
honest: (b) since leadership depends on leader behavior, follower behavior,
and intervening variables, the more popular notions of leadership as a set
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of desirable traits, or consistent leadership style are of limited effective-
ness; (c) educational managers need to diagnose accurately the environment
in which leadership and followership are taking place; (d) conflict resolution
may have to occur before any organizational or group leadership can be
effective; and (e, the effectiveness of leader behavior must be related to the
goals of education (pp. 92-96).
Bell (1973) then discusses the emerging roles of competency and
consensus in the Teacher Corps Project which he studied. As a result of that
study. Bell proposes a competency-based leadership model whose essential
dimensions are:
(a) The maximization of personal power and the minimization
ot position power.
(b) The operationalization of personal power as conceptual
competence, volitional competence, technical competence
and assessment competenee.
(c) The prevalence of a decision-making environment which
seeks to resolve conflict by noncoercive means.
(d) j.he presence of a high degree of individual and group
responsibility (p. 249).
The review of leadership and management theory indicates that effective-
ness in these areas is situational. A set of traits may be determined but
they will be of limited effectiveness if followed dogmatically. Decision
making must be shared and noncoercive means must be found to resolve
conflict. The Ecuador Project’s facilitator concept is generally consistent
with these conclusions. However the facilitator idea will be strengthened
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by a deeper understanding of the evidence
theory.
on leadership and management
The Activists
There Is a final category of literature, relevant to the facilitator idea,
which deals with teacher effectiveness. Often viewed lightly by more
scholarly circles, there is a large body of teachers and writers who base
their approach to educational problems on advocacy, experimentation, action
research, and criticism of schools.
A. S. Neill (I960) is one of the earlier "popular" writers who supports
individualization, elimination of coercion, creativity, and the inclusion of
learners in institutional decision malting. Leonard (1068) contributes the
idea of the rogue as teacher and explores the future of education in the "total
environment.
" He also upholds the parents as educators closely United with
the formal institutions.
Postman & Weingartner (1969) examine the idea of analyzing information
to determine what is worth knowing. One of the purposes of the book is to
subvert attitudes, beliefs, and assumptions that foster chaos and uselessness.
They also stress the importance of asking relevant, appropriate, and sub-
stantial questions. Postman & Weingartner, in considering the character-
istics of teachers, are interested in what teachers should not do: (a) tell
students what they ought to know; (b) accept a single statement as an answer
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to a question; (o) act as a mediator or judge of the quality of ideas expressed;
(d) °ftCn SUmmariZe the POSitio
- by students on the learning- that
occurs; arid (e) develop lessons from a previously determined
'dogical"
structure (pp. 34-35). They also present a useful technique for facilitating
self expression in learners through poetry (pp. 175-178).
Postman & Weingartner (1971) also present the idea of judo-using the
adversary's strength against himself. Examples of how to use judo against
traditional schools and teachers are given. Also discussed are cormter-
produotive forms of talk; pomposity, fanaticism (including acceptance of
official definitions, rules, and categories, without regard for the realities
Of particular situations), inanity (ignorance presented under the cloak of
sincerity), superstition (ignorance presented under the cloak of authority),
eartiiiness, and sloganeering (pp. 35-39).
In What do I do Monday?
,
Holt (1970) discusses the teacher as guide.
Other sources which take the same approach, and hold some relevance to the
facilitator idea are. Thirty-six Children by Herbert Kohl, My Country School
•MSI by Julia Gordon, and Letter to a Teache r by Schoolboys of Barbiana.
Practical exercises for group dynamics, self-awareness, and opening
people up to learning opportunities, are Included in Simon's Values Clarification
and Shrank's Teaching Human Beings. The exercises tend to be easy and non-
threatening. With some adaptation, many would be useful to facilitator
learning groups.
Dale's (1972) Interest is in building a learning environment. He
presents insist discussion on three topics useiul to those concerned vith
facilitating learning; (a) what is worth knowing; (b) learning to learn; and
(e) thinking about thinkins. Tl» rv,„ t „ „S he Center ior Curriculum Design
(1973 ) also
deals with environments. This
"living-learning catalog" is a director to non-
school learning people, places, networks, centers, books, and groups.
Many ideas appear which may be useful to facilitators of community education
activities.
Cjncln.sion_
Interestingly the idea of the classroom as a community is strongest
,D^ a0t™ StS ’ WriUngS
- A Iai*er“r of teachers' skills are expressed
in TABS, various observation testaments, and competency-based education
projects. Useful knowledge and attitudes, as well as other skills, are
suggested by sources dealing with helping relationships and leadership and
management theory. However cf all the literature reviewed on teacher
effectiveness the activists provide the most inspiration, if not the most
direction, for improving the facilitator idea.
Ilecapitul ation
In the first chapter some of the dimensions of the crisis in the campo
have been presented. An approach to resolving that crisis, NFE, has been
introduced and defined; and one example of NFE, the University of
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Massachusetts' project m Ecuador, has boon mentioned. FmaUy a problem
pertinent to all three subjects has been specified: there is a need to more
fully understand the skills, knowledge, and attitudes of effective facilitators
of NFE ill order to improve the facilitat or concept and introduce it in other
locations.
Chapter II has examined NFE mere fully, its situational nature has
been discussed and a number of dimensions preferred by the author for
this study, as well as other potential dimensions of NFE have been surveyed.
Finally some problems with the field have been mentioned. From foe chapter
a large number of behaviors of effective facilitators of NFE have been
distilled. Those behaviors appear in the Preliminary List of Facilitator
Characteristics (Appendix B).
The third chapter has examined the Ecuador NFE Project in order to
more fully understand the development of the facilitator idea. Evaluation
reports dealing with the Project have also been reviewed for implications
to improve the facilitator idea. Again a considerable number of behaviors
of effective facilitators found in the source have been included in Appendix
B.
finally the current chapter has looked into the literature on community
development and teacher effectiveness for more suggestions to improve the
existing facilitator idea. The behaviors, stated or implied, which are
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relevant to NFE facilitators have been a
Characteristics,
The literature which the author
dded to the Preliminary List of
considers relevant to this study has
been reviewed. A large number of skills, knowledge areas, and attitudes,
have been discovered. Now two tasks remain: to determine how experts
“ thS faCiIitat0r aPPr°aCh feel ab0Ut the relevance and importance of those
skills, knowledge areas, and attitudes; and to suggest a process whereby
selected skills, knowledge, and attitudes can be stated in a form that can be
used to help improve the facilitator idea and adapt it to new settings.
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CHAPTER IV-- FOOTNOTE
tti'?0r000 p”p“StratlVe ““ °f ab°Ut 100™ with more
CHAPTER V
THE ORACLES OF QUITO
One aspect of (be facilitator idea has not been sufficiently emphasised:
there is no single facilitator model. The facilitator idea has been applied to
a variety of ways depending on the individual facilitator, the facilitator
training, the needs of a particular village, the learners in the evening
learning group, and other individuals external to toe learning group and often
external to the village. Even for two outside observers of the same facilitator
“ the Same C°nditi0ns the Perceptions of the facilitator are likely to vary.
So each trainer and each Ecuador Project Staff member carries a slightly
(or sometimes greatly) different image of the effective facilitator.
Technical Issues
A technique was needed, then, which would allow each member of the
Ecuador staff to pool his or her opinion and contribute toward a group image
of the effective facilitator. An assumption made is that each staff member who
has observed a facilitator has an insight to contribute to the group opinion.
Each member is an oracle ia source of wisdom—concerning the facilitator
idea.
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The discussion technique was rejected for several reasons. The group
could not get together physically without great cost since the Project staff is
split between Amherst and Quito. Personalities and social noise tend to
distort fte dynamics of a face-to-face discussion. Language, including local
jargon, is a problem in communication among staff members. A discussion
does not insure equal or equitable participation for all involved. A
questionnaire seemed more likely to serve the function of discovering
individual opinion.
.But for arriving at a group opinion a one-shot question-
naire is inadequate. Tire study was immobilized for lack of an instrument
or technique for forming a group opinion from the individual members of tire
Ecuador Project staff. Then the Delphi, a questioning technique consisting
Of several instruments, was discovered.
Ihe Delphi Technique
Development. Developed by Olaf Helrner and his colleagues at the Rand
Corporation in the early 1950’s, Delphi was first used to obtain group opinion
about urgent defense problems. Named "Delphi" in honor of the oracle of
Apollo, the technique is basically a method of collecting and organizing
expert opinion on a topic in an effort to produce a convergence of group
consensus. This consensus is accomplished through a series of three or
four written questionnaires dealing with a variety of questions. Generally,
''experts" respond to a set of mailed questionnaires with feedback from each
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lound of questions being used to rvmrinoproduce more carefully considered group
opinions (Carey, 1972, p. GO).
C^acteristics. In Ms paper entitled,
"Predicting the Future, "
Daltey explains, "The basic characteristics of the Delphi procedures are:
(a> an°nymity
’
<U> iteratl°n With COntrolled feedback, and (c, statistical group
response. " Anonymity is achieved by using questionnaires where specific
responses are not associated with individuai members of the group. to this
way the effects of dominant individuals and group pressure are reduced.
Iteration consists of Performing the interaction among members of the
m several stages. Typically, at the beginning of each stane „t, ui u.cn g , group members
receive a summary of the results of the previous stage. The members are
then asked to reassess their answers considering what the entire group
thought on the previous round. Finally, the group opinion is taken as the
statistical average of the final opinions of each group member.
Normally the questions to be considered in a Delphi are developed by
toe mvesugaior, Therefore, the experts' opinions are directed to an established
frame of reference. Questions which may be relevant to the study are ignored
because llicy are act included in the first questionnaire. Pfeiffer
(1968 )
mentions a variation of the Delphi which asks the experts to generate the
questions to be included in subsequent rounds of the Delphi:
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(a) Pli3 firs! questionnaire may call for a liofinvolving experienced judgment sav - li - r
1 °pmions
or recommended activities
Y ' °f Predlctions
(1j) On the second round each P™n ,
criterion^' importance Zteb“‘
’
sr““r -=£££.
either to revise the fc
’ ’ “ effeot asks ,he experts
• Ms ir opinions or else to specify thpir
° r
T“aininS °UtSide the concensus?
1^
( ) Tuo fourth questionnaire includes lists of the ratines th»“S
revisTo" ToT
?
a fital chLcee l i n of opinions (pp. 152-153).
Research by Campbell (1966) and Dalkey (1909) indicate that information
gathered using Pfeiffer's approach is more likely to be accurate than that
obtained using face-to-face techniques.
ProWem^^u A number of limitations to the Delphi Technique have
ecn noted. Basically the limitations are of two types: (a) procedural
limitations (those encountered when implementing a Delphi study), and
( ) limitations found m Delphi as a forecasting methodology1 (Waldera, 1971,
p. 17).
Procedural problems cited include identifying an "export" group.
Carey (1972) notes that Delphi "is only a tool to help prevent various human
factors such as individual dominance, social noise, and group pressure-
from inteiferring (p. 62). " Therefore, as Waldera (1971) observes, a Delphi
study cannot amount to more than "the sum of the knowledge, opinion, and
intuition of the participants involved (p. 20). "
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Communicational misunderstandings and time limitation are other
problem areas. Gordon & Amet (1969) are concerned with difficulties which
emerge concerning the lack of precision m wording questions on a question-
naire * TWS limitati011 can be lessened, however, "by both participants and
researcher making concerted effort to be as clear and precise as possible
m the wording 01 questions and of responses (p. 63). Carey (1972) calls
attention to the time limitation which can influence a Delphi study,
particularly if feedback responses are not followed
up in a reasonable amount of time. An extended
time lag could produce a forgetting of the procedural
elements, discouragements, and even disinterest on
the part of the participants. A quick follow-up
procedure or the part of the researcher could help
eliminate this problem (p. 63).
A final problem area is creativity. One source observes that the Delphi
technique does not normally promote creative growth of ideas. However,
"By allowing for a set of minority opinions to be expressed by the participants.
tins limitation is partially overcome (Carey, 1972, p. 63)."
The Delphi has been used in a number of educational
research studies which are reviewed by Carey (1972). In addition to fore-
casting and opinion sampling, Delphi has been used to elicit preference
statements from educators or from those with a direct interest in education,
to describe institutional operations in terms of formative evaluation, and to
test the value oi Delphi as a forecasting tool.
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Cyphert and Gant (1971) present useful generalizations concerning the
Delphi technique which grow out of a study in which they used Delphi:
(a) prospective participants must be made to feel thatthelr response is valid so that they will take part;
.
* * * when the feedback was distorted to reflect ahigh ranking, the participants then rated the item
considerably above average, although it was not
among the 10 highest ranked targets;
(c) when respondents disagreed with the consensus
ratmg of a goal, they tended to attribute the consensus
to a group of which they were not a member; and
(d) virtual^all (99^;) of the respondents' changes in
opinion occured on Questionnaire III which informed
them of the first "consensus” reached by the group.
With Innd-sight one can seriously question the need
for going beyond Questionnaire III (p. 273).
Another study, which was designed to determine the value of Delphi
for forecasting, concludes:
(a) group opinion coverges after iteration;
(b) major convergence takes place between round one
and round two; and
(c) group response becomes more accurate with
iteration (Carey, 1972. p. 69).
According to this source controlled anonymous feedback makes the group
estimate more accurate than face-to-face discussion groups (Carey, p. 69).
;ihcy9^M Adapte d to the Study of Facilitator characteristics
Based on the function and advantages of the Delphi, the investigator
decided to use it Lor this study. For the purpose of this study Pfeiffer’s
variation of the Delphi format has been used with one alteration. Due to the
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- c,„» ^ q-|imire^
considered euperflnous aod was omit(ed
TteexEerts. By definition the experts are Ecuador Project staff or
former staff who are famiiiar with nonformai education Md who have direct,-
observed facilitators in Ecuador. Since the number of individuate who qualify
as experts is quite small, all available potential experts (15, have been
included. Of the 15 experts, 13 have participated in all stages of the Delphi.
Two potential experts were eliminated from the study. One
-lost" his eopv
of one of the questionnaires
; the other returned one of his questionnaires too
late to be analyzed. The final group of experts consists of seven Northerner***
and six Ecuadorians. There are nine males and four females in the ex-pert
group,
SSSS^SS^el, Each one of the experts received a letter explaining
the nature and purpose of the study as well as instructions for completing
Questionnaire I which consists of three questions:
!; Zy!“Tld y0U suggest for selecting facilitators
Wh- t-M T T activitles to Ecuadorian communities'?v. h.o SKiils, knowledge, attitudes, traits, and other
f
aracteristics would you want the facilitator to possess?
‘ ~magine tnat y°,J are observing an Ecuadorian facilitator
who is extremely effective. What does s/he do to be
e fective? What skills, knowledge, attitudes, traits andOcher characteristics does s/he exhibit which makes her/mm effective ?
3 ‘ Imagine that you are observing a very ineffective
facilitator. What does s/he do wrong? What skills,
knowledge, attitudes, traits and other characteristics
does s/he lack? (See Appendix A)
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questionnaires, personal contact wr
To insure a high return of completed
*V,3
, jtctsuuju CO e as
made with each respondent by the investigator or his agent. The question-
naire was translated into Spanish and pUot tested before being sent to the
experts.
^nar,^
From the resumes to Question-
naire I and the findings in the review of literature, a list of possible skills,
knowledge areas, and attitudes of facilitators was compiled. Since the items
on the list relate to selection of facilitator trainees or characteristics of
facilitators after training, the list of items was divided into those two parts.
The items on the two parts of the list were then grouped into categories.
Each category is a general skill, knowledge, or attitude area (Appendix E).
Questionnaire II. Ire general skill, knowledge, or attitude areas
became the items for Questionnaire II. Again each expert received a cover
letter with Instructions for completing Questionnaire II which had two parts
corresponding to the two parts of the Preliminary List. ’Each respondent was
askca to rate each item as extremely important, important, preferable but
not important ("useful on occasion" replaced "preferable" in part B), or
inappropriate. After the items in each section were rated, the respondents
were asked to circle five items in part A and ten items in part B which were
the "most essential" criteria or characteristics. Respondents were invited
to add any Items to the list which were missing and to make any comments on
any ncin, observations of unclear Items, explanations of answers, or other
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general or specific comments related to the questionnaire (see Appendix C).
Again the questionnaire was translated into Spanish and pilot tested both
in Spanish and English. Personal contact with each respondent by the
investigator or his agent was again used to insure a high return of the
completed questionnaires.
Tms stsp m the DelPhi process consists of basically
the same list of items found on Questionnaire II. Six new items, suggested
m reSP°nSe t0 Questionnaire 11 are included in Questionnaire III. Five items
on Questionnaire II were unclear to at least one respondent, so those items
were slightly reworded or descriptors were added to clarify the item in
question. Each respondent was told how the group had voted on each item
m Questionnaire II as well as how he or she had voted. If there existed
disagreement between the individual response and the modal group response
for any item, the individual was asked to accept the modal group response
or state a reason for maintainng a divergent answer. Selected comments
made on Questionnaire II were included in Questionnaire III to help each
respondent complete Questionnaire III (see Appendix D). This final
questionnaire was translated, pilot tested, and delivered to each expert by
tx.e investigator or his agent. All thirteen respondents returned the
completed questionnaires.
1G5
~ m order to avoid the general problems
encountered by previous Delphi studies care was taken at each step in the
process. Attention was given to the wording o£ all items on the questionnaires.
AH questionnaires were reviewed by three bilingual persons familiar with
the Ecuador NFE Project. Also a time schedule was followed to prevent
loss of interest and forgetting of procedures by tire respondents.
Care was also necessary in order to avoid a problem which was not
encountered by previous Delphi studies: communication between participants
while answering a questionnaire. Since most of the experts worked together
“ Amherst or Q^to. the opportunity to discuss answers did arise. To
control this problem the questionnaires were personally delivered by the
investigator in Amherst or by his representative in Quito. Respondents were
requested to work alone by the questionnaire administrators and by instructions
on the questionnaire itself, hi only one ease involving three respondents
was such communication reported. One of those respondents was not a
member of the final panel of experts. Therefore, this potential problem did
not seriously weaken the study.
Companson Groups
Since most oi’ the experts' field experience is
1 toject, the opinions of other individuals is needed
limited to the Ecuador
for comparison. Criteria
for selecting the other individuals are: (a) extensive experience in some form
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Of out-of-school, community-based education, and (b, little or no
,mow,edge
and experience related to Ecuador Project activities. A second and third
panel of experts, which met the criteria, were ashed to respond to a single
questionnaire consisting of the items found on Questionnaire II,. The second
panel of experts (comparison Group A) is composed of 15 elementary and
secondary teachers (about one-half Chicane, one-fourth black, and one-
fourth White) all of whom have living and working experience in minority
communities. Ail are enrolled in a course,
"Procedures of Investigation
and Reporting, " at the Institute for Cultural Pluralism at San Diego State
University. The third panel of experts (Comparison Group B) is a diverse
group which includes 25 extension education workers, former Peace Corps
volunteers, community development workers, church workers, social
workers, and trainers of community education leaders.
Respondents were asked to rate each item as extremely important,
important, preferable but not important ("useful on occasion" on part B)
;
or ^appropriate as a criterion or characteristic. The respondents were
also asked to circle the five "most essential" criteria on Part A and the ten
"most essential" characteristics on part B. They were invited to add any
missing items to the list and to make any comments which they felt were
appropriate (see Appendices E & F). The results of the two comparison-
group questionnaires were compared with the results of the Delphi question-
naires (see Chapter VI).
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Ope ration alizaf.inn
Since tne items expressing facilitator skills, knowledge areas, and
attitudes weie often vague, abstract, or fragmented, they were operationalized-
stated in terms of directly observable behaviors. A workshop for doctorai
students in the Center for International Education was held in which each
participant operationalized a selected item (skill, knowledge, or attitude
area) according to a specific geographical or cultural setting. the work-
shop a workbook was employed which guided participants in the operationaliza-
tion process (Coffing, Hutchinson, Thomann, & Allan, 1971).
The workbook (Appendix G) consists of six steps for operationalizing a
goal or intent. By constructing a hypothetical situation participants are
Sk0d 40 ob“cllt and rGC0l'd benaviors which indicate the fulfillment of the
goal or intent in question. Next participants are asked to record behaviors
which prevent the achievement of the goal or intent ^ ,&UcU 01 lllt3n
‘ The negative behaviors
are translated into positive behaviors.
Tlie third step is for participants to form diads, trade lists, and add
behaviors to the partner's list. Fourthly, each participant, using his own
list, tries to elaborate and more clearly state the positive behaviors listed.
The fifth step consists of identifying ideas which have nothing to do with the
goal or intent in question. Then the participant is asked to try to relate
those irrelevant ideas to the list of positive behaviors in order to add new
positive behaviors.
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The final step is to examine each item on the list of positive behaviors
to see if the item is a directly observable behavior or
directly observable it is considered to be
state. If the item is
operationalized. If the item is not
a directly observable behavior or state it is recycled through the si* steps.
in the workshops an extra step was inserted into the operationalization
process just described. After the third step, each participant was given a
copy of the Preliminary List of Facilitator Characteristics. The participant
was asked to find the skill, knowledge, or attitude area being operationalized
and to examine the specific statements under that area for more ideas to
aod to the list of positive behaviors. Examples of operationalized items can
be found in Chapter VI.
Ethic al Issues
Most studies are not concerned with ethical issues in the procedure of
the research. However this study of facilitators in Ecuador involves cross-
cultural collection and analysis of data. Experience has shot™ that some
important issues must be considered in this type of study. Perhaps the
best example of the cause for ethical concerns in research design is Project
Cameiot.
Project Cameiot
In 1904, 'the largest single grant ever provided for a social science
project, " brought this Project into being. The objective of Project Cameiot
was
:
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to determine the feasibility of developing a general
J.oeial systems model which would make Itp"ePredict and influence politically significant asneotsof
^ Change in the developing nations oTtte
?
wo ild (Horowitz, pp. 4 & 5).
e scientific limits of Project Camelot were never stated. That the study
was supported by the United States Army and Department of Defense was
stated but was not widely known.
Dr. Johan Gaitung, who was in Chile and was associated with the Latin
American Faculty of Social Science, was invited to participate in Project
Camelot. lie declined for several reasons: (a) he could not accept the role
of the Army as a sponsoring agent interested in a study of counterinsurgency;
fo) he saw the Army as an agency for managing conflict, even promoting
conflict, not as an agency of development; (c) he noted several
"imperialistic
features" of the research design; and (d) he found the study to be "asymmetrical
-
in that it would provide information to the Army on counter-insurgency in
Latin America but would not study the conditions under which Latin American
nations might intervene in the affairs of the United States. Dr. Gaitung shared
documents describing the purpose and sponsorship of Project Camelot,
documents which Project Camelot had sent to a restricted list of social
scientists, with colleagues throughout Latin America (Horowitz, 1967, pp.
32-13).
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^ a S0°iaI SClenUSt "Soclated '«th Project Camelot solicited the
cooperation of the Vice-Chancellor of the University of pm •u Chile, misrepresenting
himself and the nature of the study, he was confronted by the restricted
documents which Dr. Galtung had freely circulated. Project Camelot was
then denounced by the University of Chile and the Chtiean mass communications
network causing the United States Ambassador to request an unconditional
cancellation of Project Camelot-s Chilean activities. Poliowing hearings before
the House Foreign Affairs Committee in Washington, Project Camelot was
cancelled by the Defense Department Thr> *a t. I e study was terminated less than a
year after it began (Horowitz, 1967, pp.
Agymmetie Research
hi a book describing Project Camelot and its aftermath. Gaining raises
the issue of "scientific colonialism- of which Project Camelot was an example.
scto^_coion^ we shall refer to a process whereby the center of
gravity for the acquisition of knowledge about the nation is located outside the
nation Itself (Horowitz, 1907, p. 290). - Aspects of scientific colonialism, or
asymmetric resea rch, include biased distribution or accumulation of
personally acquired knowledge about (lie "colony, " covert administration of
data collection and analysis, classifying results of the stuefy, and not fully
informing those who are studied about the design, purpose, sponsorship, or
instrumentation of the study.
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Galtung suggests the following remedies to asymmetric research;
<a) frankness where purpose and sponsorship are concerned; (b) require
that social science projects he ^classified; (c, see that the tools of social
science are more equally distributed; <d> make sure local personnel have
access to the results of the research; (e) third parties or international
institutes should conduct research of a politically touchy nature; and (1) there
Should be more openness about the entire problem. He also presents a
n
recipe for symmetric organization" of a research project initiated by social
scientists in a developed country to study conditions in a developing country;
participation of scholars from the country studied in the research design.
data collection at all levels, data, processing at ail levels, theory formal.
and write-up. Galtung also emphasizes that the scholars from the developing
country should have equal access to raw data. He recognizes, however.
' these conditions will have to be temnerpd hv •' Luup eo try local circumstances.
. .
M
to r Inve s ti gatin* Fa cilitators
mCe tlUS &tUQy mcludes ^ attempt by a scholar in the United States to
describe an aspect of a project based in Ecuador, Galtung's guidelines are
relevant. An attempt has been made to follow those guidelines through the
jollowmg actions; (a) the purpose and sponsorship of the study were made
clear in the first cover letter sent to all participants in the study; (b) the study
is not classified to any way; (e) the tools and procedures used in the study are
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simple enough that the descriptions and examples included in the study are
sufficient so that any researcher in any country may understand and adapt
any of those tools or procedures; (d) the results of the study has been made
available to anyone requesting it; and (e) an Ecuador™ and former director
of the Ecuador Project was invited to participate in all stages of the develop-
ment, administration, and analysis of the study as an ex officio member of the
investigator's academic advisory committee.
Summary
The data-gathering technique used for tins study is a three-part Delphi
questionnaire. Questionnaire I asked the selected group of 13 experts to
brainstorm characteristics of effective facilitators. Questionnaire 1
1
incorporated the responses to Questionnaire I and the review of literature into
a list of two parts: criteria for selecting facilitator trainees and character-
istics ol effective facilitators after training. The experts were asked to rate
tne importance of each criterion or characteristic. Questionnaire III
consists of the same items as Questionnaire II but provides feedback on group
and individual ratings from Questionnaire II. The experts were asked to
reassess their answers in light of the feedback.
Tne final list of items was also sent to two comparison groups for their
ratings
. The comparison group questionnaires are single questionnaires, not
Delphis
. Finally selected items on the list of facilitator characteristics were
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ope rationalized
—submitted to
behaviors
.
a process to produce directly observable
in the procedure just described the Oracles of Qmto-Ecuador Protect
Staff members who have worked in Ecuador and who have observed
facilitators their individual opinions to a group opinion. This
group opinion of the importance of facilitator characteristics is important
for improving the facilitator in Ecuador and for adapting the facilitator idea
to other potential settings where it is appropriate.
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CHAPTER V—FOOTNOTE
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CHAPTER VI
CHARACTERISTICS OF FACILITATORS
Tins chapter, which presents the findings of the study, begins with a
brfef dlSCUSSi°n °£ Ule
^st of Facilitator Characteristics.
The Ust, which cotnes front the review of literature and Questionnaire I,
18 thG SOUrC° °f it6mS for S 'JbS" Questionnaires. The results of each
of those questionnaires is then analysed. The responses to Questionnaires
II and III are also compared. Apart from the Delphi questionnaires, the
results of a one-shot questionnaire given to two comparison groups are also
•malysed for each group. Then the results of all four questionnaires which
deal with specific facilitator characteristics are compared. Finally
operationalized statements for selected facilitator characteristics are
presented.
l j -'
°
> c tor1s tics
The review of literature and the administration of Questionnaire I yield
a large number of explicit and implicit statements concerning the skills,
knowledge, and attitudes of facilitators of NFE. Those statements are
organized thematically into more general skill, knowledge, and attitude
"areas. " Overlapping statements are combined and most of the items ire
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reW°rded f°r UlG PUrP°Se °f ot expression. StiU, the statements
9^
^om vague assumptions t0
quite specific behaviors. The statements are divided into criteria for
selection and characteristics of facilitators after training (see Appendix B).
The classification and organization of the items was a difficult and
tedius task. In many cases the classification may seem arbitrary. Certain
general skill, knowledge, and attitede areas overlap, and may be combined.
Other general areas may be divided. The organization and classification of
the list, however, depends on the manner in which the list is used and the
particular setting for which it is used. The current list represents the
author-s classification and organization according to the needs of the study.
The list is based on his understanding of Ecuadorian villages where the
facilitator idea is being implemented.
Most of the sources listed in the bibliography have been used to compile
this list. However some sources are more fertile than others. Especially
helpful are Paulston (1973a), Hoxeng (1973), Ickis (1972), Swanson (1973),
Batten (1959, 1965), Nylen et al. (1937), Clinic to Improve (1973), Schmuek &
Sobmuck (1371), Forman (L.P.D., 1974), am? Smith et a] (E.P.D., 3974).
The list is called a preliminary list because many of the specific items are
vague and difficult to interpret. The list will remain a "preliminary" list
until it is operationalized, translated into behavioral statements for facilitators
in a particular situation.
Questionnaire II
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The general skill areas from the Preliminary List of Characteristics
became the base for Questionnaire II. hr the first part of the questionnaire,
a separate item, "has considerably schooling, " was added. Although this
item is directly opposed to the rhetoric of the Ecuador Project staff and to
NFE ^ b6en deflaed
'
°le item was to keep the list from seeming
to present an "ideal facilitator model. " The item dealing with "proven
loader" was written as two items: "proven leader (formal elected or
appointed position)" and "proven leader (informal activities). " Likewise
"selected by the community" was included in the questionnaire as two
options: ' selected by the community democratically" and "selected by the
community using the method normally used to make decisions in that
community. " The two options represent two sides of a debate within the
Ecuador Project staff. The options were added to clarify some of the issues
“ that debate 311(1 10 see a the experts generally favor one of the options.
In the second part of the questionnaire "non-verbal communication
skills, " which was originally considered to be part of discussion skill, is
presented as a separate item, "Helps professional teachers improve
schools was added to lie list. Again this item is in conflict with Ecuador
Project rhetoric and activities but it was added to keep the list from
seeming to express an ideal model.
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An analysis of the response to questionnaire indicates that the experts
consider virtually all of the items relevant shills, knowledge, and attitudes,
of effective facilitators. At least one expert rates the item
"inappropriate"
in thirteen of the twenty-two items in part A and in ten of the thirty-nine
items in part B. However only one item is considered inappropriate by half
the experts (for the items rated "inappropriate, " the average number of
experts who gave that rating is 1. 8). Therefore the "inappropriate" ratings
generally represent isolated individual opinions. Six experts rate "has
considerable schooling” as "Inappropriate;" the other six rate the item as
"preferable but not Important" (one did not rate the item). Tills item is also
the only uem which indicates any apparent polarization between Ecuadorians
and North Americans on the Project Staff. Four Ecuadorians and two North
Americans rate the item as "preferable" while five North Americans and one
Ecuadorian rate it as "inappropriate. " The other item which was anticipated
to be rejected, "helps professional teachers improve schools, " is rated as
"preferable” by nine of twelve experts who voted.
Other responses are closer to those anticipated. Informal leadership
is definitely favored over formal leadership and a democratic community
selection process is favored over "the method normally used to make
decisions in that community. " However, in the latter case the preference is
not overwhelming.
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in order to compare the relative importance of items according to the
experts, the votes have been given a numerical value: inappropriate - - 1;
preferable 01 useful on occasion = 1 ; important = 2 ; extremely important = 3 .
Those items which were indicated as "most essential" received another
point. The votes have been totaled and the items have been ranked. Since
virtually all 01 the items are considered relevant (extremely important,
important, or preferable) the rank order represents extremely small
differences between items (e.g.
,
the difference between the tenth and four-
t! euth ranked items is only three points). The rank order for part A is
:
1 .
2 ,
3.
4.
5.
6 .
7.
8 *
8 .
10
.
10 ,
12
.
13.
14.
Dynamic and open
;
1 lexible and creative;
Respected and accepted by a wide variety of
members; community
werstands the nature of potential work in the community;Staole personal and family situation;
Believes people should constantly aspire to improve
themselves; and their communities;
Experience in civic and community affairs;
Proven leader (informal activities);
Life style does not conflict with the Community-
Available; ’
Selected by the community democratically.
Basic ability in reading, writing and math.
Independent yet cooperative;
Likeable;
35. Organized and dependable;
-fC. Keeps up with the local, regional, and national news;
i
. Sensitive, considerate, and open to people from different
backgrounds;
18
. Possesses strong beliefs in the potential of NFE;
L). Selected by the community using the method normally used
to make decisions .in that community.
20 . Proven leader (formal elected or appointed position).
21. Has considerable schooling.
The rank order for part B is:
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1 .
2 .
2 .
4 .
4
.
6 .
7
.
7
.
7
.
7
.
11
.
12 ,
12 .
14
.
14
.
14
.
14 .
18 ,
18 .
20
.
20
.
20 .
23 .
CO
e.
23
.
26
.
27
.
27
.
27
.
27
.
31 .
32 ,
32 .
34 .
Discussion/Dialogue skills;
Able to effect horizontal relationships!
Able to increase peoples self-confidence;Droup dynamics skills
;
Slall in aiding community planning;
Able to bring people together;
AM* / ‘’‘ff* "'lth diverso bi dividual needs and abilities-
. , .
catalyze cooperation among people;Able to mscover and articulate (he learning needs presentm the community;
Negotiation skills;
people/
‘° tte fee!“SS ’ attitUdeS> and r^fionshiPs of
Sees development as a process of liberation fromdomination and dependence;
Able to catalyze community projects;
Analytical and evaluation skills;
Ability to motivate;
SItiil in building community support;
Believes people should constantly aspire to improve
t iemselves and their environment;
Able to stimulate community organization;
Problon!\T-
SUmC
i
e t0 indiYidual or community development;blem-solving activity skills;
Training skills;
ha//
°f individuals* groups, and communities
nave done to improve themselves;
Able to develop a communication network;
Sk.ul in working with community leaders;
Able to broaden access to information;
Speaking skill;
Questioning skill;
Skill in pacing;
Able to simultaneously pursue multiple goals;
Functional literacy and numeracy skills;
Non-verbal communication skills;
Ability to match learning needs to learning resources and
opportunities;
Skill in a variety of learning techniques;
Knows NFE from formal education;
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35. Skill in planning NFE activities-
36. Able to stimulate planning on the family level-
3s’ m7 f ,0t COntent areas Pertoen‘ to development-8 ‘ Matenals development skills;
39. Helps professional teachers improve schools.
^^ HemS W6re sugSested in response to Questionnaire II. b part
A "possesses a strong sense of cultural pride" was added, m part B the
following items were suggested by the experts: 'believes in the possibility,
o: change, m people's capacity to grow and in people's potential; believes in
the strength of shared decision-making; delegates authority; shows confidence
in own skills as a leader; motivated to continue beyond scope of immediate
support. " Although each of these items is implied m othe:» items already on
e iis., the suggested items were included in Ques tioimaire III as separate
items.
Questionnaire III
With the addition of the new items, Questionnaire II became Question-
naire ill. Five items were reworded slightly to improve clarity due to
comments on responses to Questionnaire II. With information on the
response to Questionnaire II, the experts rated the items again on Question-
naire III (see Appendix: D).
ihc only item rated "inappropriate" is "lias considerable schooling"
(the same as with questionnaire II). Only 18 items received a vote of
"inappropriate" and the average number of experts who voted each of those
18 items "inappropriate" is 1. 7.
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Using the same mathematical weighting of votes as in the analysis of
Questionnaire II, the responses to Questionnaire
order for part A:
III jield the following rank
1 .
2 .
3.
4.
4.
6 .
7.
8 ,
8 .
10
.
10
.
10 .
13.
14.
15.
15.
17.
17.
19.
20
.
21
.
22 ,
Possesses a strong sense of cultural pride-
Flexible and creative;
Dynamic and open;
Available;
Lne style does not conflict with the community;
^
leves people should constantly aspire to improve
themselves and their community;
Understands the nature of potential work in the community-Proven leader (informal activities)
;
Experience in civic and community affairs;
Stable personal and family situation;
Basic ability in reading, writing and math;
Selected by the community democratically;
Respected and accepted by a wide variety of community
mernbe rs
;
J
Keeps up with the local, regional, and national news-
Organized and dependable;
Likeable;
Independent yet cooperative;
Selected by the community using the method normally used
to nicikB decisions in the commmiity;
Sensitive, considerate, and open to people from different
backgrounds
;
I ossesses strong beliefs in the potential of NFE;
3- /.-oven leader (formal elected or appointed position); and
Las considerable schooling.
The rank order for part B is:
1. Discussion/Dialogue skills;
1. Able to increase people’s confidence;
1, Skill in aiding community planning;
4, Able to bring people together;
4. Sensitive to the feelings, attitudes and relationships
of people;
4. Believes in the strength of shared decision-making.
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7.
7.
7.
11 .
11
.
13.
14.
14.
16.
17.
17.
19.
20 .
20 .
20
.
23.
23.
23.
26
,
26.
26.
26,
26.
26. o
32.
33.
33.
Able to effect horizontal relationships;
cttTO8e“ual ueeds "Bd «“**»;
Group dynamics skills
;
Analytical and evaluation skills;
Sees development as a process of liberation fromdomination and dependence;
Believes in the possibility of change, in people’s
capacity to grow and in people's potential-
Able to discover and articulate the learning needs presentm die community;
Delegates authority;
Ability to motivate;
Motivated to continue beyond scope of immediate support;Questioning skill; ’
Problem-solving skill;
Able to stimulate community organization;
Training skills;
Speaking skill;
Skill in building community support;
Skill in working with community leaders;
Able to broaden access to information;
Able to catalyze community projects;
Able to develop a communications network;
Confronts resistance to individual or community
development;
Aware of what other individuals, groups, and communities
*i.ave dons to improve themselves;
Shows confidence in own skills as a leader;
Non-verbal communication skills;
Skill in a variety of learning techniques;
Ability to match learning needs to learning resources
and opportunities;
33. Functional literacy and numeracy skills;
33. Believes people should constantly aspire to improve
themselves and their environment;
37. Knows NFE from formal education;
38. Skill in pacing;
39. Able to simultaneously pursue multiple goals;
40. Able to stimulate planning on the family level;
•il. Skill in planning NFE/Facilitator activities;
42. Knowledgeable of content areas pertinent to development;
42. Materials development skills;
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44. Helps professional teachers improve schools.
Hnee the rank order of items based on the response to Quesllonnaire III
is the final and most important indication of the relative importance of items,
it is interesting to note the absolute importance according to the experts. In
pan A a majority of experts agree that the items ranked 1 through 7 are all
extremely important. Items 8 through 19 on the rank order lists are
important; items 20 and 21 are preferable but not important; and item 11 is
inappropriate according to a majority of ih. experts. There are two exceptions
to tin's analysis: items ranked 10 and 17 pertaining to selection by the community
indicate no clear preference by the experts. According to the numerical
weighting, a "democratic" process is preferred over the "normal decision-
making method. " However, mere experts indicate that the latter is extremely
important than rate the former extremely Important. For both items the
voting is spread over the possible responses. No majority consensus is
achieved.
In Part B a majorit^ of the experts feel that items 1 through 17 (ability
to motivate) on the rank order list are extremely important. Items 17
(motivated to continue beyond scope of immediate support) through 38 are
important and items 39 through 44 are useful on occasion. No item on part B
is inappropriate according to the experts. The one exception to this analysis
is the item ranked 41, "skill in planning NFE /Facilitator activities. » A
majority of experts feel that the item is important rather than useful
occasion.
on
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Again the only apparent polarization between Ecuadorians and North-
antericans is on tire item, 'Iras considerable schooling. " Five North-
aniericans arrd two Ecuadorians call it "inappropriate" while four Ecuadorians
and two Northamericans call it "preferable. " A majority of Ecuadorians feel
this criteria is relevant while a majority of Northamericans feel it is
inappropriate. The responses were also analyzed comparing ethnic back-
grounds (Quechua compared to non-^techua)
, Northamerican academic back-
ground with Quechua background, and Northamerican academic background
with Ecuadorian field experience. Generally there is striking agreement
between groups in each comparison.
Although virtually no polarization is evident there are differences between
groups. Most of those differences concern agreement within one group as
opposed to agreement within another group. Six of the seven Northamericans
rate (lie seventh ranked item on part A (understands the nature of potential
work in the community) as extremely important and the fifteenth ranked item
(organized turd dependable) as important. On part B six of the seven North-
ame
-deans rate the forty-first item (skill in planning NFE/Facilitator
activities) as important and all seven rate the forty-second ranked item
(materials development skills) as preferable. While the modal response of
the Ecuadorians agrees with the Northamericans in each case, the Ecuadorians
'
responses are widely distributed over the possible responses.
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The Ecuadorians agree unanimously that the item ranked tenth on part A
(b ic ability in wading, writing, and math) is important and that the item
ranked thirty-ninth on part B (able to simultaneously pursue multiple goals)
is Preferable but not important. The modal response of the Northamerieans
in each case agrees with the Ecuadorians but the Northamerieans- responses
vary widely over the possible ratings.
In comparing the three Quechua experts with the rest of the group, the
former agree on the ratings of three items while the other ten experts aro in
u.de disagreement. According to the Quechua experts item 17 on part A
(selected by the community using the method normally used to make decisions
in the community) is extremely important; item 19 (sensitive, considerate,
and open to people from different backgrounds, is important; and item 39
(able to simultaneously pursue multiple goals) is preferable but not important.
There is polarization between the four academic Northamerieans in
one group
. nd .he three experts of Quechua background in the other group on
one item. The tenth ranked item on part A (selected by the community
democratically) is rated preferable by three Northamerieans and important
by the other. Two Quechua staff members rate the item extremely
important. On item 19 (sensitive, open, and considerate to people from
different backgrounds) all of the Quechua group vote for an "important"
rating while the four Northamerieans are perfectly disagreed.
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In comparing the four Norfliamerican academics with the four
Ecuadorians with the most field experience there is polarization again on the
tenth ranked item on part A (selected by the community democratically,.
Three Norihamericans vote for preferable and one votes for important. Three
Ecuadorians vote for extremely important and one votes for important. The
Northame ricans strongly agree that items 7 (understands the nature of
potential work in the community) and 17 (independent yet cooperative) on part
A are extremely important and important respectively, a, part B the North-
americans strongly agree that item 41 (skill in planning NFE/Facilitator
activities is important arid that item 42 (materials development skills) is
preferable but not important. On each of the last four items the Ecuadorians
with field experience disagree within their group.
Such differences in opinion within groups may be quite important.
Although the modal concensus is clear the suggestion of agreement may be
misleading when there is a wide range in the responses. It is difficult,
however to draw strong conclusions based on tills analysis since the groups
are quite small when the thirteen experts are divided for comparison. An.
additional weakness in the analysis is the division of the experts into groups.
The cn]y easy (and meaningful) division is Norihamericans versus Ecuadorians.
Other divisions are more subjective. These divisions were made after direct
consultation with the experts but the divisions are still somewhat controversial.
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Attempts were also made to analyze the resnon^ * ~o i spouses to Questionnaire
HI by dividing the experts into other groups. These attempts yield no
answer to the basic question asked in the anajysis of the questionnaires,
"What factors account for the rating and ranking of items ?"
Questionnaire in was aiso analyzed in terms of the concreteness or
abstractness of items in order to account for differences in rating or
ranking of items. Generally speaking higher rankings might be expected of
more abstract items and lower ratings might be expected of concrete items.
Three individuals were asked to rate each item as abstract (general, hard to
define, comprehensive, inclusive, hard to observe with precision), concrete
(specific, exclusive, easy to define, particular, easy to observe), or some-
where in between. An average of the three individuals' responses for each
item was compared with tee rankings for Questionnaire III items. Based on
the analysis there is no pattern in tee relationship between an item's ranking
and its degree of abstractness. Items which are high on the list have high,
low, and median degrees of abstractness. Likewise items which are ranked
low are considered abstract, concrete, and in between.
The analysis of the abstractness of items does raise other questions.
Ratings varied widely among the three individuals (two have extensive
experience with tee Ecuador Project, one has little experience with it)
indicating that for most of the questions abstractness is a very subjective
rating depending on personal variables more than variables external to tee
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individual raters. A second and related question raised is that degree ot
abstractness may be inversely proportional to degree of familiarity with an
item. Based on the data and the analysis those two questions cannot be
answered.
hi general an
.analysis of responses to Questionnaire III by nationality,
eamic characteristics, field experience or academic background of respond-
ents is unable to explain differences In ratings or rankings of items. Like-
to the ratings or rankings.
Wlse d(?sree of abstractness appears to be unrelated
The overwhelming impression from analysis of responses is that the importance
of the items accounts for their rating and that there is strong agreement
among the experts on the ratings.
gg™P-£ag°”_gjLfjuestionnaire II and Questionnaire TIT
According to the literature on the Delphi technique the group should
tend toward consensus in successive rounds and the group opinion should
become increasingly accurate. Consensus definitely became clearer in
Questionnaire III. On Questionnaire II at least one-half of the exports agreed
on their responses to 36 out of 61 items. This means that consensus of at
least half of the experts was achieved on 59% of the items. On Questionnaire
III 0H% of Hie items showed a consensus of at least one-half of the experts
(tnc only exception is "selected by the community democratically"). There
was agreement of at least 9 of the 13 experts on 92% of the items in Question-
naire III.
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Apparently, the experts' opinions became stronger as they responded to
Questionnaire 1 1 and Questionnaire III. The number of abstentions was
greatly decreased in Questionnaire III as compared to Questionnaire II.
In general the rank order of items established in Questionnaire II is
confirmed by the rank order in Questionnaire III. Those changes which did
occur can be attributed to one or more of the following: (a) the introduction
of new items; (b) the rewording of some items for clarity; ,e) the elimination
of the "most essential" rating of items in Questionnaire HI; as well as
(o) changes of opinion by the experts.
-n summary the emerging trends in responses which are manifested in
Questionnaire II become clearer in Questionnaire III. With the exceptions
noted, Questionnaire III indicates a clear group opinion on the items. If die
literature and research on the Delphi as a research instrument are correct,
the responses to Questionnaire III are more accurate than the responses to
Questionnaire II.
Comparison Groups
Sxnce the experts have one striking commonality in their backgrounds
(all have worked on the Ecuador Project) a comparison group vvras needed to
cneck the experts' opinion. Questionnaire III was sent to two groups of
respondents. Members of both groups were selected on the basis of strong
experience in some form of "out-of-school” education. A second criterion
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was that no respondent should be familiar with the Ecuador NFE Project.
The first group consists of seventeen teachers in minority communities
near San Diego. California. All have living and working experience in the
minority communities. Approximately one-half of the respondents are
Chicanos, one-fourth are Black, and one-fourth are White.
ihe second group is diverse. Questionnaires were mailed to thirty-
eight individuals who met the criteria for respondents. Twenty-five replied
including extension workers at state, district, and county levels, people
with international community development experience in various countries,
social and community development workers in U.S. minority communities,
educators associated with NFE programs, two ministers active in community
education, and one specialist in adult basic education. Some of the respondents
are citizens of other countries, some are university students or faculty
members, and some are employed in out-of-school educational programs.
Neither of the two comparison groups represents a random sample.
Although an effort was made to secure wide diversity in participation, the
respondents are not intended to be representative of all or even most groups
which meet the criteria for respondents. The respondents only represent a
point of view not formed or influenced by association with the Ecuador NFE
Project.
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Cgmea^on.group A questionnaire. As with the Ecuador Project
experts, this group considers vitually all of the items relevant skills,
knowledge, or attitudes, of effective facilitators. The single exception is
"proven leader (formal elected or appointed position)" where 12 respondents
rate the item "inappropriate and 5 respondents call it "preferable. " Twenty-
eight items receive an "inappropriate" rating from at least one expert; however
the near, average of inappropriate votes is only two and one-half of the
seventeen experts.
With respect to the options included in the questionnaire, informal
leadership is preferred over formal leadership as a selection criterion;
and the "method normally used to make decisions in the community" is
favored (very narrowly) over a democratic facilitator selection process
in the community. A complete summary of the voting for each item can be
found in Appendix E.
Again the votes were mathematically weighted and totaled for each item
to yield a rank order of items. According to the respondents the order of
importance of the items for part A is:
1. Sensitive, considerate, and open to people from
different backgrounds;
2. Flexible and creative;
3. Possesses a strong sense of cultural pride;
*
. 1 . do rs Lancs the nature oi potential work in the community;
5. Organized end dependable;
6. Life style does not conflict with the community;
7. Available;
8. Basic ability in reading; writing, and math;
1939 * Assesses strong beliefs m +
of-school education*
potential of out-
10. Likeable;
U- Dynamic and open-
"“•« l>- *
-«• »»„» «
D^porience in civic* *tr>ri
14. Believes people coZZZZ^
themselves and their commit toDeeps up with the local rnn-i i
15. Independent yet cooperative'
’ ^ natio^l news;
• Stable personal and family situation-
J: ZZZZt (Mo™ai. a°^ttes);
used to make ^ meftod norma%
20. lias considerable sc^olin
‘
22
; ?Tcraticauy; «*(lormal elected or appointed position).
Lhe rani; order for part B is:
1.
3 .
4 .
G.
7,
8
.
o
10
.
11.
12
.
12 .
12
.
12
.
12
.
^^^^^f’-Peopie, capacity
sensitive to the feelincc aa. • j .
of people;
" 60 * tetuudes, and relationships
Ability to motivate;
o
*° *S
?,
over and articulate the learning needspicseni m the community-
aSLtf
aHn§' With CUVeree individual needs and
Discussion/Dialogue
skills;
Group dynamics skills;
Able to bring people together;
Able to increase people's sell- confidence;Behoves in the strength of shared decision-making-Aole to catalyze community projects
;
g ’
Training skills;
needs t0 lea“to*“
-
Skill m working with community leaders;
‘t™ m building community support;
Able to broaden access to information;
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17* ^
ialytical mid evaluation skills-Knowledcmahlo ^
t*~«
'“-V or to,**.
21. Problem-solving
activity skills.
»•' rdomination and dependence- " 6ratl0n from
Able to devolrvn n ^ ^
25. Skill in pacing;’
’ Jnunication network;
25. Non-verbal
communication skills -28. Speaking skill; ’
32* toSSlST0" 1
33. Confronts resistantZ™ J tfhmques *
development;
"UL'1V1 c,ual 0 r community
34. Delegates authority;
34. Negotiation skills
;
'
36. Knows formal from ont-of o i
36. Materials rk- i
" , ~SC LO°* education;
no
"iditria development skills:
° 8
- Awa^e of what other individual*We done to improve theaweiv^.^ 0" 1*’ ®d conunuoI«es
39
* PS
.
Passional teachers improve schools-
-1. Able to effect horizontal relationships- and
'
' 10 Stlmulate Planning on the family level.
Compared to Questionnaires II and ttt1 11 aiere 18 l^s agreement as to the
absolute rating of items. At least half of «*.OI the respondents agreed to the rating
of 56/c, of the items {compared with 59‘V on r“ J,° 011 Questionnaire II and 98% on
Quest!onnaire III).
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Bgnson group B questionnaire, According to this group of
respondents all of the items are relevant. No more than si* of the tvventy-
five respondets. rated any item
"inappropriate. " Thirty-three items
received an
"inappropriate', rating fram at least one expert; but the mean
average of experts rating those thirty-three items
"inappropriate" is two.
Group opinion on this questionnaire clearly favors informal leadership
experience over formal appointed or elected leadership experience as a
ectron criterion. The group ranks the "normal method of making
decisions" above a democratic process of selecting facilitator* by the
community. A summary of the voting, by item, appears in Appendix F.
In order to rank the items by their relative importance according to
the respondents, the votes were totaled in the same manner as for the
previous questionnaires. The items in order of relative importance for
part A are:
1. Available;
2. Respected and accepted by a wide variety of community
members; J
3. Sensitive, considerate and open to people from different
backgrounds
;
3. Flexible and creative;
5. Possesses strong beliefs in the potential of out-of-
school education;
G. Understands the nature of potential work in the
community;
7. Stable personal and family situation;
8. Organized and dependable;
^ Possesses a strong sense of cultural pride;
10o
11
.
12
.
12
.
14.
15.
15.
17.
18.
19.
20 .
21 .
22
.
th!mT P0°Pl? ShOUld constmiUy asPire to improvee selves and their communities;
Life style does not conflict with the community;
Proven leader (informal activities);
Basic- ability in reading, writing, and math;
xperience in civic and community affairs;
Selected by the community using the method normallyUoe o make decisions in that community*
Likeable;
Dynamic and open:
Independent yet cooperative;
Keeps up with the local, regional, and national news;Las considerable schooling;
Selected by the community democratically; and
Pioven leader (formal elected or appointed position).
The ranking of items in part B is:
1. Believes in the possibility of change, in people’s
capacity to grow, and in people's potential;
2. Ability to match learning needs to learning resources-
3. Able to discover and articulate learning needs present
hi the community;
3. Able to increase people’s self-confidence;
3. Ability to motivate;
6. Discussion/dialogue skills;
A Skill in working with community leaders;
7. Sensitive to the feelings, attitudes, and relationships
of people
;
9. Skill in building community support;
^9. Able to catalyze cooperation among people;
li. Able to catalyze community projects;
j-1. Skill in planning facilitator activities;
lo. Able to broaden access to information;
lo. ckill in dealing with diverse individual needs and
abilities;
13. Problem-solving activity skills;
lf>. believes hi the strength of shared decision making;
17. Non-verbal communication skills;
17. Analytical and evaluation skills;
19. Motivated to continue beyond scope of immediate
support;
. Training skills
;
19
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19.
22 .
23.
24.
24.
26.
26.
28.
28.
30.
30
.
32.
33.
33.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
42.
44.
Able to stimulate community organization;
Able to bring people together;
Skill in aiding community planning;
Shows confidence in own skills as a leader;
knowledgeable oi content areas pertinent to development-
Able to effect horizontal relationships;
Group dynamics slulls;
Speaking skill;
Believes people should constantly aspire to improve
themselves and their environment;
Able to simultaneously pursue multiple goals;
Skill in pacing;
Questioning skill;
Negotiation skills
;
Delegates authority;
Skill hi a variety of learning techniques;
Able to develop a communication network;
Aware of what other individuals, groups, and
communities have done to improve themselves;
Functional literacy and numeracy skills;
Helps professional teachers improve schools;
Knows formal from out-of-school education;
Sees development as a process of liberation from
domination and dependence;
Confronts resistance to individual and community
development;
Materials development skills; and
Able to stimulate planning on a family level.
In terms of group agreement on the rating of each item, at least one
half of the respondents agree on 56% of the items. This degree of agree-
ment is identical to the other comparison group response.
Comparison of Quo s
t
ionnaires
Since virtually all of the items on all four questionnaires (excluding
Questionnaire I which did not deal with particular items) are relevant
according to the respondents, the only differences are in degree of
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importance. Ot the ratings, then "extremely important" is the most
interesting. Tables I and IX list the items which were rated "extremely
important" on Questionnaire III. The rank and rating of each of these items
is compared for all four questionnaires.
Generally the comparison groups confirm the importance of the
seven items in .part A, ’'Dynamic and open-' is ranked considerably lower
by both comparison groups. The only other major difference is in rating:
Comparison Group B agrees that two items (life style does not conflict with
the community; and understands the nature of potential work in the
community) are important as opposed to the "extremely important" rating-
given by respondents to Questionnaire III.
In part B the most striking difference is on the ability to effect
horizontal relationships. 3oth comparison groups rank this skill well
below the ranking by the Ecuador Project staff. It is ranked forty-first
on the list of 44 items on part B by Comparison Group A. Other items
which the comparison groups rank considerably lower than the Ecuador
Project staff does are: skill in aiding community planning; negotiation
skills; seeing development as a process of liberation from domination and
dependence; and delegating authority.
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TABLE I
cXP™ f?»*****"» for Part A~Cnteria for Selecting Facilitator Trainees
Selection critc ria
Possesses a strong sense of
cultural pride
flexible and creative
Dynamic and open
Available
Life styie docs not conflict
with the commmiify
Believes people siiould aspire
to improve themselves
Understands the nature of po-
tential work in community
kh
1
G*
Q-III
CG-A
CQ
i6
o
q-ii
a i!
r
i i—
<
j
Hd
1
1
01
** 1 3 9
r~
** E
2 2 2 3 E
1 3 11 17 E E
E10 4 6 1
8 4
1
6 11 E
6 6 j
f
14 10
!
1
|
i
E
i
4 7 jl
1
|
4 6 E j
1
1
E
J
Q-Ques tiormaire
CG-Comparison Group
:
-n was u'troduced after tills questionnaire.
‘
' E - extremely important
I - important
BLAKK - no agreement by at least one half of the respondents.
CG-B
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TABLE II
Comparison of Questionnaires for Part B—laractenstics of Effective Facilitators After Training
— rating ranking
—
ftpifttator characteiistics
after training
Hiscussion/dialogue skills
Able to increase people's
confidence
Skill in aiding community planning
Able to bring people together
Sensitive to feelings, attitudes,
relationships of people
Believes in the strength of
shared decision making
Able to effect horizontal relation-
ships
wa!in& with diverse
individual needs and abilities
Able to catalyze cooperation
among people
Negotiation skills
Group dynamics skills
Analytical & evaluation skills
Sees development as a process of
liberation from domination
and dependence
Believes in the possibility of change
and in people's potential
Able to discovei and articulate
learning needs present in the
community
Delegates authority
Ability to motivate
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Considered together the differences in ranking seen, to point out a
discrepancy it, perspective between to Project staff and others. The
Project staff seen, to view development as a process that occurs from width,
the community and leadership as a role among peers. On the other hand the
comparison groups seem to view development in terms of outside inter-
vention in the communities and leadership in terms of vertical relationships.
Those items which indicate a consolidation of authority and rcasponsibility
by the facilitator are rated higher than those items which indicate a transfer
of authority and responsibility to the community. The comparison groups
Seem to sec the facilitator as a person who organizes and acts. The Ecuador
Project staff seem to see the facilitator as a person who helps others to
organize and to act for themselves.
Clearly, in applying the findings of this study, different groups will
have different perceptions and different uses for the facilitator Idea. Each
group or individual who tries to adapt the facilitator characteristics to a
particular setting will likely rank the items differently. Items high on the
lrst will probably be carefully considered. Items lowon the list will
probably be ignored altogether.
^e^Sil>£Gc»o^. Characteristics to Particular Setting
Whatever the ranking of importance of the general characteristics, the
critical factor is the ability to adapt selected characteristics to particular
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settings. Obviously many of the statements in the Preliminary List of
Characteristics are extremely vague. Ary two persons could not be expected
to agree on what constitutes evidence that a facilitator "displays warmth,
friendliness, and understanding with a wide variety of people, " or "has
cl-arisma. The process of operationalization, described in Chapter V,
strives to break down goals into directly observable component parts. This
process (Appendix G) seems to be critical if (Ire findings of this study are to
be worthwhile. However, it would be futile to operationalize each statement
in the Preliminary List since the List is intended as a suggestion bank and
not as an ideal model. Individuals will not only need to choose specific
statements with a particular situation in mind, they will need to operationalize
those statements with the particular situation in mind as well. The following
are selected skills, knowledge areas, and attitudes, which have been
operationalized with a particular situation in mind.
Operationa 1 ized Statements
A group of university students have formed a support
group in order to prepare themselves to be facilitators of NFE. They
review the Preliminary List of Characteristics and decide that "knows NFE
from formal education" will be important. Using the operationalization
process, they produce the following guidelines for themselves as facilitator
trainees
:
(a) can state general or theoretical reasons why it is
important to know NFE from formal education;
<b) can cite practical reasons why a facilitator should
know NFE from formal education;
(c) can cite a variety of general characteristics of NFE
usually found in NFE programs;
(d) can state the particular characteristics that are
important personally;
(e) can give reasons for accepting each of the personal
characteristics of NFE;
<f) Can e
’ive reasons for rejecting other characteristics
suggested by peers or found in NFE literature;
(g) has observed a variety of NFE settings until familiar
with each one so tiiat extensive questioning about the
setting can be answered;
(h) can relate case studies of other NFE programs;
P) knows why each case cited is an NFE program (by
own personal NFE characteristics);
(j) lias taught in an NFE setting for a least one full week;
(k) has taught in a traditional classroom under a fairly
demanding supervisor
;
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(1) has been a student in an NFE setting and a formal
setting;
<m> Ca" d6SCribe Ule «**«»>*» m behaviors of a facilitator
and a traditional teacher (how each relates to students, peers,
and superiors; how each motivates others; how each fits into
the institution represented; what each says and does about
local and national realities; how each perceives the effect
the program has on learners-
; resources used by each; each'*
perception of power within the institution; whether each is
learner centered, content centered, or teacher centered;
whether each gives tests and unsolicited evaluation; whether
each strives to be one of the learners);
(n) can observe a variety of educator roles and pick out
elements of NFS and elements of formal education;
(o) can role play a teacher and a facilitator;
0.)) has role played enough times to feel comfortable in
each role and to be aware of the differences in each role;
(q)
selects die appropriate role for different situations
articulating reasons for the selection;
(r) h ts received constructive criticism from peers on
personal performance as a facilitator;
(s) can describe an environment appropriate to NFE;
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(t) can describe a traditional classroom to the satisfaction
of a peer;
<U) can Cite at least ten advantages and ten disadvantages
of NF E and of the formal system;
(v) can state the difference between socialization and
resocialization
, explaining why the latter is
to NFE;
more important
(w) can state the difference between acculturation and
euculturation, explaining why the former is more appropriate
to NFE; and
(x) can articulate institutional differences between NFE
and the formal system.
Situation B. Criteria are being developed to screen potential facilitators
for mountain villages in Ecuador. The trainers and trainees all agree that
'
'believes people should aspire to improve themselves and their community"
is extremely important. When operationalized by the group the criteria is
translated into the following behaviors or states:
(a) has helped organize community projects;
<b) has helped work on community projects;
(c) can articulate goals for the community whereby it
would become more self-determining;
(d) does not attribute ah social differences to fate or
divine will;
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(e) is not afraid to dialogue with officials and superiors;
(f) wants his children to be educated; and
(g) desires no financial reward for facilitator activities.
Situation^. A 4-H Club livestock project leader is demonstrating how
to make a rope halter lor younger members. The leader wishes to demon-
strate skill in pacing during the demonstration. The following behaviors or
states are identified as important in demonstrating this skill:
(a) knows the steps in making a rope halter;
(b) has experience in making the rope halter;
(c) plans presentation in advance;
(d) is well organized;
(e) has rehearsed the steps;
(f) limits the size of the group so that he can keep track
of each individual;
(g) has materials ready so no interruptions will occur;
(h) nas setting arranged where no interruptions will occur;
(i) gets the attention of everyone at the start;
(j) generates enthusiasm by showing the importance of
the skill;
m) uses visuals to demonstrate each step;
(l) is pleasant, enthusiastic, personable with each learner;
(m) makes cure each participant understands each step
before proceeding to the next step;
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(n) notes non-verbal behavior which indicates a lack of
understanding, boredom;
(o) asks for questions;
M if Someone is stuck and the leader is helping another,
he asks a participant who is ahead of the group to help the
stuck person;
(q) summarizes;
(r) evaluates to see that each person can make a rope
halter; and
(S) has participants teach skill to a second group (one on one).
Sitaation_D. hi Toroko, a mountain village in Taiwan which is inhabited
by the Atayal people, a facilitator from that village is being trained to
"discover and articulate the learning needs present in tile community.
"
Tins skill is expressed in the following operationalized statements:
(a) articulates a number of ways in which.markets outside
the village cheat members of his village;
(b) demonstrates sufficient numerical skill to describe
the process and outcome of market transactions;
(e) expresses a sense of individual and cultural identity;
(d) describes the institutions which his people must deal with:
(o) role-plays the behavior of officials which Ins people
must deal with;
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(0 articulates the values of the outside culture;
(g) articulates the values of his own culture;
(h) expresses some personal values which are not typical
“ his culture yet do not offend people in his culture;
M specifies unconventional uses for objects in his culture;
(j) specifies uses for objects which are available but are
not commonly found in his culture;
(k) is willing to consider the feasability of untried courses
of action;
(l) has the trust and respect of the community;
(m) asks open-ended questions whereby people talk about
themselves and their community;
(n) listens without interrupting while people talk;
(o) indicates through non-verbal behavior that he understands
and sympathizes with individuals;
(p) suggests non
-traditional courses of action without
alienating people;
(q) accepts and follows the suggestions of others;
(r) encourages people to talk to each other about community
and individual problems;
(s) translates general dissatisfactions into specific solveable
problems
;
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cords social, political, and ethical contradictions
present in the community;
(U) thl'0USh leads people to artteulate an image
of their community after a particular problem has been
removed; and
(V) encourages others to discover and articulate the leading
needs present in the community.
Without doubt the ability to discover and articulate the learning needs
present in the community overlaps with other characteristics especially the
Mlow-ing: community Planning; analytical shill; sensitivity to others; non-
verbal communication; discussion and dialogue skill; questioning skill;
ability to develop a communication network; awareness of what other
communities have done; and belief in the possibility of change and in people's
need to change. These general skills may need to be operationalised in order
to more fully understand how to discover and articulate the learning needs
present in the community.
It is anticipated that a facilitator may not be able to perform all of the
behaviors listed for this situation. He will, however, have concrete ideas
about how to discover and articulate learning needs present in the community.
& (lainer 0i supervisor will have concrete ideas about how to
support the facilitator as he employs tire general skill.
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Summary
The Preliminary List of Chaiacterisiics, compiled from ^ litera)ure
-View and Chapter I, provides a large number of skills, knowledge, and
attitudes, thought relevant for facilitators of NFE, Questionnaire „ and HI
were the consensus-forming part of the Delphi in which the items from the
Preliminary List were rated by experts. A group modal consensus emerged
“ Questionnaire II. In Questionnaire III the group opinion became much
stronger and a majority consensus can be found on all except one item. An
analysis of the responses to Questionnaire III reveals extremely little dis-
agreement among subgroups of experts. There is in factm l
> strong- agreement
amo.ng the experts on the ratings.
Two comparison groups, with similar experience as the experts but
with little or no knowledge of the Ecuador NFE Project, also rated the items.
The comparison groups agree with the experts that virtually all of the skills,
knowledge areas, and attitudes, are relevant to out-of-school educators.
When toe items are ranked on a continuum from most important to least
important, differences occur among the throe groups. Those differences
are explained, to a large degree, by the experience and rhetoric of working
on the Ecuador Project,
Finally a process is demonstrated whereby the general skiUs, knowledge,
and attitudes, can to stated as particular behaviors. Since those behaviors
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depend on a specific setting, selected examples of skills
and attitudes, have been stated as specific behaviors for
, knowledge areas,
selected settings.
CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary
The research questions posed in the introduction of this study have been
esiswered. The nature of nonformal education has been discussed. The
evolution of the lacilitator idea in the Ecuador NEE Project has been traced
ana its weaknesses have been examined. Literature related to NFE and the
Ecuador Project has been reviewed for implications to improve the facilitator
idea. The general skills, knowledge, and attitudes of effective facilitators
have been compiled and a process which yields observable behaviors from the
general characteristics has been demonstrated.
Coombs' general definition of NFE has been used with the condition that
certain dimensions must be considered and either included with the definition
or rejected. My position is that the dimensions will vary according to the
individual (s) using them ar.d according to (he particular NFE program, activity,
or goal under consideration. The dimensions of NFE which are important to
the focus of this study NFE facilitators in community-based learning groups-
have been outlined and discussed.
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The evolution of the facilitator idea in the Ecuador NFE Project has
been examined and the findings of three major evaluation efforts which
discern the weaknesses of the facilitator idea in the Project have been cited.
-Also literature on community development and teacher effectiveness was
reviewed to discover implications for improving the facilitator idea. From
the review of literature and responses to a brainstorm questionnaire
(Questionnaire I-Appendix A) received from experts, a preliminary list
of characteristics of effective facilitators in community-based learning groups
has been assembled. This list includes the general skills, knowledge, and
attitudes of effective facilitators as well as more specific statements which
help clarify the general characteristics (Appendix B).
The general skills, knowledge, and attitudes have been submitted to the
scrutiny of a panel of thirteen experts in the form of a Delphi questionnaire.
The Delphi actually consists of three questionnaires: (a) a brainstorm
questionnaire to elicit the general skills, knowledge, and attitudes;
(b) Questionnaire 1 1 which asked the experts to rate tile importance of each
general skill, knowledge area, or attitude (Appendix C); and (c) Question-
naire III wMch gave feedback on the individual and group responses to
Questionnaire II and asked for a reassessment of the responses (Appendix
D). The experts expressed a group opinion of the relative importance of
each general skill, knowledge, and attitude. They also expressed whether
each general characteristic is extremely important, important, prefers^
bat not important, usetul on occasion, or inappropriate for an effective
roup
facilitator. An expression of individual opinions which differ from the g
opinion has also been elicited. The individual opinions are expressed as
comments (see Appendices C and D)
.
The opinion of the experts (staff members of the Ecuador NFE Project)
was compared to the opinion of two other groups. Members of those
comparison groups had experience in out-of-school educational activities but
were not familiar with the Ecuador Project. In general the comparison
groups confirm the relevance of virtually every item on the questionnaires.
The comparison groups did disagree, at some points, with the experts on the
relative importance of items. Those items which express learner-centered
values, horizontal relationships, and individual differences, are favored by
the experts. The comparison groups favor items winch point toward more
centralized control and responsibility on the part of the facilitator.
Finally, a process was proposed for reducing the general character-
istics to directly observable behaviors or states. The process, operationaliza-
tion Or fuzzy concepts, was used to develop examples of behavioral statements
for selected general characteristics in particular situations. These examples
indicate how the other general characteristics can be reduced to directly
observable behaviors or states for NFE activities in particular settings.
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Conclusions
important selection criteria. Based on the findings of this study,
the following general criteria are
ior selecting Ecuadorian trainees
most important, according to the experts,
to be facilitators of NFE in community-
based learning groups:
(a) The facilitator should possess a strong sense of
cultural pride.
(b) lie should be flexible and creative.
(c) He should be dynamic and open.
(d) He should be available.
(e) His liie style should not conflict with the community,.
(f) He should believe that people ought to constantly
aspire to improve themselves and their community.
(g) He should understand the nature of potential work in
the community.
All of die other fifteen criteria are important or preferable except "has
considerable schooling" which is inappropriate according to the experts.
cl no.rr erter-i sties after training
. According to
the same experts the most important characteristics of Ecuadorian facilitate
after training are:
(a) The facilitator should be skilled at discussion c
dialogue.
anu
(b) He should be able to increase people’s confidence.
21G
(C) He should bo skilled in aiding community planning,
(d) He should be able to bring people together.
(e) He should be sensitive to the feelings
relationships of people.
attitudes, and
(f) He should believe in the strength of shared decision
making.
(g) He snouid be able to effect horizontal relationships.
(h> He should be skilled in dealing with diverse individual
needs and abilities.
(i) He should be able to catalyze cooperation among people.
(j) He should be skilled in negotiating.
(k.) He should possess group dynamics skills
.
(!) He should have analytical and evaluation skills.
(m) He should see development as a process of liberationirom domination and dependence.
(n) He should believe in the possibility of change, in
People’s capacity to grow, and in people’s potential.
(o) lie should be able to discover and articulate the
learning needs present in the community.
(p) He should delegate authority,
(q) He should be able to motivate.
All of the other twenty-seven characteristics are important or useful on
occasion according to the panel.
Ihere is no clear group opinion concerning community selection of
facilitator trainees. The responses do not indicate a clear group preference
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for either a "democratic process" or the "method normally used to make
decisions in that community. " The experts' votes and their comments
indicate that community selection is a situational variable and it is impossible
to establish a preference for a procedure, even in general terms, for
Ecuadorian communities.
The comparison groups generally confirm
the importance of the items ranked highly by the experts. There are differences
in the rank order of items among the experts and the two comparison groups
but the comparison groups agree that all except one of the 66 items is
relevant to effective facilitators.
From administering the questionnaires and analyzing the responses,
the investigator concludes that there is negligible polarization of opinion
between Ecuadorian and Northamerican respondents. A majority of Ecuadorians
feel that considerable schooling is preferable as a criteria for selecting
facilitators. A majority of North Americans feel that considerable schooling
is inappropriate as a criteria for .selecting facilitators. However, such
polarization is not evident in the responses to any other item on the final
questionnaire. Nor is there polarization when groups are compared by
ethnic background, academic background, or field experience. Apparently
the experience ot working for the Project is the overriding determinant of
responses on the questionnaires. An analysis of the abstractness or con-
creteness of tlie items also failed to explain the ratings or ranidngs of the
items. Apparently the rank and rating o£ eaoh item has^ tQ do^^
specificity or generality of the statement.
The^^jcclmisut.. As a part of this stndy the Delphi technique was
implemented and its assumptions were tested. Apparently a Delphi question-
naire is an effective technique for clarifying a group's opinion. A majority
consensus can be achieved which indicates the group's opinion while allowing
minority opinions to be articulated. Various human factors winch sometimes
prevent a group consensus-individual dominance, social noise, and group
pressure—can be controlled through the Delplii.
By using a brainstorm questionnaire for the first round of the Delphi
tne experts are allowed to generate the items. Therefore the experts are
not "locked in" to a set of items winch may not cover the subject being
investigated. New Insights can also be elicited by allowing the experts to
add new items on Questionnaire 1 1 and even Questionnaire 1 1
1
. Furthermore
b, encouraging comments on "any aspect of the questionnaire" for all of the
questionnaires of the Delphi new ideas, insights, and opinions may be gained.
As on previous Delplii studies this study confirms the observation that
major convergence of opinion takes place after the experts are informed of
fie flrst gToup votmg. hi this study of facilitators the feedback was received
as part of Questionnaire III. Little change of opinion would be anticipated
m tins study if a fourth questionnaire were given. This conclusion is based
on the tact that a majority consensus was achieved on 98% of the items on
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Questionnaire III as compared with 59% of toe items on Questionnaire II.
Personal contact with respondents in administering a Delphi was
important in tins study. A high rate of return of questionnaires was achieved
winch strengthens this study. Followup is important on a Delphi because an
.pert who ies.por.ds io all questionnaires except one is useless. The Delphi
depends on the same panel of experts for all rounds.
A potential problem of Belphis in bilingual situations is communication.
Care was taken in the translation and pilot testing for this study of Ecuador!
facilitators. However more stringent procedures (e.g., double blind
translation) could have been employed.
Another question which was uncovered but not answered in tins study
is the strength of group consensus on a Delphi. An apparently strong
consensus may in fact be only a ’’paper consensus. " This doubt can only be
resolved by testing a Delphi consensus in a practical application involving
the same experts who formed the group consensus.
nan
Although not a focus of this study, the use of a Delphi to improve
interpersonal relations in a group became evident. A Delplii enables any
individual’s opinion to be compared to the group opinion. By such a
comparison individual deviance can be identified and brought into the open.
A gi oup discussion might not permit the identification of individual deviance
because the individual may decline to express a strong opinion. For this
reason many hidden agendas are not revealed in group discussions. Hidden
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agendas are harder to maintain in a Delphi study
asked to respond to each item in a climate
where the individual is
where the personalities of other
group members are not directly influential.
A final conclusion regarding the Delphi technique is that larger groups
of experts could be involved Anal^io ^ i i •• lL ysis ox Delphi questionnaires could easily
be conducted through computer programs currently available.
-JfPPJd o-dions for Application
The findings and conclusions of this study are potentially useful in
several ways. The study may serve as a basis for the following activities
related to toe Ecuador Project: (a) catalyzing discussion with the intent of
examining and elaborating Project policies, priorities, and objectives;
<b) developing observation instruments for particular facilitator settings;
(c) guiding efforts in facilitator follow-up and supervision; (d) Project
evaluation; and (e) guiding training efforts. Furthermore these activities
may be useful to groups trying to adapt the facilitator idea to new settings.
Especially uselul for such groups will be implications for designing training
programs.
The findings of this study should be seriously
discussed o.y members of the Ecuador Project staff. Both the group
concensus and the comments of respondents who disagree with the group
opinion should be considered. One of the objectives of that discussion should
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Wla„,
priorities, and objectives. The findings and conclusions should also be
to the formulation of future policies, priorities, and objecllves
.
OteenstioH^^ Ce^ charactei,stics may be^^
operationalized with the operational statements then incorporated into at,
observation checklist. Wonnata gathered from the use of such a checklist
might be extremely helpful in understanding more about facilitators in
particular and NFE in general.
Followup and supennston. Field staff and supervisors might use parts
of this study in responding to the needs of individual facilitators. For
example, a facilitator might indicate problems in bringing people together
for learning sessions. Together the facilitator and the supervisor could
operationalize the general characteristic,
"able to bring people together. "
Statements would be made about what the facilitator should do in that
particular situation in order to bring people together. The statements would
serve the facilitator in planning strategies and guiding behavior to bring
people together. The statements would serve tire supervisor as an observation
instrument to note the facilitator's behavior as he tried to bring people
together. After a period of observation agreeable to both individuals, they
could analyze the facilitator's reactions and the supervisor's observations.
Together, the two might develop new strategies to help the facilitators over-
come problems in bringing people together. Then, the facilitator might be
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left alone to implement the new strategies. A inter followup conference
between supervisor and facilitator would determine if the problem has hem
solved or farther observations or conferences are needed. This process is
essentially the supervision process suggested by Goldhammer (1969).
Project evaluation. An observation instrument easily lends itself to
evaluation. Once objectives have been established, the observation instru-
ments can be developed to inchoate the extent to which the objectives have
been
.net. Particular evaluation questions might include the impact of
different lands of training and field support mechanisms, needs for inservice
training and supervision, present individual and group interaction styles,
changes in individuals and groups over time, and changes in institutions
resulting from cooperation with facilitators or trainers.
training efforts. From their own experiences and from the
Preliminary List of Characteristics, Project staff may identify problem areas
01 skills, knowledge, and attitudes which are presently overlooked in training-
facilitators. Once identified, the area or characteristic can be operationalized
to produce a description of the behavior of a facilitator who is effective in
that characteristic. The operationalized statements would indicate the
experiences needed to acquire the skill, knowledge, or attitude in question.
This process ol developing a training program is very similar to the
competency-based training approach.
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T raining facilitators for oftersrtgngs. Individuals and institutions
wishing to train facilitator-like educational leaders in other countries may be
able to use this study as a point of depart, re. The Preliminary List of
Characteristics together with a sensitivity for the social and cultural
characteristics of the setting in question might be useful in formulating
priorities, objectives, and guidelines for training. General skills, knowledge,
and attitudes, important to local educators in NFE could be operationalized
-or the particular situation. Some of the general characteristics regarded
as relevant for Ecuador may not be relevant for other settings. Also there
may be general characteristics, important to facilitators in a particular
setting, which are not on the Preliminary List. Even if the Preliminary
List is not directly relevant for specific program needs, the list might be
useful as a discussion catalyst to stimulate the identification of other
characteristics.
General issues in application. When the results of this study are
applied to particular settings in training new facilitators, problems will
certainly emerge. Since the list of relevant characteristics is long,
facilitators will not likely be trained in all relevant skills, knowledge areas,
and attitudes
. In many cases even all of the important skills may not be
included. The question which arises Is, "Which skills, knowledge areas, and
attitudes, will be chosen?”
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The choice of easily trainable skills and knowledge areas for training
will be a temptation. Relatively concrete skills like questioning skill, non-
verbal communication skill, and materials development skills, may be
featured. While abstract skills and attitudes may be ignored. Another
related problem is that abstract skills and attitudes may be dealt with in a
very general and rhetorical manner. However the operationalization process
provides an answer to both of these problems. Apparently vague turd abstract
concepts can be stated in observable behaviors which allows more concrete
training experiences to be provided.
Another approach to dealing with training would be to divide the selected
skills, knowledge, and attitudes, into priority groups. Group 1 could be the
most important qualities of beginning facilitators. Group 2 skills, knowledge,
and attitudes, would be those which could wait for a few months and then be
provided through a short "refresher" course. Group 3 qualifies might be
those which inservice training, counseling, or support groups, could provide
as the skill, information, or attitude, becomes important. Group 4 skills
might be highly sophisticated or specialized skills. Only certain facilitators
might be chosen for intensive training in these skills. By setting such
priorities, however, training programs would not have to worry about all
relevant facilitator characteristics at once.
Still another approach to training for many and diverse facilitator
characteristics might be the team approach. Four or more facilitators might
be chosen from one community. These facilitators would be chosen for
^
Bering yet complementary qualities. One pair ntight be trained for process
skills and attitudes while the other pair is trained for task-oriented skills or
knowledge relevant to particular tasks rvw*u , other divisions of skills might be
made assuming a team of complementary facilitators.
Obviously training will depend on selection. If select Is rigorous and
well done, the training will take a different form than training of facilitators
where the selection must be uncontrolled by the trainers.
mal pioolei.i may bo the use of the operationalization procedure. If
time does not allow use of each step then a modified procedure may be used.
The second, third, fourth and fifth steps may be ignored if necessary (see
pp. 167-168).
Implications for fur ther study
This study focused on Ecuador Project staff members as the experts.
An important contribution to the Ecuador Project would be made if the Delphi
part of the study were replicated using Ecuadorian facilitators and learners.
The investigator’s presence in Ecuador would be a prerequisite for such a
study. Furthermore, the utility of the written Delphi questicnnaires would be
doubtful. Possibly an oral version of the Delphi technique would prove useful.
Such a study would extend the findings of the study.
Another replication of the Delphi might be administered to U.S.A.I.D.
staff m Ecuador and m Washington. Information acquired from this group
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compared with the responses of the Ecuador Project staff in order to
facilitate communication between the
assumptions and expectations of each
two groups and to readjust present
group which may be in conflict with
each other.
This study suggests needs tor university or professional staff working
- NFE. An idea suggested by this study which needs to be developed is the
consultant as facilitator. Also needed is a self-training model by which
trainers could prepare themselves to train facilitators.
To more fully understand the similarities and differences between
facilitators and teachers, a comparison of the facilitator characteristics with
teacher characteristics would be mteresHng. Perhaps the facilitator could be
compared with a "traditional" teacher role as well as an "open classroom"
teacher role.
Perhaps the most important question raised by the study is. "Can the
Preliminary List of Characteristics and the operationalization process be
productively employed in developing a facilitator training program in another
cultural setting?" The question null be
is made.
answered only after such an attempt
A Final Note
This study has produced ideas and a process which are potentially useful
in developing NFE programs in diverse cultures. The study was not intended
to produce a prescription or an ideal model by which such programs can be
developed; nor has such a model been produced. The ideas and the process
which result from this study are intended
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the term
as convivial tools. IlUch coined
‘° de3l^ate opposite of industrial
vi j . I intend it to mean autonomous and
creative intercourse among persons, and the inter-course of persons with their environment; and this
torr ^ thG C°nditioned espouse of personsthe demands made upon them by others and by aman-maae environment. I consider conviviality tobe individual freedom realized in personal inter-dependence and, as such, an intrinsic ethical
^f
UG * 1 bc
.
ll(
;
ve that
’
in society, as convivialityis i.ducea below a certain level, no amount ofincus trial productivity can effectively satisfy the
needs it creates among society’s members
(Illich, 1973, p. 11).
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Dear
-seaLTs^wLehT^ T/e^ZTt”°“ in “»a^Education is evaluating various aspect- of p A , ® Center £or International
Ecuador and consolidating information
' an t™
n°”formal education project
.in
have only fragmented ideas about thP h
‘
,
P° rtant SaP is revealed. We
Since you have observed facilitators to iaonTb^
8 °f effectlve facilitators,
this gap.
“ actlon 1 believe you can help me fill
of tM^eS^eTou ate b
‘ * ‘ qU6S“re
- & the first stage
of effective facilitators (see quesaonlafief
0
^
What yo“ Ieel the characteristics
facilitators have also been asked to ,
&everal 01hers *ho have observed
along with the other respondents' toiswenswill be
qUeS“°”nai™* Your answers
Each respondent will receive the checklist ’ He wh!T P ? “to a checkllst -
responses and indicate if s/hu «a-v * i-
^ VVl11 be asKed to examine the
if,dividual responses of
^ “°h Tte
o, the other respondents. Each respondent's
personal reasons foTa^t^sto^arr^^SlMe 1° f'Jndtog aSeney- My
and I plan to use the information^"
,
’T “^ 01 my ^ershy program
to A-
—
1-
emulate!
5 develop a model for all facilitators to
effective facilitators to difierenfsLaa^'
10
^
°f characteristl03 of
available to you and to other v^ta““^* “**framing of facilitators in diverse situations. P
it ™,hI“
COl
'!
d COmp,ete the questionnaire and return it to me by August tovoiud be most ciPDreria+pd Volins.,-,-, ” •clx -£> Ufat
July *md hao TT>0 vj +
""
* Ic-las plans to oe in Qui.to tlie end of
If she to^ nT t °arry baok t0 Araherst ail completed questionnaires.
Augmt °?o i willTf
to
..
Qluto
;
vouid you Please try to mail the responses bvu..t s 1 W ll have them August 10? The information which this study"
25G
^^norfoi^X^o^o^Trrt40 “0re ™derstand ««
behavior in order to imm^te t’h
P facllltators to ^cognize effective
~ “s
Thank you very much for your cooperation in this study.
Sincerely,
Arlen Etling
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Please respond as fully as possible to th* frtn„ •
the brainstorming sta=e qualih of Jl follo'™S questions. Since this is
If yon are unsure about a
“ “1“ in“rt as"y.
answers with other resnonZ? %,P ™- Please do not *scussspondents until everyone has completed the questionnaire.
^r^faiitators to^
traits and other characteristics does s/he exhibit which makeTer/hto"ve ?
s/he^o w-on^o » T, °u a vely “effective facilitator. What does
,° ?/ Wi, ‘ltsklUs > fewwledge, attitudes, traits and other characteristicsdoes s/he lack?
(Use the reverse side or extra sheets for responses if necessary.
)
appendix b
PRELIMINARY LLST OF FACILITATOR
CHARACTERISTICS
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lmimUy US* °f F“iWtator Characteristic;W.V^O
These items are the result nf
Questionnaire i. Those itemstgge^ « *» "»*»«. toby an asterisk. The items have been^ a P“01 °f experts are followedwere divided into two lists: criteria fo, "P, "to general categories which
characteristics of facilitators after training
”S facilitator
‘tainees and
^^^^^^^^a_Eacilitatorjrrainees
A. Background
1. Stable personal and family situation*
a. mature mentally and physically. *
,
bIe em°‘ionaUy and economically. *
C. low ill anxiety. y
a. accepts self and others.
e. resident of the community. *
S
^
UIe
\ StrCng ties to the community. *
, t"
ed
’
°r livtag with the family.
'
.
* lealthy> not dominated by drink *
?* ®kU
J
ed in cartyhig on some kind of work
J. fairly young.
1K *
k * Assesses self-confidence. *
Experience in civic and community affairs.*
a. is a member of the community. *
b. knows the territory. *
c,
a.
e.
csr. “—«» •
active in civic and community affairs *
member of various groups and organisations
as demonstrated interest in community development.
k likes^
°’nln™>ty organization experience and ability. *
. Ime to work in groups, can guide groups. *
as some experience external to the village. *
f.
h.
i.
j.
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3. Life style does not conflict with
a cncaL-c +U 1
1 mt the community. *. speaks the language of the majority. *
advocates th6 cultuv^ of + 1%^UIUile ot tne community *
^^c:;rxiidx^;;conomie ievei > «<*“
not afraid cf hard manual labor.
b.
d.
4 . Proven leader*
haq
Pr~V!°lls ^' demonstrated leadership qualities *
«
, ^4e to3:;?'1™’ Persuasive power,
.
. /
Cc pacity ex°ite and inspire others). *
to the' foUowers.
by * ^ convlctton wMch is beneficial
b.
c.
e. jus at least tacit support of existing leadershin in tftd
- ls not a reactionary nor too far outi'*
community. *
e. distinguished in the village.
f. has credibility in the eyes of the students.
g. is trusted.
h. has status, prestige, and esteem.
B. Personality
1.
Dynamic and open*
a. active, alert, and energetic. *
interested in new ideas, seeks our information,
shows initiative, is reasonably aggressive. *
ambitious but not egoistic. *
active but stimulates others to act. *
open to new proposals, experience, change; not afraid ofcrazy” ideas. *
accepts the unknown; is not upset by the unexpected,
is spontaneous.
often takes calculated risks,
intelligent and articulate,
has charisma—personality force.*
1. has abandoned passivity and fatalism.
m. shows continued freshness of appreciation.
n. enjoys mystic experience (strong emotional response of
wonder, ecstasy, limitless horizons).
0.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
1.
j.
k.
bO
,£)
O.
P.
q.
r.
s.
avoids behind-the-scenes
manipulation.
.
honest and authentic in dealing with others,is relatively non-defensive.
not a representative for a faction or clique *18 ‘10t W“dJy to a particular institatL.
*
2 .
3.
Independent yet cooperative*
a * not submissive to authority. *
independent from authority of traditional figures *
autonomous (independent of culture and environment,does not accept the status quo *
).
£ »^“tXs^ ™“onal.*
values; strength ofltrSer **^ to
resists dependency-producing situations.
flexible and creative*
i^adantahT
?<>alS accordto* *° fte circumstances. *lu ptable and able to improvise.
possesses a high tolerance for ambiguity.
divergent and creative in behavior and attitude. *
basic intelligence. *
original thought.
detachment, need for privacv.
informal.
relates easily. *
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
4. Organized and dependable*
a. likes order and correctness; carefully plans own affairs.b. enjoys organizing to make things happen. *
c. is disciplined and conscientious.*
d. honest, reliable, punctual; carries out responsibilities. *
e. possesses common sense and good judgment. *
. patient and persistent yet not narrow minded. *
. has a sense of self
-direction.
“°n
;
par“san
> humble, devoted to people; on the side of the goodthat is shared by all.
i. problem centering rather than self-centering.
j. rhetoric is minimal. *
Likeable*
a. pleasant, friendly, approachable, congenial.*
natural; warm towards people,
has a social style that does not offend people.*
philosophical, unhostile sense of humor. *
gregarious and does not preach. *
is not grouchy or sarcastic.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
C. Knowledge
1. Literacy and numeracy*
a. can read, write, and do math. *
b. has minimal literacy skills. *
2. Keeps up with local, regional and national news.
3. Understands the nature of potential work in the community.
a. is aware of the responsibilities.
b. is aware of the significance of the work.
IX Attitudes
1.
Sensitive, considerate, and open to people from differentbackgrounds .
*
3
'
vUhig™*
eateS ™th di£ferent ages
’ sexes
-
“d statuses in the
b. relates to different people as well as religious and political
authorities. *
c. employs horizontal communications between people.*
d. feels equal to others and makes others feel equal. *
e. facilitates communication among people. *
t facilitates community decisions with a broad base of input. *
g. involves people in decisions. *
h. listens.*
i. cusplays warmth, friendliness and understanding with a wide
variety of people.
j. lilies people, strives for deeper personal relationships; is
sentimental. *
k. is able to empathize with others.
l. can see tilings from the other person's point of view.
m. patient, non-partisan, devoted to people, on the side of the
common good.
n. has a feeling for mankind—an identification with and sympathy
for the human race; desires to help.
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o.
P-
q.
r.
s.
t.
u.
V.
w.
X.
y.
discriminates between means and ends,
is helpful in interpersonal relationships,
peiceptive of group dynamics.*
has^he eapaci^ to learn from anyone who has something
constantly seeks to increase own sensitivity.
s authentic and has a positive view of self and others,responsive to cri ticism. *
™i
e
™
t
S™,fh°
itiVe r
?
laa°nships and sol“tions to them. *i without being authoritarian. *
5T;““ «‘ - subordinates.
2 . Believes people should
and their communities.
constantly aspire to improve themselves
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
L
m.
n.
o.
aZT
T
af
y deSireS t0 help the comm™i<y improve,dvocates community development *
^ become
believes in change.*
is optimistic about one’s ability to direct one’s life.*
wants to improve personally but has no illusions aboutbecoming rich.
is eager to learn. *
is ambitious,
asks questions. *
is a good neighbor who is always ready to help,
displays an attitude of social responsibility,
has a sense of mission—an ideal of service*,
neither asks for nor expects financial reward. *
dedicated and zealous,
not submissive to authorities. *
o. Possesses strong beliefs in the potential of NFE*
a. has goal.-, for the community which can be attacked by NFE.*
b. believes in decision-making at the local level. *
Other
1* Available*
a. does not have other obligations which conflict with facilitator
responsibilities.
€)CXA
b. interested, motivated, willing.*
c. accepts responsibilities.
d. able to work at least two months on the project each year.
Selected by the community*
" ZvelZel
3 IarSC P1'OPOrtt0n °£ —ty to be
b
‘ 136615 ^ tHe C“* - subject to dismissal
C. is selected by the community using its own criteria *d. is selected by a democratic process.
1 *
e. accountable to the members of the community. *
2G5
Facilitators After Tr^n^,
A. Communication and Interpersonal (Facilitator*’ m + ,intervention in the learning groups)
threct and overt
1 . Speaking skills. *
a. communicates simply but effectively
b. is specific.
c. clarifies ideas or materials which need elaboration.
2 . Questioning skills*
a. asks questions that are easily understood,
asics thought provoking questions,
uses open-ended questions,
asks questions which lead group to reflect on oi
community problems. *
asks questions about the reality in which we livelooks for incongruities.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
discuss
.
*
g. presents a model of critical, questioning. *
h. encourages questioning.
i. questions participants in order to make their views
clearer to the group.
j. uses informal one-to-one discussion interview.
mtenaews to elicit creative expression for taped
vignettes, radio
-novelas, drama. *
1. waits for answers. *
m. answers questions clearly and concisely.
' Discussion and Dialogue sldlls
a. listens attentively to others. *
b. does not dominate. *
c.
d.
f.
g-
h.
i.
j.
recognizes differences in opinions and accepts them.
nonverbal communication skill (posture, facial expression
gesture, etc.)
lokvo feu di c-gr „ement in the expressions of silent members
introduces new ideas
—contributes relevant points,
summarizes main points, progress, and unfinished work,
and shows relationships among ideas or suggestions. *
relates discussion to practical situation,
sums up and integrates the comments of others—
paraphrases.
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k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
P.
q.
r.
s.
t.
u.
V.
w.
X.
y.
z.
clcLt
bb.
cc,
dd.
poses open-ended problems,
gives and asks for suggestions,
checks for agreement.
encourages lively communications.
f- • *1 • j j ^ 1X111 vL> process,facilitates sounding of opinions. *
provides structure.
keeps discussion focused on one item at a timedescribes own feelings.
checks own perceptions orally for clarity,
shares agendas. * J
checks the feelings others.
oSbuteftn^f
8 toV°1Ved “ U,e dlalo®'lle Process.
p"^ts PCTSOnal feelillSS °f—
^
absorbs or drains off feelings of threat,
checks for hidden assumptions and biases.
awtreof!™
16 aWare 01 ne0dS Which they are not Mly
helps evaluate progress.
Analytical and Evaluation skills*
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
presents a model of critical questioning. *
draws out general conclusions to guide ’future work,
encourages consideration of every question.
helps people think more systematically and objectively
about tnemselvss and others.
persisls in spite of failure to find a better solutionknows that oppression is not simply the situation itself,but it is also the perception of the situation by the oppressed.
recognizes ignorance (own as well as others').
gives positive feedback frequently.
encourages asking for feedback frequently.
develops and uses effective feedback devices.
gives and receives feedback.
responsive to criticism. *
lecognizes and accepts ov/n limitations. *
applies reflection and evaluation to own activities.
submits ideas to critical analysis.*
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p.
q.
r.
s.
t.
u.
V.
w.
X.
y.
z.
cLct«
bb.
CCc,
dd.
ee.
ff.
hh.
ii.
oiv “
,
havl0r Without ^pugning motives.
» «.s constructive criticism without being threatening
SS
sssssr
ssssst*' «“•
(emplo^'qu^tioi^Tstolls^ “
W® Hve *
promotes critical thinking. *
t0 decide wha‘ ^ey themselves cam doto sansiy their own wants.
developsc^trT38 °f P£rSOnS ’ idSntity “d -itoUon.
one's own situation.
^ C3USeS “d consec
“'eRcea
helps participants set goals and reach goals they sethelps learners perceive opportunities.
teJs how to separate useful from non-useful informationIS an analyst of the total situation.
exposes how the oppressed identify with the aspirationsand values of the oppressor,
S *he peopIe themselves in getting facts they need
o evaluate a proposed project and decide.
encourages reconsideration of existing plans in the light
ot new information.
is flexible and adaptable.
Ability to motivate*
a. shows enthusiasm and conviction.
D. mixes entertainment and fun with learning.
c. enables friendships to be established and maintained.
d. involves the total personality of the learner in the learning
process. &
e. inspires others, *
f. serves as an example of desirable behavior.
g. relates learning activities to individuals' needs and
interests.
h. responds to needs of the participants.
1. utilizes the experience of the participants,
j. builds on problems perceived as real.
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k.
l .
m.
n.
o.
P.
combines learning and work so that motivation comes fromthe learning situation.
changes approach when learners appear to be bored
reinforces participants' behavior.
gives encouragement and guidance but places full responsi-bility for actual work on participants,
does not try to sell a pre-fixed scheme to people.
maintains high levels of expectations for learners and
himself.
Group dynamics skills*
a. establishes an atmosphere of confidence and trust. *
b. encourages self-respect among participants. *
c. communicates some sense of openness and accessibility
to students.
d. helps create a sense of group belonging.
e. encourages openness and exploration.
°
f. reduces risk in the group.
g. discloses personal facts and feelings.
h. does not condemn.
i. is responsible to both vocal and quiet members of the group.
j. emphasizes positive successes of group.
k. helps the group deal with its own inner conflicts. *
l. puts tense situation in wider context to relieve tension.
m. encourages group to talk out anger and despair honestly
and openly.
n. nelps conciliate differences in points of view.
o. helps find compromise solutions.
p. benav es maturally toward critics in the group.
q. is not hostile, cynical, or sarcastic.
r. reduces competitive behavior.
s. absorbs or drains off feelings of threat.
t. remains alert to expressions indicative of strong feelings.
u. relates in an honest and genuine way. *
/. shaies thoughts and feelings simply and in ways which
participants may take or leave.
w. contributes to the personal feelings of security in others.
x. adjusts the interchange to the tolerance levels of the reactors.
y. accepts and integrates all expression whether intellectual
or emotional.
z. helps to elicit and clarify the purposes of participants and
the group.
2G9
aa. encourages participation by all.
bb. maintains a lively group. *
cc. builds cohesiveness of group by improving quality
ot interactions among the members,
del. improves interpersonal relationships,
ee. helps group members learn to communicate with each
other and to work harmoniously and effectively.
. helps people become sensitive to group processes,
gg. helps the group to define its own limitations,
hli. goes along with group decision.
11. summarizes what group feeling is sensed to be.
jj. helps make decisions effectively.
kk. expresses standards for the group to use in choosing its
content or procedures or in evaluating its decisions.
11
*
,
ps meaure Sroup decisions against group standards,
mm. balances own time among the pursuit of goals, the structure
ot the organization, and the needs of its members,
nn. evolves from group leader to group participant,
oo. enables leadership to develop within the group,
pp. increases confidence in one's ability to deal with change,
qq. aware of nonfunctional behavior in groups: hostility;
criticizing or blaming others in order to gain status;
deflating the ego of others; citing personal experiences
unrelated to the problem; arguing too much on a point;
rejecting ideas without consideration; competing with
others to talk most, play the most roles; gain favor with
the leader; seeking sympathy, disparaging onfe's ideas
to gain support; lobbying; using group for one's own pet
concerns or philosophies; clowning; mimicking joking to
gain attention: loud or excessive tallying; extreme ideas;
unusual behavior in order to call attention to oneself;
acting indifferent or passive; daydreaming; whispering
to others; wandering from the subject,
rr. ability to detect phoniness and dishonesty,
ss. does not dominate. *
tt. does not impose a solution,
uu. does not direct meetings.
w. knows when to serve as an indirect leader rather than as
the visible leader,
ww. knows when not to intervene.
xx. does not accept an office in any group (deprives other
members of the group of a valuable learning opportunity).
yy.
zz.
aaa.
bbb.
stimulates activity but remains in the backgroundstresses the importance and the centrality of the
’
learner and Ms experience,
involves people in decisions.*
“l1a“S 18 SeU-initiated a»d -> f'^-cted
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7. Able to effect horizontal relationships. *
a
'
as others. *
artiCiPate “d Share °n the same basis
b. is not defensive. *
c. does not put others down.
^
he!poL“s.
C°nSlStently dem°nStrateS a desire to
e. admits he has no answers.
g
“ remain to all members.&• views self as a learner.
h. is able to learn from the learners and all other people
I. prizes the learner, his feelings, Ms person.
J. accepts and trusts participants.
k. is able to empatMze with particioants,
’
^
Sp°Ses °f the dichotomy between student and teacherdoes not lecture nor make curricular decisions. *
m. cares for others in a non-possessive way.
n. shares power and prestige; is a friend. *
o. encourages others to use power constractively.
p. encourages others to do act as facilitators. *
shares life situation and personal background.*
lives the lifestyle of the community, *
informal in relations with others,
does not use the community for personal gain. *
nor use own position to exploit. *
does not show favoritism to any participants,
involves others in planning, decision-making and
evaluation of their actions. *
never does board work which can be done by student,
speaks in a voice as low as the learner,
does not tell a learner what the learner already knows,
never asks a question twice.
is friendly, warm, responsive, praising, agreeable,
accepting.
.
willing to avoid prominence or start with it then retire
as other people grow in initiative and confidence. *
does net keep secrets from others.
q.
r.
s.
t.
u.
V.
w.
X.
y.
z.
dSi «
bb.
cc.
271dd.
ee,
ff.
gg.
hh.
ii.
jj.
kk.
11
.
mm,
nn.
oo.
PP.
qq.
rr.
ss.
tt.
uu.
increases amount of participant planning,goes along with group decisions,
gives credit to others and to the group
l
s
atrtikfr s^%does not preVch - is *
explores a variety of viewpoints,
is Patient, unassuming and humble.
‘° Se"e “ C°-faci^tors
always in close contact with others. *
recognizes that the helping situation is a joint explorationreduces competitive behavior.
.
combat
5 °Pposes Paternalism and dependence.
n.Lats social, economic and political domination
opposes authoritarianism, privilege and eii«7t f“‘
of leadership. litis forms
helps people to act together for a voice in the decisions
affecting their lives.
u
helps people to reject their roles as oppressed,
reveals the vulnerability and humaness of the oppressor
reilects values conflicting with the status quo elites.'
Problem-solving activity skills,
a. helps identify problem.
b. uses force-field diagnostic technique.
c. helps generate possible atlematives.
d. employs brainstorm technique.
e. develops desire and ability
.to take advantage of existin
resources without waiting for everything to come fromdOOVG
•
f * reIates 0WI1 experiences to group problem,
considers consequences of each solution.
h. encourages people to accept responsibility to attack
problem.
i. helps choosemost likely solution.
j. seeks a compromise solution.
k. encourages participants to develop general large scale
goals as well as specific limited goals.
l. helps plan action.
m. helps determine appropriate steps.
n. strengthens incentives for people to act.
o. encourages decision-making behavior of participants.
p. encourages personal action.
m. aids in organizing to attack the problem.
9 .
u.
v.
w.
X.
y.
r* helPs carry out plan.
S. encourages Uie trying of various approaches
t. is not easily discouraged.*
able to overcome critical situations. *
supports self-discipline,
helps people deal with social institutions,
c o o&icaliy and reflectively to transform reality
z
. :“te
e
T°UP ‘° f0U0W trough to solve problem.
aa. St^ uP
e
f^^/r:igh;s
f
.
self-deter"on
hb. evaluates outcomes.
CC. sees knowledge as a process, not an object to possess.
Skill in dealing with diverse individual needs and abilities *a. makes an effort to discover the trae huerests, motivationai u wislies of participants.
elicits and clarifies learners' purposes for learning.
1
?
lp people
.
ldenhfy °wn growth needs and goals,
p.-ans activities to work towards individuals' goals,gives encouragement and guidance but places full
*
responsibility foi actual work on participants.
sympathizes with learners on both emotional and
intellectual levels.
provides support, responsible freedom,
develops committment and self-insight,
insures that the learner will experience success,
respects other people, *
accepts idiosyncratic behavior,
honors the individuality of each person.-
heips make people aware of their own self-directing
capabilities.
gives greatest consideration to interests and concerns
01 the learner.
has patience with own frustrations
.
*
helps people to become inquirers,
prefers a participative life style. *
acts as a guide and coach,
recognizes achievements of participants,
recognizes student strengths.
u. not threatened by more experienced or knowledgeable
people. *
v. not preoccupied with own needs. *
w. creative.*
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j*
k.
l
.
m.
n.
o.
P.
q-
r.
s.
t.
X.
y.
z.
aa.
bb.
cc.
10
.
helps arbitrate conflicting individual needsdoes not neglect slower less-immi i
^ and-elates learning to daily life
helps others leant literacy * numeracy skillshelps people prepare for and secure better jobs.
Able to increase peoples' self-confidence.*
a. accepts and respects each person.
b. supports the contributions of participants
- gtves positive reinforcement to parfcts .d. is non-authoritarian. *
communicates confidence in others.*
S££- Wai'm ’ reSP°nSiVe ’ *>"*>** agreeable.
speaks in a voice as low as the learner.
3S mt llos tile, cynical or sarcastic.
of
satistac;ion ^
never makes fun o/’auothe r person'orfoea
‘ “““ l° U“ SeIf '
p—^=r^ drpvaiues ’ '
helps the learner take responsibility for own educationand make the necessary decisions.
Natio
gives feedback about strengths,
allows learner to carry on the behavior to be learnedincreases the amount of planning done by learner™
makes sure learners have responsible freedom and the
opportunity for exploration and success,
helps develop commitment and self-insight
not threatening to personal behavioral innovations,
inspires confidence. *
bolsters confidence by testing learner on what the learneralready knows.
recognizes creativity,
never asks a question twice,
helps each person to accept and respect own self,
assists people in developing favorable self-images,
emphasizes self awareness and power to control environment
encourages union among participants,
reveals the vulnerability and humanness of the oppressor.
e.
f.
g-
h.
i.
j.
k.
l .
m.
n.
o.
p.
q-
r.
s.
t.
u.
V.
w.
aa.
bb.
cc.
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dd. helps people reject that they are "things" owned by the
oppressor.
ff. rejects opinions which the oppressor holds of the oppressed,
gg. overcomes own fears and superstitions.
B. Enabling a Learning Environment (Facilitators' Indirect Intervention or
Preparation for Learning Group)
11. Able to catalyze cooperation among participants. *
a. helps individuals work with others effectively and harmoniously.
b. overcomes individualism when it works against the
community. *
c. encourages people to work together for the common good.
d. aids in cooperative activity.
e. does not make assignments.
f. encourages organization among participants.
12. Materials development skills.
a. provides a variety of useful materials and activities.
b. uses materials and methods appropriate to NFE.
c. provides for choices (options) for learning.
d. provides challenging materials that are not too difficult.
e. makes materials and activities enjoyable.
f. mixes entertainment and fun with learning.
g. makes use of conventional and unconventional resources.
h. recognizes the educational utility of the surrounding
environment.
i. uses materials based on local reality, interests, and
concerns.
j. uses materials which are flexible and adaptable to changing
circumstances.
k. relies on learner feedback to determine content, types of
materials, and kinds of learning settings which are most
appropriate.
l. allows content to be tested by participants on a trial basis
before complete commitment is made.
m. chooses materials so that cost to participants is low,
benefits are high, benefits are immediate, content is simple.
n. adapts and revises materials so that interest is maintained
over a relatively long time period.
o. provides materials which are self-explanatory.
p. provides a chance to experience the connecting links between
various actions and die outcomes which follow.
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q. provides a pjace where village conflicts can be discussed
without confronting individuals directly.
r. provides a setting in which new and unfamiliar actions canbe tried without risk.
s. uses materials and activities whereby new learners can be
easily integrated, but at the same time more advanced
learners can be challenged.
t. is divergent and creative. *
u. uses materials as means rather than as ends.
v. concerned with job mobility.
w. is task or skill centered rather than academically and
abstractly oriented.
x. helps learners generate and adapt materials.
13. Able to broaden access to information.
t-. is aware of tools available and waysof using them , *
b. secures and distributes literature.
c. encourages active searching.
d. tells how to obtain information for use in decisions and
actions.
e. promotes reading newspapers & magazines and listening
to the radio.
f. develops a reference service to educational objects available.
g. facilitates communication among people.*
h. helps people realize that they can learn from people and
materials already available locally.
i. serves as a "guide" or "coach" rather than drill-master or
substitute for a textbook.
j. regards self as a flexible resource to be used by the group.
k. available to help learners with individual problems.
l. provides a forum where issues of concern are discussed.
m. forms small secondary groups around tasks or interests.
n. forms groups for neglected people (young children, out-of-
schoolers, girls).
o. forms clubs.
p. organizes school equivalency programs.
q. organizes literacy classes.
r. provides motivating environment.
s. stimulates learners to leam new ways of learning.
t. helps individuals take responsibility for own growth.
u. brings individuals to awareness of self-directing capabilities.
v. stress choice, initiative, and freedom to explore.
w. promotes learning by doing, self initiated learning, and
student self-evaluation.
x. helps participants learn how to learn.
y-
z.
aa.
bb.
8
.
10
.
helps learner achieve independence.
e.ps participants learn skills of "studenting"-
nmte rials
C°nCentrate^ °laSS— <o leant
2
'
of materials
Cr^m^n3te
**"*««»
t ^tZeS7Zi elTtS in ““dersta“ fashion
Where to find them
resources available and
5. ability to use study facilities to maximum effect
^maUve learning options and
ability to use them as aids to learning
.
J1 J<5
.
to relate tacts and experiences to strategies
* orderto problems
^
-b l n-
S6n
f^
”eW and ™lclue use® of materials
a ility to evaluate materials with awareness of
reUgjous, cultural, political, philosophical, etc.
,
ability to clearly state one’s knowledge orally
ability to make stimulating comments in discussion
sessions
ability to ask what one desires to learn
13. ability to ask challenging questions concerning
weakness in the argument
14. ability to effectively explain material to another
individual
15. excitement about learning and discovering for oneself
5. viewing materials as others see them
17. forming positive learning relationships with other
students learners
18. ability to determine study objectives and complete
tnem
19. the ability of the student to believe in his competence
and skill to study well.
20. knowing one ! s own personal learning objectives
21. ability to be clear minded and consistent in expressing
one s overall attitudes and priorities
ability to lollow through personal priorities
conscientiously
ability to grant equal tolerance and respect to the
views of other students
having a positive sense of working with teachers and
peers as a team in the pursuit of learning.
11
.
12c
22 .
24 .
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dd.
ee.
ff.
icctxiung° — amuuions.
vanes the meeting room according to purposemakes physical environment more pleasant,
rganizes learning opportunities on site close toimplementation.
14. Skill in a variety of learning techniques. *
a. provides options for individual learners. *
edu^r
aXi
i
bl° atLltllde towards the organization ofducational experiences.
provides for individual study *
™l°PP°« talltieS f°r StUdents ‘“g -taJente.d ore tlrae 011 Providing learning resources thanpreparing lesson plans.
f. organizes learning opportunities on site close to
implementation,
is creative.*
prefers learning by doing.
is familiar with the six-step modified Ashton-Warnerliteracy method.
employs specific techniques and median-
apprenticeship, audience reaction teams, brainstorming, buzz
eosions, bulletin boards, bush academy, learning contracts
ceremonies, case studies, circular letter or other direct
mail, correspondence courses, colloquies, committees,
coj erences, conventions, campaigns, demonstrations
(result and method), daycare center, discussion groups,
directed individual studies, chalkboard, ethnic theater,
,
d trips or tours
> forums, exhibits, film-strips, flip
c.
d.
e.
g-
h.
i.
charts, flannelboard, film, field days, farm visits, group
® y» guerrilla theater, institutes, interviews, individual
conferences, home visits, lectures or speeches, listening
teams, library service, learning module, judging contests,
magazines, newspapers, mobile units, music, on-the-job
visits, panels, plays, puppets, posters, publications,
programmed instruction, quizzes, photography and drawing,
personal letter, recording devices, radio, role plays, question
periods, short courses, slides, seminars, skits, symposia,
teachins, television, simulations, skill exchange, technological
center in the village, and workshops.
15. Skill in pacing (regulating movement from one part of a learning
experience to the next).
a. determines pace through observation of the learners.
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c- r^r*
d. does not allow group to flounder.
Relating to the Community (outside the learning group).
b ; ™:ss’szzzsssr" presein * the—
C. acquaints villagers with their problems.
. elps establish learning goals and objectives.
17
. Sivill in building community support. *
a. establishes rapport with the community. *
' f° r OWn Coneerns community work. *is accountable to the community.*
aSeSs!he °°mmUnliy With concerning own
tests ideas before launching projects,
patient in dealing with factions,
curbs natural eagerness to get things moving quicklv.
sponsors some activities which will show quick results
can absorb defeats without losing commitment. *
keeps aloof from internal politics of the village
remains neutral in factional quarrels,
able to get NFE ideas accepted,
is accountable to peers.*
respected by peers because he respects them.*
j.s reliable, consistent, and honest. *
relates to individuals at all levels of society,
does not bully people into participating. *
has a presence as a person which tends to counter apathy
and fear. * ^ J
assists and enables the powerless,
does not threaten authorities.*
overcomes opposition of authorities. *
c,
d,
e.
f.
g*
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
P.
q.
r.
s.
t.
u.
IS, Skill in working with community
.leaders. *
a, works with all factions, *
b. organizes an advisory committee of keen and influential
local people.
e. includes assisting cooperators in the planning stage,
d. gives full credit to those who help.
e. seeks guidance.
jf f Z ‘ J
g. ^vefast^
with Ms aims as those who do
empathize
h
'
leaders!
W^ °“ Ieader at «“— e of any rivM
S
' Srfta M“S ParKeiPati0n of established community
does not neglect any interest group or constituency.
a‘ lmparts Problems.
1. child care, sanitation, nutrition,
family planning,
3. protecting family health,
4. care of the injured and sick,
5. intelligent shopping and use of money,
6. making clothes and other consumption goods,
• h°U3e repalrs ;“d environmental improvements
. glowing and preserving food for family consumption9. knowledge of the concept of unit price,
suggests home projects,
oiganizes literac5^ classes,
urges adoption of proven ideas,
facilitates numeracy required for market settings,helps individuals
.increase their standard of livingdiscourages conspicuous consumption,
encourages thrift and savings,
helps people increase their material well-being and
productivity.
helps people prepare for and secure better jobs,
works with village women and village families,
ensures that members base thinking on facts not assumptions.
Able to stimulate community organization.
a. works through the local culture (values those aspects whichare important locally)
encourages community loyalty and solidarity,
emphasizes the common interest,
encourages communal decisions and communal actions,
goes along with group decisions.
helps community define the type of leadership needed for
specific jobs and stimulates people to recruit those leaders,
encourages local capacity and sell reliance,
supports local control of and responsibility for education,
encourages greater shared leadership.
b.
c.
d.
e 6
f.
g.
h.
j.
k.
l
.
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
£•
h.
., , .
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• o ins more active participation by women
i! z:t*ron about °ivic-nows now to keep records.
m- ls 311 itistigator of processes.
21. Skill to aiding community planning. *
b. looks for * ‘ S°Ciety '
a ™7 S°cial forees “ the«»V
'
Personal ones!
er ^ >«**> rather than
e * nelps find a solution acceotnhlp
f ilplnQ
cic ptaDie t0 the community.
I'
“lps tne commumty to make use of its resourcesg. encourages active participation and joint planning
'
,!
en°°“raKes dialogue among community members”*
“
-lotion-on its
3
' “d PhU°« support in
k- facilitates community decisions with a broad base of incut *1. provides a forum where issi.es of „ , P t-
suhm if- • , V 1 concern are discussed,bmits anticipated project to thorough group discussion
encourages openness and exploration and objectivity
.'
eeexs clarification of values, ideas, and information
expresses standards for the community to use
members™"
tOS<3ther a°tiVitieS °f VarlOUS “bgroups or
ensures that members base thinking on facts not assumptions.
sMlls
&eS PraCti0allfy 0t proJeot “ *erms of local situation,k2ll
’ resources
> and anticipated difficulties,
considers what sldlis people will need in order to adopt theinnovation successfully (how many people will need themwho ts competent and available to teach them, how best theycan be learned). y
considers whether the project will benefit only some ofthe people.
occasionally advocates solutions responsive to local conditionswhen needed.
suggests new ideas mid new definitions of the problem and
new attacks on the problem.
imparts information relevant to community needs.*
tries to envision how an idea might work,
stimulates people to think and act positively. *
m.
n.
o.
P.
q.
r.
s.
t.
u.
V.
w.
X.
y*
z.
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22
. Able to catalyze community projects *
f t
ci“ons -
f;
acaon ~s
h! ^Cb de^d plfne to Hr ViUag0 society. *
i. patient with own frustrations!?
8 **« commitments.
h’ Si?' eathUSiasm for a P«>ject over time.“ C°mmUnity *° “» responsibility for its own
plays the role of a social agitator,
piovides information about civic participation,
organizes cooperatives.
stimulates people to think and act positively.*“ C0nfidence 0f pe°Ple holding opposite views In the
strives to meet community goals. *
makes suggestions as to what others might do for thecommunity.
1.
m.
a,
o.
P*
q.
r.
Organization and Administration (wltioh support all other activities)
23 . Able to bring people together. *
a. recruits participants.
skilled in arranging for locale (building, site, etc.) for
sessions. ' '
provides for opportune scheduling,
organizes and holds learning sessions,
e. encourages people to drop in on learning aetivites.
t. provides flexibility in timing of activities.
g. structures sessions at times conducive to wide participation,
meets individual and group needs.
enables friendships to be established and maintained,
maintains a lively group. *
coordinates group activities with community's activities,
supplements or complements formal schooling,
works closely with formal educational programs,
oiganizes school equivalency programs.
b.
c.
d.
h.
i.
i.
k.
l
.
rn,>
n.
28
24. Able to simultaneously pursue multiple goals
a. well organized but not rigid,
does not overload self,
is realistic in deciding what to do.
seeks the help of specialists,
delegates responsibility.
able to work in relatively unstructured situations orprovide own structure,
flexibility and activities,
does not need structure. *
balances time between the pursuit of goals and the structureo ie organization and the needs of its members.
concerns
f
Gt *****^ * M1§hting and organizational
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
ZD.
opportmito!^
l6am5nS HeedS 10 lean,lllS reS0Ur°es
a. imcie is lands how to use resources.*
b. uses materials opportunely. *
c. checks compatability of resources with clients' needs.
# act
f
as a broker—puts people in touch with resources.
e. makes use of conventional and unconventional resources.
. develops a reference service to educational objects and
educators which are available.
26. Skill in planning NFE activities
a. understands how to work with committees.
b. ensures that members base thinking on facts not assumptions.
c * encourages objectivity.
d. develops a plan for each year’s activities.
e. sets realistic goals.*
f. is clear about objectives which are clearly defined.
g. explores alternatives.
h. understands personal goals, participants’ goals, and
program goals. *
can predict obstacles and successes,
investigates difficulties which caused previous failures,
stresses need to lind and investigate every possible snag
in order to ensure that the project should succeed,
attends to practical details.
able to look at a problem and detach it from family ties and
values.
able to draw out the right conclusions.
i.
i.
k«
1 .
m.
n.
2S3o.
P.
q.
r.
s.
t.
is an analyst of the total situation,
considers the timing of projects.
evSu2f°
dUCti0n ™al thCre iS a S°od chance ol successvaluates program and performance on continuous basis
"
able to diagnose the cause of failures
aware of alternative overall organization of efforts.
27 . Able to develop a communication network. *
a
- SKff^.^ wlth f—
“
ebsTon
COntaet Wlth °thers do“8 the work. *
2±f ‘°Uo'VUp’ suI*rvision, and advice for self-improvement
n0nf0rniaJ commimication network to provide new
seek' tt f1°Ttl0R PlUg iRto exist“» system,b he help of specialists.
asK.s for help only when needed.
has contacts with institutions working in development
support
8 C0mmunicati0n with other villages for ideas and
includes assisting cooperators in planning stage,
gives full credit to cooperators who help,
utilizes external agencies.*
obtains tof 'T*
"d nati0nal volantai> organizations.
o ccUiS information from radio and newspapers.
organizes women’s groups.
works with learners from all age groups.
forms groups for neglected groups (young children, out-of-
scnoolers, girls).
initiates reflection groups.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j*
k.
l
.
m.
n.
o.
p.
28 . Functional literacy and numeracy skills,
a. can keep records of receipts and disbursements,
has accounting skills.
strives to make the program self-sufficient economically,
helps the community to become self-sufficient economically,
can keep written notes on activities.
b.
c,
d,
e.
2S. Negotiation skills. *
a. is able to get a reasonable hearing from organizational
representatives, politicians, educators, social services.
b. is frank and serene in dealing with authorities and superiors. *
c. does not lose temoer.
d. has own position well thought out in advance.
e. states position clearly and firmly.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
knows what adversary will agree toPersistent—
'
t ,to
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h.
i.
j.
k.
1 .
m.
30. Training skills
a. develops ecmmited local leaders.
O. trams group leaders.
C. trains in committee procedures.
• assigns leadership
responsibilities.
'
leadership!
6 ^ ‘° SHmulate the mergence of more
f. enables leadership to develop within the o-r0., Dg. orms ^ gK)ups aiTOffid^ or
identifies and trains youth leaders,
trams youth for leadership,
trains facilitators for other villages
“uyt;e;^ators
:
and prepare and negotiate tke budget,’.
C°UrSe
’
learners!™
618 be°°ae ‘ratoers “d f“ilitafo rs for other
tiains in record keeping.
o’:
Knowledge
31. Knows NFE from formal education.
b.' i
h
s
a
a friend * ‘°
"teacte
‘
"*
does not oct lesson tasks, assign readings, lecture oreiqwmid unless requested to, evaluate and criticize unless
grades
6
,
n
eto.
S ’6* ^™ responslbillly for exams, or
S^^hefre”0eS *“ °™^ ** of *
centers learning on content rather than on the teacher,
stresses acculturation as opposed to enculturation.
sUesses
^socialization as opposed to socialization,
believes m decision making at the local level *
knows the advantages and disadvantages between formaland noniormal education.
has critically assimilated the objectives of facilitator training.
c.
ch
g*
h.
i.
j-
**• Sisrfisr-—* " *”
«^s0e^ce.aSen0ieS ’ 6TOllPS ’ "****«**>• <>t
e‘ of I'""
1'11 °lianSeS in ,lelghbori
“g communities.
' 5£^4TP 0rSamZatt°a *"d lea“P development
33
.
b.
Possesses knowledge of areas pertinent to development,
a. farm planning and management.
use of credit; application of new technology; storage-
processing; food preservation; government policies,’ programsd services; family improvement (health, nutrition homeecouomms, family planning, child care,; typerfc “dlovax and national government operation.
Attitudes
Sensitive to the feelings, attitudes, and relationships of people
a. can see the learning potential in individuals of diverse
backgrounds and life styles.
b. respects each person's individuality,
c. sees people as subjects not objects; as ends, not means.
c*. is responsible to both vocal and quiet members of the ptoud.
e. patient, non-partisan, devoted to people, on the side of the
*
good tnat can be shared by everyone,
f. constantly seeks to increase own sensitivity.
g. understands human nature. *
h. understands human relations and group dynamics.
1 . knows that disunion works against the individual.
j. sees leadership as performance of acts which help the
group achieve its preferred outcomes.
k. sees leadership as an event rather than a style or person.
l. able to defend the learning group from excessive or obtrusive
intervention by outside evaluators and foreign visitors.
in, rejects opinions which the oppressor holds of the oppressed.
n. helps the people achieve independence from the oppressor.
o. believes that dehumanization can be prevented.
p. Imips people reject aggression against their own land.
q. able to empathize—see other person's point of view.
r. concerned with group and community needs,*
b.
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‘ COnStanUy aspire t0 toP«>ve themselves
a * believes in change. *
aware of the sequence for change agent roles:
1. develops need for change,
2. establishes a change relationship,
3. diagnoses the problem,
4. creates in the learner the intent to change
5. translates intent into action,
6. stabilizes change and prevents discontinuances,
<. achieves a terminal relationship,
plans for change.
“°™atlon relatinS to the need for change.
bette^f™
6 Pro
n
abilify that °ther I5e°P,e will becomet er if encouraged with sufficient skill.
believes certain processes help people better themselveshopes people will exercise more control over change
-atherthan be victims of it.
helps people perceive their state not as fated and unalterable,but merely as limiting and therefore challenging,
emphasizes self-awareness and power to control,
« is s™ *” »• *»“
fosters a scientific outlook.
knows that freedom is a sequential relationship between
perceiving and acting.
encourages participants to try proven ideas,
emphasizes wise use of natural resources,
appreciates and upholds the dignity of physical labor and
other necessary activities of production.
stress the importance and centrality of the learner mid his
experience.
encourages desire for education and self-education as values,
stimulates learners' aspirations,
increases the number of functional literates,
provides for inculcation of moral values,
reflects values conflicting with the status quo and elites,
overcomes own fears and supersititions
.
*
c.
d.
e.
f.
h.
i.
j*
m.
n.
o.
P.
q.
r.
s *
t.
u.
V.
Vv
r
•
X.
3G. Actively seeks out sources of taf„ *•
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critical to individual or m mation, material, or resistant
c. skilled In C°mmUnlty development.
e
d
: stSn~^:~t r- of—powerholding teclmique. * ‘ ^ d0CS not use 11 as a
is not afraid of official <5 nv -v
E . knows how to get
,appropriate authorites
.
delivered to the
h. maintains a healthy scepticism /„„•« ,
tlons from outside experts
^ Julatysis
) to recommenda-
1. keeps external threats to leamine at a m • •
£^
,
to »*»*«* up to authors *
U is not a«bmis7vrto"riHerih auth0riaes £uid superiors. *m
'
“:t::Vri8rsruca-
—
sta»ds up for own rights.
advocatesS.2 ^telomnuS °* ^ Classes * *
legal system*.
30 * ^6 Political and
acts as an advocate especially to l,»i„
minority and disenfranchised.
“ leone who is in the
confronts pessimism and fatalism
“ “ Pr006SS °f from domination and
I’ ^°'
VS
^‘ education is not and cannot be neutral
' f, bCll00ls as instruments of social controlC. behoves education should liberate, not domesticated. understands the role of institutions (especially cW 1 ,
echool) in maintaining the existing system *
^
o- rejects oppression.*
i* aims at social justiceJ seii-ieiiance, more ecmitnhlp
wWch participation of people in decisions
s
‘ vZTofZ “y wia the aspi“ »d
°Ppre8Sl°n 18 n0t simply «'« situation itself,
.Uso toe perception of the situation by the oppressed.
n.
o.
P.
q.
r.
s.
t.
u.
288
J.
k a
1
.
m.
with or without outside help!"
thG Pai'HCiPaUO" 01 ™t people in Ule
advocates community development. *
=ssees*szgr*~ *-
—
d::i°;'™
rds as aed curectiy to ae c°—
^
people
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D.
The ratings tor each item on Questionnaire II can be found in Appendix
The comments accompanying those ratings, however, are in this appendix
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Dear
August 15
from ai^extensiveReview of^Ueram a^w^l^as^
°^ * '** “S‘ WaS ““P^d
staL members to Quito and Amherst who ha,.. h
rCsponses from Project
rour
. answers to the previous brainstorm ou»sHn?
fecUitators to action.
US.. Some of your answers may be rewords f’i
™aire niaV be found in this
appear in this list since they are more snl w
S 0tller “Wrs do not
Ihe specific behaviors will be included in V-ef wT'
3 °f ^ fOUnd here
-
receive. CJ the inal report which you will
This questionnaire has two parts Po-h- •
selection of facilitator trainees
* a llst of criteria for the
consider it extremely important i nnn rt
e8ch item decide if you
or inappropriate, as a criterion ’for Uri’m
Pret
?
rable (bl,t not important)
which you have chosen. Some itewsavo'ctSV*®^
0"* C
|
h®0k the resP°”se
lap; out for the purposes of tills questioniai i
leiatod anCl some may over-
independently and rate It on Its own merits alo!te
®
aCh ttem
response for each of the 21 items ni.,„ ,
l0r
J'ou nave cheeked one
five (5) items which you con Met moT g° Tf^^ the “™»er of the
facilitator trainees. H you th.nh „
° “ criteria for selecting
please add it after any item on the Urn
W
?,°
h^ been left out of tlm list
on any item, observations of imchiarVoms COmments
any other general or ,
* ^Pf^ations ol your answers or
has been left on the right side ofm Bo°”
Examples
:
ITEMS
(Categories)
Extremely
Important
|
s
o
a,
§
Preferable
Inappropriate
j
COMMENTS
1. Sldilful in getting roaring drunk
j
X
Jz^ 1 reals friends with respect; X 1
I
l "Most important
of all
.
3, Is A Superman, 1
1 X Unrealistic
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desc^tor^Cre^oite2 fZT°Z ft 2™eSes ‘ Thesethese descriptors. * 1 c ltems are not limited to
receiving faciUtetoft^^g^Ap^llr °f
,
effe
.
Ctive faci«tators after
very important, imports,t, Useful on oceaMon ‘Jbut
"'h
(
etller e“h^ is
inappropriate. Check your choice Th™ ! ^ important) or
the ten items which you feel are the i
' back mid Clrcle the number of
effective facilitators! As to part a 'T™ ******* characteristics of
“oXtoh.items on the ust; “d o
u
r
stj^rot
each
respondent'^waToptoii^^im^rtant
to^the^^ecti^
6 “*“?*• *'*
Thank you. for your help. It is sincerely appreciated.
Sincerely,
Arlen Etling
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Part A. Criteria for selectin
« °ne for each item.
2. Ada any items which are absent.
‘ *** aPPropriate comments
g facilitator trainees
ITEMS
(Categories)
L
f
a“ e personal & femlly situation(mature, healthy, economically
secure)
;
2 .
-t-Xperience in civic & community
affairs (knows the territory);
3e Has considerable schooling-O 3
4 * Life stTle d°os not conflict with
the community;
5. Proven leader (formal elected or
appointed position);
6. Proven leader (informal activities);
7 ‘ Respected & accepted by a wide
variety of community members;
8, Dynamic & open;
9. Independent yet cooperative;
10. Likeable;
11. Flexible & creative;
1-. Organized & dependable;
0 £
s I
£ a
£
o
CU
s
rO
oj
fn
O
ft
+2
a
*C
a
o
fH
a
cl
COMMENTS
(Continue on
reverse side
if needed.
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ITEMS 3
—
(categories)
Extremely
Important
Important Preferable
a
•r~i
f-l
Q.
o
f-l
a
a
3
COMMENTS
13. Basic ability in reading, writing
and math.
14. Keeps up with the local, regional
ajic. national news;
15. understands the nature of potential
v.'Oiy. in the community;
16 * Sensitive, considerate and open
to people from different backgrounds;
Believes People should constantly
aspire to improve themselves &
their community;
18# Possesses strong beliefs in the
potential of NFE
:
19. Available;
j
20
- Selected by the community
democratically;
21. Selected by the community using the
method normally used to make
decisions in that community;
lieview the items once more and
circle the numbers of the 5 most
essential criteria.
i
1
i
«•»»»,
p„lluto^
f s'is-• "lake any appropriate comments.
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ITEMS
(Categories)
I • Speaking skill
;
2- Questioning skill (interviewing)
;
3* Discussion/Dialogue
skills
(listens, elicits opinions,
snares agendas, creates
awareness of needs);
Non-verbal communication
skills;
5. Analytical & evaluation skills
(planning, self-evaluation,
responsive to criticism,
eri tical awarenes s )
;
G. Ability to motivate;
7 * GrouP dynamics skills (conflict
resolution
, participative
learning style, building co-
hesiveness)
;
8 > AbJe 'to effect horizontal re-
lationships (shares power &
prestige, destroys myths of
oppressor, modest life style);
COMMENTS
(continue on
reverse side
if needed)
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ITEMS
(categories)
|Extremely Important Important Useful
on
O
Qinnc
—f-O—
0 *pt
^ £
} -
0
! 1 iH
0.
IE
COMMENTS
9 * Pr< Mem-solving activity stalls
( eating with institutions, talcing
responsibility);
10# lSkm in dealing with diverse
individual needs & abilities
(patience, does not neglect
slower learners);
I-l. Able to catalyze cooperation
among people (overcome
selfishness);
1
2
* to iacrease people J s s elf-
confidence (non-authoritarian,
supportive)
;
11. Materials development skills
;
14. Able to broaden access to in-
formation (facilitates communi-
cation, varies physical setting,
helps people learn how to learn)
;
!
!
i
i
t
lo. Skill in a v ariety of learning
teclmiques;
J
1
,
l
16. Skill in pacing (regulating move-
ment from one part of a learning
experience to the next); 1
i
J
-A Able to discover & articulate the
learning needs present in the
community;
i
l
i
i
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ITEMS
(Categories)
Extremely
Important Important
Useful
on
Occasion
cj
a
o
rH
a
a
oS
COMMENTS
18. Skill in building community
support;
19. Skill in working with
community leaders (communi-
cates with all factions);
20. Able to stimulate planning on
the family level (as opposed
to personal or community
levels);
21. Helps professional teachers
improve schools;
22. Able to stimulate community
organization;
23. Skill in aiding community
planning (elicits extensive in-
put and wide participation in
decision making);
24. Able to simultaneously pursue
multiple goals;
25. Able to catalyze community
projects (persists despite
problems, sweats with the
community);
|
26. Able to bring people together;
27. Ability to match learning needs
to learning resources and
opportunities;
I
29S
ITEMS
(Categories)
Extremely
Important Important
!
Useful
on
I
Occasion
—&
—
a
a
o
M
a
o,
q
1
COMMENTS
28. Skill in planning NFE
activities;
29. Able to develop a communi-
cation network (for informa-
tion, ideas, support);
30. Functional literacy & numeracy
skills (accounting skills);
31. Negotiation skills (preparation,
persistence, serenity, develop-
ing proposals);
32. Training skills (other facilitators,
gioup leaders, youth leaders);
33. Knows NFE from formal education;
34. Aware of what other individuals,
gioups and communities have
done to improve themselves;
35. Knowledgeable of content areas
pertinent to development
(nutrition, cooperatives, scien-
tific agriculture);
3G. Sensitive io the feelings, attitudes,
and relationships of people;
3 A Believes people should constantly
aspire to improve themselves mid
their environment (overcomes
own fears & superstitions);
.
i
i
i
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ITEMS
(Categories)
Extremely
Important
Important
Useful
on
Occasion
~p3
—
tJ
a
c
fH
a
§*
COMMENTS
3S. Confronts resistance to
individual or community
development (stands up to
authorities);
39. Sees development as a
process of liberation from
domination and dependence*
I
1 1+
***Revie\v the items once more and
circle the numbers of the 10
most essential characteristics.
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Comments
E - extremely important
I = important
P = preferable but not
important
U - useful on occasion
N = Inappropriate
NR = No response
h ** " S° that "°“ ttme C“ be dedicated to facilitator activities,
s. *NH-Isn't this the same as ability to read and write?
4.
-Ji - There must be identification with the community.
G. *E - More important than 5.
8
* v " t
S P<3rceived by community members.N " Foreign criterion.
9. *N - Foreign criterion.
*N - Shows lack of commitment.
10. *P ~ This is characteristic of oppression.
12. *N - Foreign criterion.
I - As determined by community members.
15. P - No need for omniscience.
I - Should be dealt with during training.
*E - Die most important criterion of all.
P “ Not before training.
1C. P - Unrealistic.
N - Prefer critical questioning and openness,
17. P - Unrealistic.
*E ~ Shows commitment.
*NR Improve according to whom?
*Comment bj' Ecuadorian expert.
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1>S llUng'up on schools.
*m Tins will be dealt with to training.
1 - How clo you define NFE ?N - Not before trainin°r
.
20. E - At least in some quasi-democratic fashion.
2\n " Pr°CSSS may bc corrupted.
- Would depend on the norm.
N - A single selection process is not easy to pin down
- Inappropriate it normal method is imposition from above.
Part B
5. *E
6. P
8. P
*E
" Self-evaluation is important.
- Excessive enthusiasm for unrealistic goals is an old
community development bugaboo.
“ Very difficult to expect.
'
— ;
^schooling. It shows the facilitator is not
10
. P - Implies "teacher" role.
11. I
*E
13. *1
*P
*P
People must do that for themselves largely
Very important but difficult.
Important but can be learned.
More important is what the group produces.
Other people can do this for the facilitator.
14. I - Difficult.
15. P - Sounds like teacher training.
1C. P - Implies teacher role.
17. J - Most people know what they want to learn.
1-9. *E - Difficult to work with "all. "
20. *N -
21. *NR
22. p -
28. *N -
*1 -
29. I -
32. P
*E
33. *E
35. P
¥J)
P
P
36. *E
This is equivalent to a certain degree of selfishness.
- Ideal, but the teacher will resist.
Depends on the organization and goals.
Should respond only to group needs.
Improve with practice.
If he is able to bring people together this will take place.
Some will have them, others will not.
Necessary to spread the facilitator idea.
- Important in order to have criteria clear and definite.
- U°e?jiT
1J°rtailt
!
S 'vhere t0 S° for information.
sc.fin as examples but not as rules.
- Can get this information from otter people.
- Actually not unimportant to have for some, but not all topic*
Important in maintaining the group.
37. *1 - Yes but according to their culture and capacity to decide
33. I - But not kamikaze.
39. E - Unrealistic for Ecuadorian campesinos.
New Items on Part A:
Possesses a strong sense of cultural pride.
Speaks the language.
New Items on Part B:
^!unZ
h
\
the PTiblUty 0f Change> 111 peon’s capacity to growand in people's potential. b
Believes in strength of shared decision making; does not feel he lospower when group disagrees with Ms notions.
Delegates authority.
Confidence in own skills as a leader.
Motivated to continue beyond scope of immediate support.
APPENDIX d
QUESTIONNAIRE III
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^mce, in the study, the results of the ratings
included on Questionnaire HI as feedback for the
on Questionnaire II were
experts, those results are
reported here. For each item, then, there ane two ratings. The Arabic
numerals represent experts who rated die item on Questionnaire II. The marks
below the Arabic numerals represent the experts who rated the item in
response to Questionnaire II I. The comments to the right of the ratings
were made in response to Questionnaire II, however other comments were
also made which are included in Appendix C. The comments listed after
the pages of ratings were made in response to Questionnaire III.
Dear
September 6
I am very grateful for
questionnaire. The results
will be useful to you.
your cooperation in completing the previous
are extremely interesting and I hope this study
nothin
“« £SSS?SSS!St *
“T
is basically the same as the previous one ’ai!
queabonnau'e enclosed
which indicate the number of votes for eachf~e‘XZT T*"(to the left of the fir^t w\ t icsponse. The first number
to indicate their feelin- that itTs*
>OW
‘^7 respondents circled that response
the list ..v ..
“ one of tl,e live or most critical items or
f
your response to ««* item i»* ^ &emdicates the modal consensus or median response.
If your answer corresponds with the modal consensus (X) you need do
examine theT"T" 18 thfm the consensus please re-
ar* Sded for« 7““* In reSp0ndents 011 «* Previous questionnaire„ % Z -?ese COmments or may not influence
respond sAmiv s t
leoa^«Um, you wish to maintain your previous
, ?
,
' td e y°ur most important reason for doin°- so If youdecide that the consensus is a better answer than your pre“ousResponseyou need do nothing. By leaving the "Reason" space blank it Mill be assumedthat you accept the modal consensus. If you wish to compromise or m c m
m
your answer from agreement with the modal response do so by LTda^g
®
Wj t.i an arrow where your new answer should be. In tills case please stateyour reason lor not accepting the consensus. If the item is a new one or ify
,°
U
.
1 n° responci t0 11 iast time Please mark an ,rX" in the box of your
c loice. if your X is not within theQ please state your reason.
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Some examples follow:
ITEMS
(Categories)
1.
SidLIful in getting roaring
druri
.
;
Reason:
2. Tieats friend with respect;
'03
o
2: **h
'tJ
S-i
O
<”>
+->
§ s
O £
r—i
0)
a
<x>
iu
+->
X
w
£
o
a,
a
9 w
<3 c3
O O
to o
ri O
Reason:
3. Is a superman;
Reason : Ridiculous, im read's£c .
Dynamic and open;
Reason : Preferable only if
defined by conmmrrTfv"
7
3
X
A
H
COMMENTS
made on previous
questionnaire
o
3
O X
X
Explanations
:
L
t;r™;°nSenSUSbyd0tagn°^- ^-becomes
2. Agrees with consensus. Does nothing.
3. Maintains original answer by stating a reason.
4. Compromises. New answer is "preferable. " States a reason.
I would like to strongly urge you not to consult with any other“ tho ~
-
wbi"«g imUSUEl CirCUmStanCes tbis wil1 be the last questionnairem.h you will receive as a part of this study. Your response to thisquestionnaire is essential to the completion of the study* As soon as I have
. e results you will fie sent the complete profile of facilitator characteristics
along with the experts’ rating of each category.
Thank you very much for your help in this study.
Sincerely,
Arlen Etling
Questionnaire III
Your answer = X. Modal consensus =OU your answer corresponds with the modal consensus <@, you need do
If your answer is different than the modal consensusyou accept the modal consensus by doing nothingyou maintain your previous answer by stating” reasonCSS 5y WiU ' “ Srr0W Whe- -w
modal consensus
S ‘ reaS°n for Dot acceP^S the
Part A. Criteria for selecting facilitator trainees
ITEMS
(categories)
*1. Stable personal & family situation (resident
mature, healthy, economically secure)-
Reason
2. Experience in civic & community affairs
(knows the territory);
Keaeon:
Possesses a strong sense of cultural pride
(speaks the language);
Reason:
Has considerable schooling;
Reason:
r<
^
Life style does not conflict with the community
Reason: ’
Proven leader (formal elected or appointed
position);
Reason:
,
§ §
P ftC O
X |w S
V
III
WJ
iHJ
6
THJ
nu
HJJ
i'll
IfU I
i
rni ll
COMMENTS
made on previous
questionnaire
'ter
A^tcXfA, aciii/H/Ljio..
,
ITEMS
(categories)
COMMENTS
made on previous
questionnaire
*'
£SS:
le“d" fbS"m:a
Reason:
8. Dynamic & open;
Reason:
9. Independent yet cooperative;
Reason:
10. Likeable;
Reason
:
11. Flexible & creative;
Reason:
12. Organized & dependable;
Reason:
13
‘ S:l“
bl,lty readtoe
’
**
Reason:
ls
- jsss
Reason
16
' 4 op“ “ p“,,,e to»
Reason:
I I
I
—
fp>A4x<j*. OxJixAKtriK.
,
>2 a o.< Xa.
<>yf C4ThMAjUi*(SLsjjt
,
Pnifyuud!>-te_ A-(bc
"K<ri (JLo/^CuC}J!aSaJ^<_,
I
I &\^<^Ur^’ua. h_ —
gonjjxfj,*, CA juAxtrtV
,
I iMjt oJ^
,
liltfrcAJL 3a.
,
fp£^ZAo&<iZ u/VUui^ -
suJXlaJ} <axx2^£4^>vivA.A
,
0
ITEMS
categories)
17. Believes people should constantly aspireto hnprove themselves t their community
18
‘ Xfif
68 Str°ng bCliefS ^ ,h°
Reason:
20
’
Reascm
d ** 010 C°'amumt>’ democratically;
21. selected by the community using the
method normally used to make decisions
in that community;
Reason
• rf
O
g XJ* -C
u-i o
o
i» w
.
5 s
Extremely
Important
1V
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1
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COMMENTS
mado on previous
Questionnaire
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Remember; the descriptors are only examples-they do not defined or limit items.
Part B. Characteristics of Effective Facilitator?
ITEMS
(categories)
2. Speaking skill;
Reason
:
S. Discussion/Dialogue stalls (listens, elicits
opinions, shares agendas, creates aware-
ness of needs);
Reason:
s after Trammer
<U xl
fl u
>>
2 S
£ B
*2. Questioning skill (to stimulate discussion
anci reflection, for interviewing;
Reason:
im
rx
nu in
‘f
Hi4 I
rtu
-=3 W
g e
w e3 O
COMMENTS
made on previous
questionnaire
ITEMS
(Categories)
12. Able to increase people's self-confidence
(non-aiithontarian,
supportive)-
Reason:
13.
14.
Materials development skills-
Reason:
Able to broaden access to information
(facilitates communication, varies
to toam);
3ettinS
' h6lPS Pe° ple leam
Reason:
“• So“ ,“cly 0< *•—* <«*«««.
Sldll in pacing (regulating movement from
2t
Part °f alearning experience to the
Reason:
1 " to discover & articulate the learning-
needs present in the community-
Reason:
18. Skill in building community support;
Reason
:
19. Skill in working with community leaders(communicates with most factions);
Reason;)
20. Able to stimulate planning on the family
levels)*-
8 °PP°Sed t0 perSOnaJ or community
Reason:
a ;c
+-»
§ a
ii
^U g
a 2
°|
1 $
<o
o
10
iHJ III
Jlil
tUJ
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7
Sill)
mj
III
JTM
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r
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COMMENTS
[
made on previous
questionnaire
UxaCuJJ Jb+ii otAjir\A~
C<Lh, <1q "jbQjui. /f^A-
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CeA^tcuv. c&JLcjfiSA
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.
items
(categories)
comments
raade on previous
Questionnaire
Skills;
c
' tssssiz******
Reason:
6. Ability to motivate;
Reason:
'S^«=r-
Reason:
‘ ^
e
J0effeCth0riZ°ntal relationship.
o^lZVtT??’ Cestl ^ths
Reason:^
* modest ljfe style):
(difLff
rT Aof shared decJaic)“-
Ercup^rVs witil/h
l0SeS P3WGr "hen
Reason:
Ms er notions)i
lAMLfLdl ,2mm
-
to!C£«OCUi_a.
• 0.
9
.
X“;“u1:seao.uv,,)
- skm*«'te*>‘»
Reason;
^
~ vu aung
taking
responsibility);
10
‘
neei'ltS^ *vera* ^viduale ds 1 abiimes (patience, does no*neglect slower learners);
Reason:
U ' cata1^ cooperation among
^»*(overcomo, seUlshuess) .
*W
«
*
''isLtuJm
"
AoAl.
,
Jli-btvlr-
y^u^tdr tflcO'
"tij/A-ML.
,
COMMENTS
made on previous
questionnaire
ITEMS
One
of
the
nost
critical
(categories)
>. *.
11
e a
$ ,q
mportant
§ J3 w
c; rj
o CJ
“ o
X
a
*C
a
o
u
a
a
a
2I
' 3!sr‘s,”‘1 >»«« ! ,
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3
Reason: >N/
mi m
2?. Able to stimulate community
organization;
Reason:
H
in
3
ttto
fWJ
1
23. Skilll in aiding community planning
(elicits extensive input and wide
?
participation in decision-making;
Reason:) e
6 8
IHJ II
Hu
24. Able to simultaneously pursue mu
ZMruapie goals;
Reason:
s
II
J.
II
6
HU
llll
* delegates authority;
Reason:
1
mj itu Ul ,
25. Able to catalyze community projects
'vlth the community)*
Reason:
1
1
HJ.J
/;
26. Able to bring people together;
Reason: i 7
it
f
27. Ability to match learning needs tolearning resources and opportunities;
Reason:
a
rr
M
z.
« i
uu
|
s
(
@23. Skill in planning NFE/Facilitr.tor
activities (establishes goals, develops
a plan for each year’s activities,
evaluates program);
Reason:
X
fj
It
1
H
a i
!l
3
n
1
&<Lz-ii?-
a/i_. ukW
ITEMS
(categories)
29. Able to develop a communication
network (for information, ideas
support);
Reason:
SO. Functional literacy & numeracy
skills (accounting skills);
Reason:
31. Negotiation skills (Preparation,
Persistence, serenity, developing
Proposals);
Reason:
32.
33.
34,
Training si ills (other facilitators,
group leaders, youth leaders
;
Reason:
Knows NFE from formal education-
Iteason:
Aware of what other individuals,
groups and communities have done
to improve themselves;
Reason:
35. Knowledgeable of content areas
pertinent to development (nutrition,
cooperatives, scientific agricul-
ture);
Reason
:
36
. Sensitive to the feelings, attitudes
“ relationships of people;
Reason:
6 |Qj *M
7
tH! |
fWi
III
I I
i
to 5
HU II
IW
7.
10
IUJ HI
nu
COMMENTS
made on previous
questionnaires
. x/n ytJisA.
la i&ji.
tc/i_ X-OtCOL .
av\ CrXctz/l
to cJLuil.
^
dLo^vj.jji
^
t
Oku} 'bttli
AS- uAiZAT. to Q^j Q-^L,
ITEMS
(categories)
37. Behoves people should constantly
aspire to improve themselves and
tbeir environment (overcomes own
mars & superstitions);
Reason:
Believe in the possibility of change
In people's capacity to grow and
lr people's potential;
Reason:
38. Confronts resistance to individual
or community development (stands
up to authorities);
Reason:
39. Sees development as a process of
liberation from domination and
dependence;
Reason:
Shows confidence Ln own skills as a
leader;
Reason:
Motivated to continue beyond scope
of immediate support.
Reason:
o
5
'E
o
O
c 85 g
g s
5 &
3 a
i
tHJ I
rul
NJ
h-U
tHJ
7
IHJII
IHJ
a
COMMENTS
made on previous
questionnaire
tb CJuQ
d-ttJuLz--
.
t6-
yctojtoAA-
"TJescriptors added since previous questionnaire.
™eW items If you agree with the circle you need do nothing
~- *£ -- *
—
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Comments
Part A
E extremely important
I - important
U-
bUt not imP° rtantu
_
us eful on occasion
N- inappropriate
1. P-
*E
*E
4. P
*N
I
5„ *N
6. E
“xt
- -A Person without problems can do more
srasss“ its;' “•—
SSSr- * "«» pride e„ d.
-Least importaut-a psuedo-rationale.
Tins is not valid evidence.
^ neSative; reading
-and writing: skill * «
than e schooling per se,
^ 're more imP°rtant
“
—
-
. ~^£xr* ——
•
facilitators!
1 naSht be a bettGr criterion for selecting
’ ^ in fte co~ty but
- Conflict may cause Individuals to grow.
C Ce may be neeess«y for a person to act as a leader.
It 1= * little difficult if a person is characteristically too formal.
~ Best fndication of future behavior.
Should be a leader* or- tm.-A . , .
2. E -
*E -
*p _
*E -
#. P -
3. N
*N
N
N •
N -
N -
*N -
^Comment by Ecuadorian expert.
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7. P -
*E -
8. P -
*N -
9. E -
*N -
*N -
10. *p .
11. I
*1
P -
12. P -
*N -
*E -
*E -
13. E
E
14. P
*E
15. P
*1
*N
*p
(changed from E) Mv nasf -me
So that the work is more I f 1
' conflicts with No. 4.
accepted within the community.
Dynamic M bothers in m 0
tVho defines openness id d“2u“m *
£reign criterion.
cultural invasion.
* 118 cnterion is open to
Is related to innovativeness.
Depends on the confidence fhm tv.
Others. This can grow.
10 P^on demonstrates in
I see it as too difficult tr> fmn
They are conditions that can h ' i
^ extremeiy important.
Some good faciliteto^ ^velopcd in training.& * l a rs have not been highly creative.
- I feel this quality is too scarce to rank f-h - •+
- Dependable to whom 1? d (J ltem lugher.
' Vei
^S:™:Ially When dealtoS ** in a
' NeC
°eommuL
n
ityr
,er ‘°^ “d
-operation of the
01,6
°^!
b
Z memberfs of a facilitator team should have these-not necessary for all. meS >
That is what learners want.
- Not always a reasonable expectation.
aci itator role is to interpret and process external information.
- Not essential before training, helpful though.
- This
S
°T S amt be reinforced in training.entenon was developed outside the eommmiib- it is
c“ toMiy—
" e
°f—
-
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.
:;SHSw=a«
I - Protestant ethic?
rong *
18
‘*P - A
WU1 be stl'onSer.A . utile idealistic.
" V1! beSt pe0ple are often best if only part time
" ava™
a”d C°mnUtted
’
time become. ar ble. Many tunes the busiest leaders em do more inUieir spare time than others working full time
- After a person understands the work and gains interes* thentime will become available.
St
’ u
2
°‘
*t" Th°
re 01 l6SS democraticaUy but depends on die local scene1- Tins approach is not too safe. When democratic modes do .mtexist the community s own mode is best
p
-'Su"00* Pr,°0eSS ? N°‘ > the idcai.Eultima Lara was selected by Enrique.
I - Some representative process, but what is democracy’P - Democratically? - •
*P - I consider this process very difficult.
P - I think this rarely happens and insiting on it creates
inappropriate pressures.
21 *N lf we outsiders imP°se our own style of decision making, weare invading their culture.
* J re"P°]
'^
“
\
stm cannot respond. It depends on what the normal
method is,
.
I - It might mean permitting the hacienda owner to continue malting
decisions. b
p
' Sf
”0t generalize because the "normal'- method may be corrupt,
e community selection of facilitators is too important to leave
open to autocratic decisions; needs some controls.
~ °rx
f’
inal facilitators had to suspend "normal" process which was
lor one person to pick friends and relatives.
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Part B
l.*E
*E
2. E
E
*E
* E •
5.
* I -
* I -
6. I -
* I -
N -
U -
7. I
I
* 1
8. *U
* I
#. I
I
9„ E
E •
*E •
10. I -
I -
11. I -
I -
- Is obvious*
- To gain tiie "power of the word" tvonof
charge of our own lives.
* S 'orms us 31x1 Puts us in
- Similar to discussion/dialogue
skills.
- fills IS the basis of all dialogue.
" rrauimS must develop this skill.
- Demonstrates a critical and dynamic quality.
ss “*
But not critically essential.
motivational leadership.
' dlotriIst
Demagoguery is a danger.
Just not so important.
Not critically essential.
”
‘.sssssbbb—- » •
—
But veiy difficult.
’
^^"StaSr.*
0 aid SUCh Pe°Ple; bUt cl—cteristic of a
- A Person is licldy to need a bit of ego.
Just not ext reniely important.
Getting things done is at least as important as dialo^uino-
' t0 bG Str°ng to^ area
g *
- tio<u to die facilitator who is critically discriminating.
Even skilled "teachers" have a difficult time meeting needs- it1S a ^ onS range skill that is learned.
Tins is teacher role.
But people must do that for themselves largely.
But not critically essential.
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13. * I
*N
14. I
E
- it r*
is 011 tod
-
} xouuce materials; completely artificial.
Pretty optimistic.
- Needs to be able to keep informed and help others do so.
15. *U - Tecliniques are flexible.
16. U -
U -
u -
*u -
17. I-
I -
u -
*1 -
18. E -
*E -
*E -
It is a skill learned through actual practice.
“S8 fa„Cl! ift0rs to be everything: traditional teachers
• Very difficult to^hiew.’
" ° "°l th°Ught this one thK>“Sl»-
The pace will vary if it conforms to the interest of each learner.
Newsies °fy eSSenHal Skm
~a is a 8~up process,
ye , learning needs not so sure.
People know their own basic needs.
This can be perfected.
pTs
d
da°1
U
f
li,y “ Pr0jects
’ cavities are going to function.1. is ngerous when people play games.
Mutual support means strength.
19. *E - To share leadership.
20. I - Family may be crucial social level.
I - Family is the core of a community.
* 1 “ Helps support the family.
F - I think the family is a fundamental unit for change.
F Organization is the key to effecting cnange.
2r. N -- Desirable side effect; not worth training for.N - Unlikely; waste of effort, probably.
*N - This mignt be good but it will be rejected by the teachers, so it
is a waste of time.
22. E - "Organization” is typically a serious lack.
E - Reflection and praxis .
24. I - Quite important but somewhat unrealistic.
E - Complexity of situations demands this.
E - Things happen slowly; need to have several projects simmering.
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#. *E
* I
25. E -
27. U-
*E -
U -
28. U -
*No
*N -
29. *E -
30. E -
U ~
u -
31. I -
I -
32. *E -
U
*E
*E
°f ** fa0lUtat°r,S^ - w°rtog.
°^riSma “d sense of“S together, facilitator
Really very sophisticated skill.
This is education in the widest sense.
Very difficult to achieve.
Too formalized hence unrealistic,
response - This comes after training.
- nee is much more than cognitive learning.
- hi order to keep everyone as informed as possible.
• One of the team members needs this.
Can find someone else who has these skills.
Only important to satisfy minimal external pressures pluspeers stereotypes of teachers.
Just not so important.
Not critically essential skill.
This is the way the "seed is sown. "
Important in order to spread the facilitator idea, but not
necessary for every facilitator.
Necessary to help the facilitator idea grow.
m
^fpeoTle
eXPeiienCeS arG Shared mid reaCh a laFger number
" I
\
jai
??
ly
i
academic issue/less important in real settings.
- A global economic and political perspective is more important.Formal and nonformal are artificial distinctions.
E - In order to know how to proceed.
S4. E - Needs models and confidence through known examples.
1
56. J - Too much sensitivity can inhibit any real content or goal
oriented behavior.
3/. E - Essential belief and norm.
U -- Protestants strike again.
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38. E - Provides important role model for peers.
*N - According to which boss ?
°9, 1 “ Need not be a primary hang-up.
U ' S
°X“
n
one.
the b ‘ S> bUMS UP and 1 must a response like
I - Ideological verbiage/very conceptual level tor people who are tobe basic practitioners not public speakers.
*°
- As long as meaning is not limited to material development.
i: *;
: zl
1"““ •“—
*
*£ - ^though difficult to find, this proves the extent to which thefacilitator will function alone. Therefore it is the mostimportant characteristics.
*E “ Tbis is the final objective.
- Any other way we are only creating an insecure situation.
General Comments:
it one notch. Maybe the Delphi has a build-in bias to^rette^on^nsmlereas an equal investment in discussion would have a built-in bias
had heard
1SUS * rhey ' re Uvo cUrfcrent types of communication.i someone glve some reasons orally (that’s a foreign
”Bs RS°RS n
V
°r f
haVe
,
tai'en a contrai^ Portion and screamed
to iho t 7 , w mayb<) these process Phenomena have no relationt e truth (whatever that is, If it exists).
Interesting.
I tried to be a hard-nosed pragamtist. My experience is that these
qua.ati.es are extremely difficult to find and/or generate in rural
Ecuador. Setting your sights too high yields results that can be
fmstrating in the long run. Although if more feasibility is generated
I ieel they are important.
APPENDIX e
COMPARISON GROUP A QUESTIONNAIRE
OF EDUCATION
cyo
^yf/aSSar/?</As//S^
e ^'///i&rs/ 0/W2
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Dear
ohose„
B<
to
0:
Up *"oa*® you have been
country. The country has « f*
08”01 “ 8 ^eloping
area where your program will evolve Tt=
esPeciaUy ta the
officials in tire country as general 1 !- vcw m
‘ a8e ' S have 1)0611 described by
Many villages do not have
"
' >"d ***«*- "
end after three years it has been deriHtet^?.. your P"**8* will
facilitators" in their respective villages "wl'f ‘“f-Tf
to te educa“onal
non-professionals
, who will develop ^ 68
asr Your job is to— ae
and North f^ * a group of EcuadorianThe educators have * M*“ad^-
facilitators. But there is some disagreement ard u\vid
® tratotos
needed, it is therefore honed that
’
-n
r PersPective is
study to rate the criteria
y°“^ p8rttoJPBto ta » important
In addition a™ to TT^ *° “y todi“S agency.
Ecuador, my *
my university program and r ni nr - .
£ 2 , ldy aj e Uvo: 2t 1S Part of
and agricultural education in i'^
G mformation in my work in. rural
National Council of Churls
" 1^ 8 **
Itv^“ questionnaire will take about 30 minutes of your timei .~i give the University ot Massachusetts group the benefit o' ™, f
fartiitaw ( f _
art A 1S 8 ,lst 01 criteria for the selection ofmuta or trainees. Please examine each item and decide if you considerimPO
i
tmt> Preferahle<“ imr-ortlnt) or
' y ‘ K a criterion for facilitator selection. Check the responseSOme “e,KS Sre *»* related and some may
purposes of this questionnaire please consider eachitem mdependently
.and rate it on its own merits alone. After ^u ha«c lcceed one response for eacn of the 22 items please po back and circle th°numbers ox too five (5) items which you consider most essential as criteria
324
for selecting facilitator trainees Tf n • , ,
left out of the list please add it AerZ i^on TJZt T^appreciate your comments on any item nh.T V hs * 1 would
explanations of your answers orL r « 1 /atl0ns of unclear items,
relating to this questionnaire. I would^
°r specific comments
reason for rating any item
''i^aopropriate'^r lo^
apprecdate your mnin
most essential. Room lias been lJ
'
'
!
rating ll one of five
purpose.
lGft °n the side of the sheet for tins
Some examples:
Items
Extremely
1
Important
]
Important
i
Preferable
to
appropriate
Comments
1. Skillful in getting roaring drunk;
(9 freats friends with respect;
3. Is a Superman
X
After some items there are descriptors in parmtheqec
de
C
™rreIy Clab0rate the items - The
recoiv^ff-f •, , / *
characteristics of effective facilitators aftereiving facilitator training. Again please decide whether each item iscry important, important useful on occasion (but not important) or
rrSTao; -,
C!leCk
,
yT Ch0iC°- Then ^ ba<** Circle the numbersox J C ten (10) items which you teel are the ten most essential character-s , cs o e .eetive facilitators. As in part A, add any items to the listwhich are not covered by the items on the list and make any comments orexplanations which you wish. Again I would especially appLiateyour mainreason for rating any item "inappropriate" or one of the ton most esseS
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experience in a developing country n„t ,1'
‘ ^°U may not even have
based out-of-school education ma^s youro^Xb^
addreSecTstampred ravel'ope^^eed th
^ ****« «*-
the very latest if at all possible Tf
° qucstlomiaircs by October 31 at
die results of the questionnaire
^ ^ Sladly provide y°u with
Your cooperation in this study is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely
>
Alien Etling
\
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Part A. cruena for sej.gr anp; Facilitator T^iramees
J'
Check on answer for each item
i'
Sny iteme ^vMch are absent.
A^-e any appropriate comments.
ITEMS
I v-'>
: r^i
c?
id
s
E i b
.
i ~r
i
-C
j p
8.
S-able personal & family situation (resident,
mature, healthy, economically secure);
Experience in civic & community affairs(Knows 1110 territory);
ilas considerable schooling,
iAlQ £tyj ° does no ‘- conflict with the communit
t'rocen Leader (formal elected or anointed
position);
*'
Proven Leader (informal activities);
A
-peer- 1 - i: accepted by a wide variety of
community members
;
Dynamic and open;
lndpendenf yet cooperative;
w h 3 f d
W
| ..
I a
I
x * *
V< I
;k
i
a
i 3 j
k
I
j
liii pip in*
i'"
| !
Li i
ml ;mj !
'ii
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* !
! I i
Mil
j! MiU {1*4 ,1W
I ! i
•y ; j nu hi jmi inHm t tn
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(
Ijwj !«n ii:
! W i
SI 1
1
;ruf ‘m4
!
(Hi
f
!Ul| j i
|
lid
;M) \nu i inu 1
1
m H
i
< i
! 1
10, Likeable;
-L-» I'iCXi.ole c-; creative;
12, Organised & dependable;
• •
-
- d '
- 2 reading, writing & math;
11- Keeps up with the local, regional &
7%«tfO£»al i>cv/s
,
|IU)
i
M
i
Ml
iHh llJUJ ‘Htl III
lini nu inn ji/j
Wil ;WJ : i! I
I *<l |
nUnU >wy j
I ml i n i
*
I !
j
HU iHljwJ 1 1 IIi t«i
!
lii
: i'M ) \tnj i ;• n>j in
: i
1
i/i i
1 sil hi?
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ITEMS
ratafia the nature of potential
v/orir in the ccoiixuuiity;
»;•- as^ti-vu, considerate & open to
people from ciiifcreat backgrounds;
lie j -> ! O |
.... • c' b ^ jo j i
p ] O £ | h } £ hi
£ :>. i -I d! M |*s | &
If |£ * if
j j
j" i
\mi 1 1 rtwmilnu mi 1
; | fit
I I I
rhJ )
:
na,,J
wj nu ;i|f 1,1
t -c .M.oiuu cocstam.y : W inf an nun ]m
aspu-e to improve themselves & ! I I I i
tTi' :
‘:l:: eoLmivuiuties
;
184 Assesses strong beliefs in &0
P^.oudcu. a. 01 it-01
—school education;
I9s Avai]ab ':
- 0*s time, is '.viJ.Li.11g to serve); \n \mi wjj^ , j„
-M, v.o.-:c ; ( ,-0 by die community- demo- j/ \t) j/// |/u| :tw 1 }
c rati rally;
! j
I
)
/lif iw7 «ji/w; ;// if
*Li &ei0ctea by the community using the
method normal iv used to make
uevisions m lout eonununityt
***** a s trong sense of cultural
p.'i.ce (speans the language);
!
^ !<
? j
j
HU l\ l III Hi
!
mil
jVlj i"" '
! ; i
mcxe oiIoi£' tLo mmfesrs oi ** 5
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ITEMS
** Speaking skill;
2. Optioning skill (to s(llmaate .
"*> re,lection, for interviewing);
“^Wotaiogae 8km {}i
s °P»K®s, shares agendas,
creates awareness of needs};
"il lNoa
" verbal communication skills;
’* evaluation skills (punning.
“
;'
*
v veauaaon, responsive to
criticism, critical awareness);
,J * Ability to mob'vate;
^
TO
'5>/!j-aamicg skills (conflict resoluti
p,t
.
; utaI»tove learning style, building
conesiveness)
;
8f
??
J * iG elfect horizontal relationships
t^rares power d prestige, decoys
myife of oppressor, modest life style);
A jrroblem-Goiving activity skills
(dealing with institutions, talrim*
re pon s ibility) ;
la dealing with, diverse individual
U'JVUX & anilities (patience, does not
neglect siovve r learners)
;
Jj'* ^"Ij!c to catalyse cooperation among
pcoiTe (overcomes selfishness);
tWd I III
f-WJi in-U !k
i hi
( *
j
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1
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ITEMS
V:
^ o
£0 M
o CO
s «
j2
°
,f;
bIa t0 iucrea8c people’s self-confideuce
(iio.a-authorita.rian,
supportive);
-•3.: Akcteriais development skills;
14. Able to broaden access to information
yaci.liia.tes communi cation
, varies
physical settling, helps people learn
tow to learn);
1S
- Sti!I “ a vaifefy of learning techniques;
15. Skill in pacing (regulating movement from
one part ol a learning experience to the •
next;
17 ' AM° t0 <*»<xner & articulate the loaxnin»
uoecis present in the community;
Io * hi brJiding community support;
j- r Jv.n m working with community leaders
(communicates with most factions);
20#
;
AbL
;
t0 stimulate planning on the family
(as opposed to personal or
eomramiiiy levels)
;
<M - KelPs professional teachers improve
Schools
;
:
• A to siirnulat 5 community org;anizationj
d- » o!u 11 in aiding comrnum ty planning
(e hosts extrusive input and wide
purticipn Jvn in decision- making)
;
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ITEMS
2d,
i8 «,
25,
30.
i,b,e to catalyze community projects
(persists despite problems, sweats
-’i.th the community);
Able to bring people together;
sdtz uly to match learning needs to
— aiiil'.g resources and opportunities;
te'teU in planning facilitator activities
(cstobusnes goals, develops a plan for
a yoar’s activities
, evaluates
program)
;
A-eie to develop a communication net-
work (for information, ideas, support):
IAmoEonal. literacy & Numeracy skills
(accounting sib Us ) ;
Negotiation skills (preparation, per-
sistence, serenity, developing
proposals)
;
Tranrng skills (preparation of other
iaciUtators, group leaders, youth
leaders);
Knows formal from out-of~school
education
;
4ware of what other individuals, growu
wafd ccrr.muoi ties have done to improve
tbernseb/sr.:
>« -'-w >wlec c- abl oi content j *oas
nertmont to development. (nutrition
,
cooperatives, scientific ieaUt
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ITEMS
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relationships of neoofe- i r#4 \rtti mi\
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3/ * Bulieves People should constantly
aspire to improve tenseivcs and
ui°ir environment (overcomes own
fears & superstitions);
30. Confronts reeirfence to individual c
commmnty development (stands up
to author ittos);
T
, ...
!!mi Ihu { jmi
|
in
j
n
j
f i
i i S
Sees development as a process of
liberation from domination md
dependence;
T.=. Ijelieves in the strength of shared
decision-making (does not feel s/he
loses poser when the group disagrees
Wit'i iiiz/bor notions);
~ j * j.NsiCgates authority;
'~‘u * i*hows conliaenoe in ov/u skills as. a.
leader;
43n Motivated to continue beyond scope
of immediate support;
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Comments
Pa rt A
1. P - In India economically secure might tend to be literate already.
IV. N - Constantly?
N ~ By whose standards ’’improve?"
18. P - Enthusiasm.
Salaried ? What is the source of funding for project?
21. No response - Would depend on who decided the normal method.
Part B
20. No response - What type of planning?
31. No response - Depends on the community.
33. No response - Lousy question.
u7. No response - Lousy question.
I ~ Not necessarily.
N - By whose standards ?
38. I - Does this necessarily mean standing up to authorities ?
E - extremely important
I ~ important
P = preferable but not important
U ~ useful on occasion
N - inappropriate
NIl - no response
appendix f
COMPARISON GROUP B QUESTIONNAIRE
334
The cover letter for this questionnaire is identical to the cover
letter for Appendix E.
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Pait A * Critena for selecting Facilitator
1. Check on answer for each item.
' Ac
'f
miy iteras which are absent.
Make
“V appropriate comments
Trainees
ITEMS
1.
-
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stable personal & family situation (resident
mature, healthy, economically secure);
2. Experience in civic & community affairs(knows the territory);
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4 .
5 .
6 .
8 .
9 .
10.
11
.
12.
13 .
14 .
Has considerable schooling;
Life style does not conflict with the community;
Proven Leader (formal elected or appointed
position);
Proven Leader (informal activities);
Respected & accepted by a wide variety of
community members;
1/ynamic and open;
Indpendent yet cooperative;
Likeable
;
Flexible & creative;
Organized & dependable;
Basic ability in reading, writing & math;
Keeps up with the local, regional &
national, news;
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ITEMS
15. Understands the nature of potential
work in the community;
16. Sensitive, considerate & open to
people from different backgrounds;
17. Believes people should constantly
aspire to improve themselves &
their communities;
13. Possesses strong beliefs in the
potential of out-of-school education;
Available (has time, is willing to serve);
20. Selected by the community demo-
cratically;
21. Selected by the community using the
method normally used to malm
decisions in that community;
22. Possesses a strong sense of cultural
pride (speaks the language);
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****Bevtew the items once more and circle the numbers of the 5 most
essential criteria.
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ITEMS
Most
Essential.
Extremely
Important
important
Jseful
on
T
bccasion
i
k
||
£
1. Speaking skill;
2. Questioning sldll (to stimulate discussion
and reflection, for interviewing);
?
IUI
1 t
III/ “
n
iHi Ilf b
MJ f
t ii
*f »
*41 1 III
1
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u
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3. Discussion/Dialogue skills (listens,
elicits opinions, shares agendas,
creates awareness of needs);
m i
HiS
tuj n
KJJ 1
1
tHj
U II
»!
1
4 ‘ Non-verbal communication skills;
5 * Analytical & evaluation skills (planning,
sell
-evaluation, responsive to
criticism, critical awareness);
fUl i
m/
mi mi *
tu
mj t*u hi
Mi
a lil;/
Jll
Jill
J
1
G. Ability to motivate;
7. Group dynamics skills (conflict resolution,
participative learning style, building
cohesiveness);
A,*/ II! i
mi
uU ail s;:
rt:J mj
i
tftJ ni mi
ml i
III HI
8, Able to effect horizontal relationships
(shares power & prestige, destroys
myths of oppressor, modest life style);
MU IU.
HU HI
in/
i
1!
9. Problem-solving activity skills
(dealing with institutions, taking
responsibility);
PMJ tm <ui
r-ui
tuj
t
10 * ski l 111 dealing with diverse individual it
needs & abilities (patience, does not
neglect slower learners);
ill l
f
nt mj
uj n*i
mj
11. Able to catalyze cooperation among
people (overcomes selfishness);
j
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14 .
15
.
16
.
17
.
18
.
19 .
20 .
21 .
22
.
23 .
24 .
Able to increase people’s self-confidence
(non-authoritarian, supportive)
;
Materials development skills;
Able to broaden access to information
(facilitates communication, varies
physical setting, helps people learn
how to learn);
i'kill in a variety of learning techniques;
Skill in pacing (regulating movement from
one part of a learning experience to th«
next;
Able to discover & articulate the learning
needs present in the community;
Skill in building community support;
Skill in working with community leaders
(communicates with most factions)
;
Abie to stimulate planning on the family
level (as opposed to personal or
community levels);
Helps professional teachers improve
schools;
Ab.«.c to stimulate community organization;
nu tnJ rui m)
ml i mj til
HU
(II
tw mi
t
tl
rnj in
mj
mi ii//
tut
WJ MS
Skill in aiding community planning
(elicits extensive input and wide
participation in decision-making);
Able to simultaneously pursue multiple
goals;
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ITEMS
Most
Essential
Extremely
Important Important
2o. ztble to catalyze community projects
(persists despite problems, sweats
with the community);
MU III fttl ) ruJn
ins
26. Able to bring people together;
2 >
. Ability to match learning needs to
learning resources and opportunities;
ml
ki ws
MJM
nil ma
n-w wu
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28. Skill in planning facilitator activities
(establishes goals
, develops a plan for
each year’s activities, evaluates
program)
;
tW II
J
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29. Able to develop a communication net-
work (for information, ideas, support);
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30.
31.
32.
33.
Functional literacy & Numeracy skills
(accounting skills)
;
Negotiation skills (preparation, per-
sistence, serenity, developing
proposals);
Training skills (preparation of other
facilitators, group leaders, youth
leaders);
Knows formal from out-of-school
education;
Aware of what other individuals, groups
and communities have done to improve
themselves;
Knowledgeable of content areas
pertinent to development (nutrition,
cooperatives, scientific agriculture);
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ITEMS
Most
Essential
Extremely
important important
Useful
on
Occasion
06 * SonsmvG to the feelings, attitudes, & rthi
-
1
ml m mI
,,
relationships of people; rui HU ml
"
37. Believes people should constantly Jill mj mi Ml 1 ? I
aspire to improve themselves and t+u
their environment (overcomes own
fears & superstitions);
38. Confronts resistance to individual or J t mju mi
community development (stands up ruj HU
to authorities);
38. Sees development as a process of id/ rW nil 11 ml ii
liberation from domination and
dependence;
40. Believes in the strength of shared rhi ii/ w 1
decision-making (does not feel s/he hi! m in
loses poser when the group disagrees
with his/her notions)
;
41. Delegates authority;
II mJ 1 nil n
H44
42. Shows confidence in own skills as a hi
bUJ
fH4J 1
leader; MJ HU J /
43, Motivated to centim e beyond scope 1111 tuJ r,U
i
hU 1
of immediate support; 1 NJj
j
s
-hi. Believes in the possibility of change, ml 1 ruj
i
Hi 1
i
in people’s capacity to grow and in mj n}.{ 1
1
people’s potential;
nil
!
! 1
n
ui
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II
essential characteristics in this section,
Remember: the descriptors are only examples—
-they do not define or limit
i terns
.
Inapprop
riate
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Comments
Part A
E Extremely important
I = Important
P Preferable but not important
U= Useful on occasion
N = Inappropriate
NR = No response
I - Not necessarily economically secureN ' D
“blem.
erSOnal SltUatl°n
’ e ' S - l doe3 not have current
I - Security needs must be met before affiliation needs canpredominate.
I - Commitment high.
N " aiIy
.“
atUre
’,
heaWly
> commitment and economically secure personcan give his best to such an educational structure.
2. E - Contacts.
I Does this mean local man? Experience beyond locale?
s. P - Hard to determine level. Should be able to read and write
quite well.
P - Only as it will give him status in the eyes of others.N - If by "considerable" you mean beyond high school.P - Depends: schooled in what?
E - If important to perception of facilitators by peers, then
extiemely important, otherwise, preferable.
I - Similar to #7.
P - Might be inappropriate.
P - ouspect this variable cross
-culturally.
P - Might be inappropriate in some cases.
P - There is always the possibility that the facilitator may prefer to
change his community, therefore some conflict inevitable.
I - Depends on whether life style public or private.
E - Acceptance, sensitivity, fit to community is the only way this
kind of thing can be done.
b. N - These are the people who may supress popular initiative.
P - Respect.
P&N- Can be detrimental.
NR - Not necessary.
6 , 1 - Respect and ability.
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7. E - Similar to #20.
? ~ Hop°M1y Ms respect find acceptance will increase with time
.
.JE? »
*
£
lius
.is not given, it must be achieved.
E - Acceptance, sensitivity, fit to com mm-,in,* m •,
Of things can be done.
13 ‘ho wa>' kind
8. N- "Open, "yes; "dynamic", irrelevant.EE - Depends on situation.
P - Depending on village.
I - Value statement, does it hold in Ecuador?
E - #8 and #11 are same ?
t. NR - Depends on situation.
I -- Value statement, does it hold in Ecuador 1?
E I Totcfpeople^'
01 * group he ’s irking with.
10. N - Doesn't have to be likeable to outsiders.
N " ValU® jud8ment. What you see as likeable they may not (sic) ?
H. I - Important to role of facilitator.
E - Essential for getting things done-espeeially where tasks are
unfamiliar in the community.
13. I - Hard to determine level,
I - Should be able to read and write quite well.
P - Depends what he has to do in community work.
E - Without it s/he will get lots of problems and might not generate
faith oi the villagers.
E - Extremely important, if tins is what villages need to learn
otherwise, preferable.
E - The facilitators need to be able to master these basic fundamentals,N - Depends on role mid responsibilities.
E If this io what villagers need to learn-
-otherwise preferable.
14. P - Local
,
yes.
343
17.
15. E - Must know what is possible and achievable.E Commitment and action.
E - It is going to be a hard job. S/he should know it rv,„ •there might be attrition afterwards.
- Lssenttal for getting things done-especially where tasks areunfamiliar in the community.
16. E - Assumes #7.
N - Except to staff person; if village is homogeneous.E - facilitators need cultural awareness.P - Will facilitator be dealing with such'?
E - Ao»ce sensitivity, fit to the community is only waytins Lana oi thing can be done.
E - Hard to find.
E - if not, why bother?
E - This seems to me as motivation on the part of the facilitators.
IT s/he is not motivated, only a half-hearted effort will beavailable whose success I doubt.
Tie manner in getting tliis across to people is what is moreCl LIO .t wIjl
«
E - Without it, hard to convince others.
E - Schooling "only” very constraining.
E - If not, why bother?
E - Tins seems to me as motivation on the part of the facilitators.
It s/he is not motivated, only a half-hearted effort will be
available whose success I doubt.
E - Without it, why select?
E - No time, no input, no output.
E - Wilingness to serve will be a reflection of #7.
E - Must have time mid willingness to serve for maximum expectationsTms seems to me as motivation on the part of the facilitators,
li S/ he is not motivated, only a half-hearted effort will be
available whose success I doubt,
30. P - Weak criterion, democracy has so many different meanings.N - Not necessarily a local value.
P - Legitimacy.
E - Essential for community support and aecessability—Senegal Rural
Animation.
18,
19,
344
I - Selection by respect.
I - Many times the process for tin's does not exist.
21. NR - Depends on situation.
I - More relevant than #20.
N ~ U hy dominant society methods.
E “ Tms 18 probably the m°st important factor in selection rt ,pointed out to the group before selection process some of V
°°
characteristics important for tire Job or U atey would want in an education facilitator, but they must n-a' e
in the
to S Structure. If not, there wiU be frictionm community, the social order may be put in jeopa4 andthe facilitator may receive no respect and cooperation whatsoever
22. E - You actually have two separate items here.E - #22 is implied by #21 in traditional settings.
I - “herit^t 40^ ^^ ““
p
'
!;f
Sential for communication and cultural understanding.
' Pm »'T
eVe" be preferable to have strong culturJ pride.
Itatw 8 SitU3tl0nS Where the community may be some-wlia heterogeneous. Strong cultural pride may inhibit a
careful and critical examination of existing conditions,
problems and needs. A facilitator must be open and
responsive to change.
Pai# B
1. E - Only if important in the culture.
2. N - Inappropriate if calling on individuals.
3. E - Facilitating starts with listening skills.
U - Very difficult
I - Depends on culture.
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4. E - They're there anyway.
5« E Analytical skills essential.
6 E - If you can motivate people, most of the battle is won.
I
. N - Culturally loaded; depends on the setting.
U&N "w*?
#2
,’ *?’ **’ K ’ #6> mid #8
> broad.
" f,,
1 c0b6srveness doesn't have to be taught! Might be
, T 1
lllnental to introduce dominant styles.
* "
’Td P°ssess some as natural quality-difficult to train-depends on cultural context.
8. K = Culturally loaded. Depends on the setting.
’ " ' a ®
f
u“ess does not arouse feelings of confidence on the parto the villagers. 1
N - Depends on the culture.
9. I - Le.
,
to confront Bil.A.
,
I - Depends
.
funding people.
10. E - Otherwise might discourage many.
11. E - Every good way of gaining villagers confidence.
12. E = Means of motivating villagers.
13. U - Vague. Can be misinterpreted.
I - Depends on impact of educational materials.
N ~ Someone else can do that.
18. E - With out tins and #19, nothing will develop.
N - Someone else should do this.
20. N - Someone else should do this.
I ~ Interesting and could be very important.
U - Often they have nothing to do with B.I.A. employees.
22 N - Someone else should do this.
E - Community organization and community solidarity is the key tc
community development.
more
He
34G
23. N - Someone else should do this.
I - Could be combined with #18.
I - Planning of what? What decisions?
24. E - They will exist to developing country.
. . important
, to cope.
25. E - 'l here may well be discouraging moments.
26. U -• Too vague.
28. U - A bit vague.
29. N - This could be done by someone else.
30. U - Someone else should do this.
E - Respect of peers.
N - Depends on use in the culture,
E - Without literacy I don't know how he can gain villagers'
confidence not to speak of problems he himself might face.
31. N - Someone else should do this.
I - Many feel so, ie, so can compete for the dollar.
o3. NR - What does this item mean?
E - Terms not mutually opposite.
E - Should be well aware of the advantages of out-of-school education-
why out of school education?
35. I - Resembles #34 above.
E - In order to relate learning content directly to dev. needs.
E - Can't realistically set tilings up without some background.
37. E - Otherwise why join it?
38. IJ - Situational.
E - S/he supposed to be for dev.
N - Depends on response to confrontation.
UchN - Depends on how tins is done. "Try to work with authorities
for the benefit of the student" would be a better way to word
this, I think,
ti - At least is not intimidated by resistence ana can deal with it.
N - An unobtainable goal if other more important criteria are tc be met.
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39. E
N
N
E
40. N
N
41. N
I
43. U
NR
44. U -
~
"^is is ^le true meaning of devplonmrw nri a
o^“el?d GnSlaVe“U3ls
' de°reaSe "dth Uberati0n “0 ^dependence. Too
- Too philosophical.
~ A kind of self-motivation.
- Culturally loaded. Maybe s/he does lose power.
- Depends on culture.
- Depends on culture.
- A balance lias to be struck between being able and willing todo tangs yourself and also being willing to let oU.er” help(to give others experience).
Situational.
- Do not understand.
Change to what? Assimilation?
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General Comments
I feel Part A is better done than Part B*
.These 44 (Part B) could easily be condensed
that have close relevance.
to 2<±-30 by combining many
All of these characteristics
development.
add up to an excellent professional in community
I find it hard to believe that many individuals would consider any Pernt^S"^ SG1T occasion" shou^roTably apply
. \ •
e~ skillful in getting roaring drunk. " The real question
“sms
a
af L: “ ,,inaPP™- " tLq“isC
. 7
° ie 5ua>oiontly important to include in training programs ot aspecific duration and within specific budgets?". Without knotlg the sp^cfficsoweyci, youi respondents will hardly be able to answer that question. TheQ estionnaire could have been designed with specific categories under which
.\our items comd have been displayed, "communication skills, " "ormanriation
vou will h
P SkmS> " "materials development skills, " etc. Or perhaps
y bo coding responses with these more general categories in mind ?
Skills depend on role of the facilitator which I understand in several different
ways. First and most important skill is defining role and sticking to if
'
also becoming familiar with resources to have something to offer.
Trying to fit Indians into certain dominant society notions can be detrimentalm tl?.ct. self
-perpetuation of values they're trying to resist. I'm afraid it
might be difficult to elicit response to this questionnaire as it represented
"more words from a white man. "
Some facilitators are expected, due to the nature of their jobs, to have more
heightened sensitivity and responsibility than others. All of Part B seem to
be positive attributes needed and hopefully developed in. a facilitator. They
are modified depending upon what he is trained for: some attributes are
more and less important then others.
I find this troublesome (at best). There appears to be a lot of liberal idealism
implied in die statements being weighted, that may or may not have any-
thing to cto with facilitators' success. Some of the (descriptors) are extremely
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biased, appear naive if not downright fatuous ™ •
statements in Part II, implyinn- a vi fh f * .
1S esPecially true of the
time period?) is expected to do" a oT ,
t iat traunng (how much, over what
this is not a quesSw-IUeT * ,?»“,d these observations,
most of the skills are "soft" (and irw nTh
P011 "' 11101'® are no real choices—
What a facilitator ne^s dLnTs aW T^1® to tra“*S at all),
patterns ol the culture he/she is ,'?
exe "-:"1V( 'ly on the needs, structures,
““ «** '"»« ~i.sCSSaX“;,“‘ *
PC0Die°
e
p
Uf
]
1Cldi t0 trai“ educaUoaal facilitators to be all thirds to allpeopje. Perhaps you need to train at least three groups ol speciaftsts!
1. Educational communicational facilitators.
a
* particlpa
ty
to becom6 aware of their own problems
I, fffIf Ways tlley can *** with them, (would not
‘
selves)
participants to discuss and enlighten them-
2. Implementational facilitators.
a. to give direction and practical, implementation ideas to those
a rw, . „
ed “ pr°blem awareness by group #1 facilitators.3* Organizational facilitators#
a. to set up groups of people to be trained by group #1
facilitators
.
to work with existing community systems in getting
community interest and participation in your program,
receives input from community people sc thatyour programbecomes their program and meet their needs 1
the questionnaire is that many of the characteristicsdo n°c apply to villagers" living in a village "with a very high rate ofilliteracy. " They apply more to graduate students who would like to do thismnd ol woi'.v. i wish you had come out with characteristics exhibited by
visage people. What I Jim trying to say is that the characteristics are viewedand drawn up from the university point of view. But maybe the study is
really i.mu In which ease discard, this comment. One characteristic
vv uch I think important is the ability to connect the educational process tome economic and political problems of the village. That education is
basically political in nature, i.e.
,
an awareness of contradiction within
society. I wonder whether this is described sufficiently by characteristics
mentioned in the questionnaire.
b.
c.
350
22£‘zzzt::, rr -to keep from standing Up and salutin - h,,< ' r ” a red"blooded American
culturally.
"Dynamic. "
8 ’ 01 9ue8tlQna*>le importance cross-
Added Questions
Desires to learn from others
Extremely important.
equal to enthusiasm about sharing with them.
Shilled in being able to learn from (almost) anyone. Extremely important.
Entrepreneurial skills—a proven
Extremely important,.
problem-solver
—common sense.
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KEEXAM INATION OF Or.ICINAL HYPOTHETICAL SITUATIONS:
TO THE NEXT PACE.
WHEN YOU HAVE FINISHED THE REEXAMINATION, continue
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You tight have found a few more
course there were fewer to find.
dimene on» by doing the fourth step, but
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You have already identified a
level of breakdown.
lot oi dimensions that you have at this first
Because the fifth and last step
vant you to do is. after I tsy
It. Don't cognate over what it
it happen.
is the hardeot
the directions,
meana to do it
i what I
Just do
.
Just let
Here are the directions i want you to think up
dimensions that have nothing to do with "helping others
and then seriously exaaine whether or not they do.
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RESULTS OK THE STL?:
WHEN YOU HAVE EXHAUSTED THIS PROCESS, CONTINUE TO THE NEXT PAGE
uHere is one v&y the 6tep can work. Let us soy, tor example, 1 am a marriage
counselor and a fellow comes who is having domestic problems at r.otae . I have
him operations lire what he means by "good facher," and he goes through a positive
hypothetical situation and a negative hypothetical situation and then sees some
other people s lists. (Because I've been doing this for 20 years, I have a lot
of them handy.) Then he goes back to the hypothetical situations and looks
again at vhar is going on end examines whether or not the things that are going
or veally have anything to do with "good father/' So for about an hour or more
be hae been immersed in this fuzzy concept. Then I ask "All right, what has
nothing to do with it? and he replies, 'How much time I spend at home." People
_-
on / think up things that have nothing to do with tneir concept when you ask
them to. Of course, if you eogneted over it long enough, you would think of the
pyramids of Egypt or the dark 6ide of the moon. But if you juat let it haopcn,
vaat would you gee? You would get things that really are related, as a result
of the mind- freeing twist of the question, "What has nothing to do with it?"
It may be something, in the case of counseling, that 13 a repressed dimension.
Tt may be, in other cases, things that might be considered frivolous. The
frivolous things come up, and you can examine them seriously. You see, one of
tie things that we mean in Western thought by "ridiculous" is "don't think about
it/' and my suggestion is that's dangerous, We have to think about such things.
The greeter our tendency is to label something ridiculous, probably the more
important it i3 to consider it very seriously, because it is within Chat area
that we are not utilizing our thought, not giving it careful consideration.
By this last step, you may have identified some more dimensions and all
I will ever claim is that at the very best, doing the whole procedure carefully
mi 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 i'i 1 1 1 1 ii 1 1 1 n
And exhausting tech step, you will get a very good approximation to the number
of dimensions that you have, what you mean when you use the term "helping others
Now the next thing to do is to go back to the first item on the first line
and look at it — the very first item on the first list. And ask yourself the
following question, "Is this either a directly observable behavior or a directly
observable state?" Another way to approach it is to ask, "If i said this
15
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realUy because you would have no reality referent, that ere rueful t0 you
in tenas of that fuzzy concept.
Now. go back to the flret Iter, on the flr.t ll.t end aak your.elf. "I 8
this 3 directly observable behavior or state? If I aent someone to find out
it this thing were happening, would he come back with the same information
that I would get if I went my Self?" If the answer i, "No" to either question,
then you have a fuzzy concept which needs to be broken down further. And no
on for the other items on your list, for each lt« that is otill fuzzy, repeat
the five-step procedure tc get to the second level of breakdown. Do one now,
ana you can uac the next page to begin the procedure.
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EF.CIN THE PROCEDURE FOR HIE SECOND LEVEL OF BREAKDOWN:
If efcer completing the procedure at the second level of breakdown, you
find you still have some dimensions that ere not directly observable behavior
or states, then repeat the procedure again with them. At this third level,
you may not r.ecd to check with other persons (Stajs 3).
You have completed this instructional module. Please follow this advice
if you wish to nave someone else use this procedure, pleace
do not Just describe it to them, have them actually go
through the process. A negative reaction can occur when
a person only hears the steps described without actually
experiencing 'hea.

